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the dead sea scrolls qumranquaran
calmly revisited

LEWIS M ROGERS

almost thirteen years have passed since the unearthing of
the dead sea scrolls A great deal has been accomplished since
that momentous event in 1947 texts from cave 1I which include
the seven manuscripts of the original shepherd find are now
almost completely published and are available in several english
translations 1 in spite of early skepticism on the part of some
scholars the genuineness of these scrolls is now well estab-
lished 2 most scholars have agreed that the manuscripts are
authentic and that they are to be dated between the second
century BC and the first century of the christian era in addi-
tion the preliminary process of identifying the numerous bits
and fragments from cave IV assumed to have been the chief
cache of the qumranquaran community is almost completed however
the tasks of transcription textual study and interpretation are
yet to be accomplished before these documents will be ready for
publication

the ruins at qumranquaran were carefully excavated aerial pho-
tographyto aided in the reconstruction of the site models of the
settlement diagrams photographs and maps of the area have
now been made available for study 3 in the meantime research

dr rogers is assistant professor of religion at brigham young university
millar burrows the dead sea scrolls new york 1955 and T H gas-

ter the dead sea scriptures new york doubleday and company 1956
include most of the cave I1 materials in english translation more technical
analyses of the various manuscripts have appeared in several technical journals
journal of the american oriental society journal of biblical literature journal
of bible and religion journal of jewisbjewish studies journal of near eastern
studies and others

solomon zeitlin an eminent jewish scholar has been the chief exponent of
the opposition the reader is directed to the following articles solomon zeitlin
how ancient are the hebrew scrolls from the dead sea judaism VI
1957 ppap 555855 58 S zeitlin the dead sea scrolls A travesty on scholar-

ship the jewish quarterly review july 1956 ppap 343534 35
note for example the maps and drawings in frank cross jr the an-

cient library of quaranqumran and modern biblical studies new york doubleday
and company inc 1958 see also the excellent collection of photographs in
john M allegro the people of the dead sea scrolls garden city new york
doubleday publishers 1958
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continues numerous caves in the cliffs along the northwest
edge of the dead sea have been examined but not all of them
have produced manuscripts As late as february 1960 new
caves were opened along the israeli sector of the dead sea
some forty three miles south of wadi qumranquaran the results and
significance of these recent excavations have not yet been de-
terminedtermined or at least if they have been determined their sig-
nificancenificance has not yet been made public

no archaeological discovery of the past one hundred years
has received the acclaim and publicity of the dead sea scrolls
literally hundreds of articles and books both professional and
popular have appeared not to mention numerous journalistic
interpretations appearing in newspapers and magazines across
the country the spectacular details of the discovery aroused
public interest but the claims and counterclaimscounterclaims asserted by
some denominational propagandists were the cause of unusual
excitement one writer commenting upon this rash of scroll
publicity said the christians are crazy the jews are crazy
also all the world is scroll crazy 4 another lamented

the sectarianssectarians have already gathered on the fragmented
carcass like yellow jackets on the picnic ham striving to
carry away such theological delicacies as suit their taste 5

everyone it seemed was attempting to strengthen his own theo-
logical position in some instances lust for proof undoubtedly
led to premature and unwarranted conclusions

bible scholarship has not been undone by the discovery of
the dead sea scrolls the experts have not panicked on the
contrary new insights resulting from scroll studies have been
received with enthusiasm some earlier theories concerning text
families problems of authorship and date of specific books
have been examinedreexaminedre and several such theories have already
been revised scholarly views have differed at times the con-
troversytroversy over particular issues has been intense but disagree-
ment was to be expected during the initial stages of interpreta-
tion it would have been unusual indeed not to have contro-
versy the caution on the part of some scholars the theory and
counter theory the argument and the debate should not have

R V flewelling sea scroll madness the personalist october 1957
p 341

ibid17hid p 342
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been interpreted as panic or retreat As A L haberman
pointed out there has never been an important archaeological
find in history which has not evoked a controversy already
from thqtha exchange of viewsviews significant areas of agreement
have been found

what then isis the current situation regarding the scroll
studies have recent interpretations affected christian theolo-
gies what are scholarly opinions concerning the connection
between the qumranquaran community and the new testament
church it is time to examine these and other problems not
with the intent to prove a theology but rather to inform our-
selves concerning the latest and the most significant develop-
ments inin scroll studies

in this paper I1 propose 1 to reviewreview briefly the story of
the scroll discoveries and to survey the contents of the qumranquaran
library 2 to discuss the people of the scrolls their identity
origin and teachings and 3 to elaborate upon possible his-
torical and theological connections between the qumranquaran com-
munity and the early christian church

I1

the account of the exploration of the qumranquaran area the
purchase of fragments from the bedouin tribesmen and other
details have been reported inin numerous publications it shall be
sufficient for our purpose therefore to sketch only the high
points of the story 7

the first scrolls appeared from cave I1 inin the spring of
1947 apparently the discovery was accidental the details are
confused and contradictory it would be impossible at this date
to recover the true historical facts for legend and myth have
already entered the picture nevertheless this basic historical
outline persists during the early summer of 1947 bedouin

A L haberman the dead sea scrolls A survey and new inter-
pretationpretation judaism V fall issue 1956 ppap 306315306 315 the discovery of the
famous codex sinaiticusSinai ticus produced similar reactions among scholars of the ninenine-
teenth century

for a more detailed account of the circumstances of discovery see J M
allegro the dead sea scrolls penguin books 1956 ppap 153415 34 other early
accounts appear inin the following M burrows the dead sea scrolls new
york 1955 ppap 3283 28 mar A Y samuel the purchase of the dead sea
scrolls biblical archaeologist XII may 1959 ppap 265126 51 john C trever
the discovery of the scrolls biblical archaeologist XI september 1948

ppap 465746 57
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youths presumably herding goats in the wilderness between
jerusalem and the northwest coast of the dead sea accidentally
stumbled upon the cave and its contents A second version of the
story suggests that the discoverers were en route to bethlehem
with contraband merchandise they had apparently followed a
route through this desolate area in order to avoid legal points
of entry in any event the cave was discovered speaking of
these circumstances and of the events which followed frank
cross one of the foremost american scholars working with the
scrolls said

in the year between the bedouin discovery and the first
press releases announcing the discovery to the world there
was confusion blundering and intrigue at least one
and probably several clandestine excavations ravaged the cave
sites additional materials came to light there is evidence that
a considerable amount of precious material was destroyed in
the process 8

almost a year passed before the manuscript material filtered
out from bedouin hands the first collection came to the atten-
tion of E L sukenik of the hebrew university the second
came to light by way of the syrian orthodox metropolitan of
jerusalem largely through the efforts of the american school
of oriental research on april 11 1948 first announcements
concerning the second lot were made public through the press
professor sukenik announced the existence of the hebrew uni-
versity collection two weeks later

arab israeli hostilities delayed official investigation of
cave I1 from 1948 until the early months of 1949 from january
through march of that year fragments from seventy different
manuscripts were recovered from the debris piled outside the
cave activity ceased momentarily at this date for many as-
sumed that cave I1 was an isolated phenomenon however new
documents appeared for sale in jerusalem in the fall of 1951

then it became obvious that cave I1 was not an isolated cache
but part of an elaborate pattern at the same time it seemed
likely that there might be significant connections between the
caves the scrolls and the ruins located nearby on the qumranquaran
plateau the location of these ruins had been known to archae-
ologists as early as 1851 and had been identified as the rem

cross op atcitcirclr p 4
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nants of an ancient roman fortress slowly said cross
a new pattern began to emerge the scrolls belonged to

an ancient people who occupied the caves north and south of
khirbet qumranquaran and the ruinruin was precisely the essene desert
retreat remarked by the roman historian pliny 9

the stories of subsequent cave and manuscript discoveries
are complicated between the years 1951 and 1955 no fewer
than five campaigns were carried out to excavate the ruins at
qumranquaran in addition resources of the american french and
british schools were combined and systematic exploration di-
rected chiefly by lancaster harding and roland devaux cov-
ered an area five miles in length along the cliffs some
hundreds of yards above the dead sea also ta amireh tribes-
men who had found the digging to be somewhat profitable
continued their patient search inin the area of wadi murabbacurabba at
approximately twelve miles south of qumranquaran scientific inves-
tigationti followed through early 1952 both in this area and again
among the cliffs adjacent to qumranquaran altogether more than
two hundred and thirty caves were examined As an aid in
classification caves containing significant artifacts and scroll
fragments were assigned numbers 11II and 111IIIlii in the summer of
1952 tribesmen worked the marl caves at a lower altitude and
discovered cave IV which subsequently proved to be the prin-
cipal cache of the essene community 10 caves V and VI were
located in conjunction with cave IV and after almost three
years of quiet in the spring of 1955 caves VII through X were
added to the already impressive list of discoveries cave XI
which contained materials almost as significant as caves I1 and
IV was located still later about a mile to the north

the library of qumranquaran was extensive some complete manu-
scripts were recovered but most of the materials were fragmen-
tary decayed and warped consequently they were extremely
difficult to handle the bulk of the material was far greater

ibid p 11

the marl caves caves IVXIV X were notnaturalnonnaturalnot natural caves but were apparently
dug by the qumranquaran settlers for use as living quarters it is possible however
that these caves were originally intended to be used as tombs by a much earlier
people ath9th 6thath century B CC

many of these fragments were purchased from bedouin tribesmen at the
rate of 2802.80280 per square centimeter donors from many lands including several
universities in this country as well as in europe aided in the purchases by
agreement the manuscript fragments are to remain in the palestine archaeologiarchaeology
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than anyone had anticipated therefore an international inter-
confessional team of eight scholars was assigned the task of
analysis identification and translation 12 the following is a
survey of the major documents from the qumranquaran library based
largely upon the excellent analysis of frank cross the ancient
library of quaranqumranQ umran13

cave I1 discovered spring 1947
location in the line of cliffs above khirbet qumranquaran

and north about two miles
contents isaiah scroll

commentary on habakkuk
manual of discipline A statement of the creed and

conduct of the sect
fragment copy of isaiah
collection of thanksgiving psalms
the order of battle between the sons of light and

the sons of darkness
A genesis apocryphon 14

additional manuscript fragments from biblical
apocryphal and apocalyptic writings

cave 11II discovered february 1952
location A few hundred yards south of cave I1 in the

cliffs above qumranquaran
contents A few fragments from the apocryphal book

ecclesiasticus also other significant fragments but
minor in number 15

cave III111illlii discovered march 1952
location about three fourths of a mile north of cave I1

in cliffs at a slightly lower elevation
contents two highly oxidized copper scrolls sup-

posedly containing an inventory of the community
treasures 16

cal museum until editing is completed then presumably they will be released
to the various donors

france was represented by fathers C barthelemy and J starckystarceyStarc ky england
by john allegro and john strugnell germany by claus hunnoaunno hunzinger
poland by father J T milik and the united states by monsignor patrick W
skehan and frank M cross jr

cross op cit ppap 233623 36
an elaboration of the book of genesis in aramaic mistakenly referred to

by the title apocalypse of lamech
an article in french which cataloguescataloguercatal ogues this material and is available in

english translation M baillet editing the manuscript fragments from qumaum
ran biblical archaeologist XIX 1956 ppap 759675 96

the two copper scrolls though actually one work were highly oxidized
and could not be manipulated on the spot without damaging the inscriptions
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murabbacurabba at discovered spring and summer 1952 addit-
ional materials were found in 1955

location caves inin the vicinity of wadi murabbacurabba at
at approximately twelve to fifteen miles south of
qumranquaran at1t

contents A seventh century BCB C palimpsest script
containing a list of names and numbers
thought to be the earliest papyrus written inin
hebrew ever found inin palestine

letters contracts and bible fragments inin greek
hebrew and aramaic some of which were left
by the remnants of bar kochbah s army inin
132135132155132152 135155 ADA D

A second century ADA D scroll of the minorminor proph-
ets 18

cave IV discovered summer 1952
location approximately two hundred yards from the

essene settlement in the marl terrace facing wadi
qumranquaran

contents thousands of manuscript fragments aj1j19

A biblical text fragments
manuscript of samuel 0 O

chronicles
numbers
three very old manuscripts

1 fragments from samuel dated ca
200 BCB C

2 A section of jeremiah
3 fragments from exodus

five pentateuchal manuscripts
fragments of job
deuteronomy 14 MSSmss2121

it was not until september of 1955 three years later that a workable plan was
devised to unroll them for a description of the technique used and a prelimi-
nary survey of the contents see J M allegro the7 he dead sea scrolls penguin
books 1956 p 184 also J T milik the copper document from cave 11II
qumranquaran biblical archaeologist XIX 1956 ppap 606460 64

the caves inin this area were likely used by refugee and brigand bands inin
old testament times david may have used some of these caves inin his flight
from saul 1 I samuel 221222 12 26126 1 f

As frank cross and others have pointed out this document contains all
of the minorminor prophets from the middle of joel to zechariahchanahZe it is probably the
most significant manuscript to come to light from this area

by march 1957 three hundred and eighty two manuscripts had been
identified one fourth of which were from biblical texts

this was likely the most significant as well as the best preserved biblical
document inin the entire collection for a detailed discussion see cross op cit
ppap 31 ftff

on the basis of numbers of manuscripts represented by the fragments it
would appear that deuteronomy isaiah psalms and the book of the twelve
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isaiah 12 MSS
psalms 10 MSS
book of the twelve prophets 8 MSS

B fragments from bible commentaries
psalms
hosea
isaiah
nahum 22

C fragments from apocryphal and pseudepi-
graphical manuscriptsmanuscripts2323

jubileesJubilees
psalms of joshua
tobit
testament of levi
testament of naphtali
enoch
apocryphal materials on daniel

D remnants from specifically sectarian works and
curiosities

recensionsrecessionsRecensions of the manual of discipline
the damascus document
numerous fragments containing prayers

laws blessings hymns and the wisdom
of the sect

astronomical observations based upon the
book of enoch

exposition of the book of moses
calendrical works related to the calculations

of feast days
caves V VI discovered summer 1952 in conjunction

with excavations at cave IV
location cave V located in the marl terrace just

north of cave IV
cave VI located above cave IV near the waterfall

of wadi qumranquaran
contents significant scroll fragments but minor in

quantity
caves VII X discovered spring 1955

location in the marl terrace near the qumranquaran site
contents water from the plateau and cliffs above

collapsed the roofs of these caves and had washed

prophets were the old testament books most important to the qumranquaran sect
12the fact that this work contained references to known historical persons

of the maccabean era established it as a significant document
pseudepigrapha false writings traditionally included all noncanonicalnon canonical

jewish writings written between ca 200 BC and ca 100loo100 AD with the excep-
tion of philo judaeus and josephus not included in the canon or the apocrypha
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away the bulk of the scroll manuscripts only
a few fragments were recovered

cave XI discovered
location south of cave III111ili slightly more than two

miles north of the qumranquaran plateau
contents book of psalms almost intact

copy of leviticus
fragments from a copy of the description of the

new jerusalem
A targum of job 2 4

II11

who were the people of the scrolls this question plagued
the scholars and to find the answer they commenced prelimin-
ary soundings on the qumranquaran plateau inin november 1951
several tombs were opened inin a nearby cemetery jars of the
same type as those found inin the caves were located among the
fortress ruinsruins but most interesting were the remnants of sev-
eral large water cisterns a community building containing a
kitchen dining hall workshop and most important a scriptori-
um with ink stands and writing tables As excavation proceeded
the connection among the buildings the cemetery the caves
and scrolls became clear this was the site of an ascetic com
munal type social order

khirbet qumranquaran proved to be the hub of a hellenistic
roman occupation spreading nearly two miles north along
the cliffs and some two miles south to the agricultural com-
plex at en feskhah the

solid
peopleeople of this broad settlement lived

inin caves tents and solid constructions but shared pottery
made inin a common kiln read common biblical and sectarian
scrolls operated a common irrigation system and as we shall
see depended on common stores of food and water furnished
by the installations of the community center 25

pottery chronology and radiocarbonradioradlo carbon dating of cloth frag-
ments supported by the findings of more than two hundred
coinscoins of the period indicated a three phase occupation of the
settlement 2621 1 the earliest scroll community built upon the

2theathethe teim targum originally meant translation it came to be used
specifically for aramaic translations of the hebrew

2crosscmosacrosscros op 11 p 41 itierheitle term therbethirbekhirbethirleirbe isis arabic for ruinruin the site
has been referred to as khirbet qumranquaran

ifor2forfor a detailed analysis of the historymstorastor of the community see james L kelso
the archaeology of qumranquaran journal of biblical literature september

1956 ppap 141146141 146 cross op atcit ppap 424842 48
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ruins of an old israelite fortress of the sixth century BC was
apparently established during the reign of alexander jannaeusJanna eus

10376103 76 BC 27 this settlement continued through the early
years of herod the great until it was partially destroyed by a
severe earthquake ca 31 BC it remained abandoned
through the duration of herod s rule 37437 4 BC 28

2 the site was settledresettledre during the reign of herod s son
archelaus 4 BC 6 AD and continued to prosper relatively
unchanged through the ministries of jesus and john the baptist
until the dark days of the jewish roman war 667066 70 AD
the community was destroyed in 68 AD after seige by roman
troops led by vespasian campaigning in the jericho area 212

members of the sect were either trapped and destroyed or else
they fled in either event they left their library concealed in
the caves nearby

3 afterward the site was remodeled and garrisoned by
the roman troops assigned to control sporadic resistance in the
north dead sea area it was abandoned near the turn of the
first century used again briefly by the army of bar kochbah in
the second jewish revolt 132135132 135 AD and finally left deso-
late until recent excavations in 19511951

numerous attempts have been made to identify the people
of the qumranquaran community and almost every sect of the period
of the second temple has been mentioned consensus today
overwhelmingly favors the essenesespenesEssenes the jewish religious sect
already partly known to scholarship through the writings of
philo judaeusJuda eus josephus and pliny the elder 30

the literature from the dead sea caves indicates that the
qumranquaran community was part of a general essene withdrawal
into the wilderness 31 the presence of female skeletons in the

eighty six coins represented the reign of alexander jannaeusJannaeus fifteen were
from the reign of john hyrcanushercanusHyrcanus 1I 134104134 104 BC

the earthquake toppled the community tower dropped the eastern side of
the complex and opened a crevasse through the center of the building area this
was undoubtedly the quake reported by josephus war of the jews book 1I

anfiviantiquitiesllestiesiles 0of the jews book XI wherein thirty thousand men lost their lives
Rroman0man ironiron arrowheadsarrow heads buried in the walls and blackened debris indicated

seige and conflagration
josephus wars of the jews books II11 111IIIlii V antiquities of the jews

books XIII XV and XVIII pliny contains only a brief reference
A pantry containing hundreds of bowls and dishes and the size of the

cemetery located nearby suggested a community from two hundred to four hun-
dred persons T H gaster F cross and others have maintained from refer
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cemetery and at least one reference in the scrolls to women and
children suggests to some scholars that strict asceticism was
not required 32 the scrolls however are somewhat ambiguous
on the subject of marriage

this sect believed that it was the new israel in the desert
that it was the faithful remnant spoken of by isaiah 33 the
mosaic exodus motif is clearly evident in their writings the
sons of light were to be encamped according to the priestly

arrangement of israel s desert encampment described in num-
bers 34 the sect maintained that the mosaic law had been per-
verted by the jerusalem priesthood and that it was their destiny
to proclaim the correct interpretations of the law to preserve
the covenant of god s chosen people and as a consequence to
guarantee for israel the continuing guidance of deity until the
end of the age note however that while the essenesespenes opposed
the jerusalem culture rejected its priesthood its temple rituals
and calendar it was strongly jewish in general orientation
though interpreted differently by the sect the law remained
central as did priesthood sacrifice and the concept of the
covenant 35

one of the most interesting features of qumranquaran theology
concerns its doctrine of the end of the age the abundance of
apocalyptic expressions among the scrolls obviously drawn
from apocryphal and pseudepigraphical sources was not acci-
dental 36 apocalyptic literature contained a definitive sense of
group destiny which was undoubtedly attractive to the essenesespenes

encesances in philo pliny and josephus that qumranquaran was but one encampment
though likely the chief encampment of the essenesespenes in palestine

see william S lasor A preliminary reconstruction of judaism in the
time of the second temple in the light of the published qumranquaran materials
abstracts of dissertations university of southern california 1956 p 463
cross suggests that there may have been two orders of essenesespenes within the com-
munity one married and secular and the other a larger body priestly and
celibate

331saiahisaiah 81618816 18 1920231920251920 2523
34cf the order of battle 321 4 11 73773 7 and numbers 21521 5 4 10

172817 28
the founder of the sect the teacher of righteousness was himself a

priest of the legitimate zadokite line
apocalyptic3apocalyptic literature widely circulated within the jewish community in

the period 200 BC 100 AD but largely rejected from the canon by norma-
tive judaism strongly reflected a psychology of crisis and tension expectation of
a cataclysmic revolutionary end of the age cast in vivid and visionary figures
was characteristic of this literature
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at a time when historical events suggested a negation of the
whole of jewish theology they believed that the end was imim-
minent that during the final stage a mighty battle would be
fought between the forces of good and evil and that ultimately
this world and evil would be destroyed it was not strange
therefore that the document order of battle for the sons of
light should appear

to men who believed that the final age was indeed at
hand preparations for this war were a matter of imminent
and urgent concern they had to have a detailed plan of cam-
paign the war of the sons of light and the sons of dark-
ness isis such a plan a kind of G H Q manual for the guid-
ance of the brotherhood at armageddon 17j

III111ili
the importance of the scrolls for old testament new

testament and jewish studies can hardly be overestimated
fragments have been identified from every book of the old
testament canon with the exception of esther sir frederick
kenyon s classical declaration that hebrew texts older than the
masoretic would never be found has been invalidated some
old testament materials of the dead sea scrolls predate the
masoretic by at least eight or nine hundred years 38 also variavarlavaria-
tions from this standard text inin fragments from the book of
samuel proved to be startling inin that they appeared to follow
the greek versionversion ieie the septuagint rather than the masore-
tic this discovery has reopened the issueissue of the significance
of the septuagint sincesince it points to the existence of a different
and possibly older hebrew text than the one finally adopted
by the jews aj1j

the probproblemleniieni of the scrolls and the new testament has
been the catalyst responsible for the wide interest inin the
qumranquaran discoveries it isis as a potential threat to christianity
its claims and its doctrines that the scrolls have caught the
imagination of the laymen and clergy 41

what then isis the relevance of the qumranqurnranquaran community for

37gaster op0 atcitcirclr p 276
sir frederick kenyon as quoted by allegro opf atcli p 50

aheihe term masoreticmasureticmasoreficMas uretic from the hebrew madorahmasorahMa sorah tradition refers to
the hebrew text of the old testament established as the standard or accepted
text by the jewish scribes masoretesMasoretes inin the period 600600goo AD 1000 AD

krister stendahl ed the scrolls and jaethezae new testamentTesramentlament new york
harper and brothers publishers 1957 p 1
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the christian church and the new testament do the scrolls
establish historical connections between the two religious com-
munitiesmuni ties and if so to what extent did the early christian church
rely upon essene theology and practices it is to this and to
related problems that we now turn our attention

it has been generally conceded among new testament
scholars that pharisaic judaism represented the jewish norm
during the formative period in christian history that pharisaic
judaism was the one central stream through which the old
testament heritage was transmitted but does this assumption
oversimplify the actual historical situation have peripheral
jewish elements from a broader jewish milieu been overlooked
two aspects of early christian life and practice its communal
life reflected in acts and its end of the age motif for example
obviously did not originate in normative judaism 41 it might be
explained that these emphases were original to christianity it
is interesting however that commualcommunal life and the apocalyptic
view were strongly characteristic of the essene community at
qumranquaran whose members lived under a communal order shar-
ing kitchen quarters treasures and clothing their library was
unusual for its collection of apocalyptic literature commenting
upon this phenomenon frank cross says the essenesespenes proved
to be the bearers and in no small part the producers of the
apocalyptic tradition in judaism 42

two conclusions therefore seem to be borne out by the
evidence 1 that there was in the first century of the chris-
tian era a broader complex of jewish belief and practice than
that which was prescribed by pharisaic judaism and 2 the
christian church in some particulars stood closer to jewish
heretical sects than to normative judaism it may be as cross
suggests that the church was a continuation of the communal
and apocalyptic tradition of the qumranquaran sect according to
oscar cullmann

there had to be some link between early christianity and
the somewhat esoteric late jewish enoch literature for the
form of messianic hope in which the expectation of the son
of man coming on the clouds of heaven replaces the jewish
national expectation of a jewish messiah is foundroundlound only on the

acts 244 f 43435434 35
cross op cit p 147
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fringe of judaism especially in the enoch literature and this
form of messianic hope isis the one to which the gospels testify

but until now we have lacked the outer frame of refer-
ence within which it would be possible to conceive of a con-
nection between primitive christianity and this specially
slanted sort of judaism does the essene sect now better
known offer us this frame of reference 41

let us now examine a number of specific parallels between
the two groups

the name this isis perhaps a minor point nevertheless
it contributes to the total perspective the qumranquaran community
referred to itself as the new covenant a term which imme-
diately reminds one of the name new testament in christian
literature both groups were followers of the way although
its connotations as a specific discipline undoubtedly differed 44

the Organiorganizallonorganizationzallon the essenesespenes appeared to have been a
lay as well as a priestly organization priests regulated cultic
affairs of the sect but laymen apparently directed common re-
ligious practices as well as the secular life of the community
mature members of the group constituted an overallover all governing
body or assembly called the rahmimrahbimrabbim many A similar council
or assembly functioned in the early christian church 45

A special body consisting of twelve laymen and three priests
functioned as a higher judicatory within the congregation these
men were schooled to 11 perfection in the law with the special
assignment to set the standard for the practice of truth
righteousness and justice the twelve and the three cross
suggested were types of the twelve tribes of ancient israel and
the three clans of levi 47 also inin the heirarchyheirarchy of officials was
an overseer with status comparable to that of high priest he
was the actual head of the assembly the director of labor and
the teacher and examiner of the novices parallels with the

twelve inin acts are significant but attempts to associate the
three priests with the inner circle of three peter james and
john and to claim connection between the overseer and
the christian bishop cannot be maintained with any degree of

stendahl op0 atcitcirclr p 20
actsats 224 2414 22

pactsacts4acts 1512 62 5
w manual of discipline 811981 19

cross op cit ppap 174 175
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certainty from the manual of disciplinedisciplined it would be difficult
to claim christian dependence upon the essenesespenes in all of these
particulars there was ample precedent for such organization
in the old testament particularly from jewish literature re-
flectingflecting the mosaic era

central ordinances two ordinances appear to have
been basic to the essene community at qumranquaran baptism and
the communal mealmeat the presence of several cisterns for water
among the ruinsruins suggested the significance of ablutions for the
sect references in the scroll texts support this contention for
the essenesespenesEssenes jewish society generally had become defiled
baptism preceded by two years of probation and repentance
was required of all initiates as a mark of ceremonial and moral
cleanliness it is significant to note however that ablutions were
not sufficient for expurgation of all iniquities

he cannot be cleared by mere ceremonies of atonement
nor cleansed by any waters of ablution nor sanctified by im-
mersion in lakes or rivers nor purified by any bath unclean
unclean he remains so long as he rejects the government of
god and refuses the discipline of communion with him
only by a spirit of uprightness and humility can his sin be
atoned only by the submission of his soul to all of the
ordinances of god can his flesh be made clean 41

john s baptism and his indictment of the jews for their cor-
ruption are strikingly parallel

you brood of vipers who warned you to flee from the
wrath to come bear fruit that befits repentance and do not
presume to say to yourselves we have abraham as our
fathers 50

there seems to be no doubt that the qumranquaran essenesespenes at-
tached special cult meaning to the communal meal

and at every place where there are ten men of the coun-
cil of the community there shall also be a priest and each is

to set before him according to his own rank and when
the table is prepared for eating or wine for drinking the

the damascus document is the chief source on the overseer mebaggerme bagger
in the qumranquaran manual taken by itself the mebaggerme bagger is not sufficient to justify

such a comparison from B 0 reickebeicke the constitution of the primitive
church in the light of jewish documents theologi5chetheologischeTheolo gische zeitschriftZeit schrift 10 1954
ppap 9511395 113 as translated in stendahl op atcitcli ppap 143156145156143145 156

manual of discipline 331233 12
matthew 37937 9
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priest shall first raise his hand so that the first portion of the
wine be blessed 5 1

this may appear to be nothing more than a recitation of a few
rites of conduct emily post style including proper respect for
ecclesiastical superiors the adjuncts to the manual of disci-
pline however clearly point to a ritual meal anticipating the
messianic banquet at the end of the age 52 karl kuhn is of the
opinion that each communal meal was preceded by a bath of
purification but his reconstruction cannot be sustained without
the additional evidence from josephus 53

there are remarkable similarities between the cult ritual and
the new testament accounts of jesus last meal with the
twelve particularly if it is true as kuhn suggests that the
earlier christian communal meal was in fact a complete meal
eaten daily in anticipation of the second coming the church
kuhn concludes later eliminated the complete aspect of the
meal and limited celebration to the sabbath 54

common theological language very early in scroll re-
search points of contact between the gospel of john and es-
sene concepts and terminology were noted A modified dualis-
tic orientation is prevalent in both john and the essene docu-
ments involving a struggle between two opposing principles
light and truth versus darkness and evil the phraseology is

similar such expressions as light of life sons of light
life eternal and spirit of truth all familiar to the reader

of the fourth gospel are also available in essene diction as is
the unusual emphasis given the symbols water and light 55

similarly an esoteric gnostic like treatment of revelation and
knowledge also appears in qumranquaran thought 56 the gift of
revelation for example was not made known through the
flesh but through the spirit knowledge was revealed and be

61 manual of discipline 61661 6
adjuncts to the rule of the community 21722217 22 published by D bar-

thelemythe lemy J T milik et al quaranqumran cave 1I discoveries in the judean desert
1 oxford 1955 ppap ill111iiiliiili ff

karl G kuhn oberjberaber den ursprunglichenursprung lichen sinn des abendmahlesAbend mahles und sein
verhaltnisverhatnis zu den gerneinschaftsmahlengemeinschaftsmahlen der sektenschrift evangeliscbeevangelischeEvangelische the
ologie 10 195051 ppap 50827508 27 translated and revised in stendahl op circitclrc lt
ppap 659365 93
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longed to the community wicked jews however operated
only at the level of the physical and the literal the parallels
with john are readily discernible

all of this points to a evaluationreevaluationre of the arguments for
the date and origin of the fourth gospel many of the concepts
and terms judged to be greek in background and therefore
late now may be identified with earlier jewish sources evi-
dence to date is not conclusive but the possibilities for a fresh
approach are encouraging

to this point we have dealt primarily with the parallels and
we have noted some correspondence in institutional or organi-
zationalzat ional forms and ordinances as well as similarities in theo-
logical language and concepts I1 should like to point out as
some apologists have failed to do that there were also signifi-
cant differences between the qumranquaran community and the new
testament church

1 both groups lived in anticipation of the end of the age
in both the figure of a messiah was a prominent characteristic
however for the christian that messianic figure had been
identified as jesus such identification constituted a major
theological break between the two groups observe particularly
in paul s letters to the galatians and to the romans how the
legal and priestly framework of judaism was completely tran-
scended through the mission of christ for paul the cross
brought freedom from the law there seems to be no attempt
on his part as in qumranquaran to preserve the sacrificial system and
the law or to return to the temple galatians has long been
accepted as the christian declaration of independence from
judaism including the essene brand of judaism granted
there were parallels in concepts and terminology but the chris-
tian focus on jesus as the son of man as the heavenly christ
produced a theological orientation markedly different from the
doctrines developed by the essenesespenesEssenes

2 while the christian communal meal and its initiatory
rites of baptism indicated certain possible points of contact with
the qumranquaran sect opposing emphases were rather prominent
for the essenesespenesEssenes only initiates who had proved themselves for
two years could participate in the meal moreover the physically

knowledge in the dead sea scrolls and mt 1125301125 30 harvard theological
review 46 1953 ppap 113129113 129
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disabled the maimed and the blind were probably excluded
from the rite such exclusiveness was not characteristic of jesus
his mission concerned the healing of the sick and the gathering
of the poor and the sinners in addition the essenesespenes seem to
have been extremely sensitive about ecclesiastical rank they
sat at table ate and spoke according to prescribed rules of
status 57 in contrast jesus broke with all such legal formalities
he rebuked his disciples for their eagerness to be first and
greatest 58 he taught meekness and modesty he denounced the
scribes and phariseesPharisees for their love of the places of honor at
feasts and for their concern for the best seats in the syna-
gogues 59

in addition note the requirement of a two year probation
before baptism and the possibility that the essenesespenes re baptized
in connection with their annual renewal of the covenant also
consider kuhn s suggestion that members were required a daily
ablution in preparation for the communal meal 60

3 the most convincing evidence for the uniqueness of
christianity in contrast with the qumranquaran sect concerns the spirit
of jesus teaching

you have heard that it was said you shall love your
neighbor and hate your enemy but I1 say to you love your
enemies and pray for those who persecute you for if you
love those who love you what reward have you61you 61

love even for one s enemies was basic in the message of jesus
compare this emphasis with statements from the manual of
discipline

it is the duty of members to love whom god has
elected and to hate everyone whom he has rejected to
hate all of the sons of darkness lift their voices and
speak cursed art thou 62

and these are the regulations of conduct for every man
that would seek the inner vision in these times touching what
he is to love and what he is to hate

he is to bear unremitting hatred towards all men of ill
repute and to be minded to keep in seclusion from them 63

manual of discipline 61861 8
matthew 2026282026 28 2311 12
the parable of the chief seats luke 14124141 24 also matthew 235
stendahl op cit ppap 67 68
matthew 543 44 46
manual of discipline 14 10 24

63ibidibid 92123921 23
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nowhere are jesus and the essenesespenes more sharply contrasted
the spirit of the two is diametrically opposed

were jesus and john the baptist members of the qumranquaran
sect it seems entirely possible that both of these new testa-
ment figures were familiar with the practices of the essenesespenes and
knew of their teachings but while there seem to be some points
of contact between them there is ample evidence that jesus
was opposed to their narrow exclusiveness to their legal and
priestly approach to the law to their excessive otherworldlyother worldly
views and to their calculated and militaristic hatred of their
enemies while the evidence for john s identification with the
essenesespenes at qumranquaran is inconclusive there is no evidence what-
ever that jesus was associated with this sect

thus jesus by no means followed essene thought inin all
and every particular but on the contrary he sometimes taught
and acted in diametrical opposition to it he is also distin-
guished from the essenesespenes by the fact that he decisively reject-
ed all excessive features wheneverwheneer the meaning of the
rule had been perverted into its opposite by the EsseespenesessenesesseaesEssenesaes
eschatological yearning as in the case of the tightening of the
sabbath regulations jesus words and deeds provided the
sharpest rejection 644

in summary then what is to be said for the scrolls
1 they have been tremendously important for old testa-

ment new testament and jewish studies to date the major
contributions however remain inin the area of strict scholastic
research text studies studies in the change of language in his-
torical connections and cultural settings no specific theology
has been proved

2 there seems to be ample evidence that the stage for the
early christian drama involved peripheral jewish elements as
well as the central stream represented by pharisaic judaism
nevertheless it should be remembered that the essenesespenes were
a jewish sect they were not christians

3 certain correlation between the christian church and
the qumranquaran community may be noted particularly in organiza

kurt schubert the sermon on the mount trans from theologischeTheolo gische
quawQuanquaintisequantisequartakchriftdisetise hift 135155 1955 ppap 3232732 327 in stendahl vpup cit p 128
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tion some ordinances and theological language and concepts
however the christology of paul faith in christ as the mes-
siah and the centrality of love in the teachings of jesus sharply
delineate the christian gospel whatever is claimed for the
essenesespenes as the prototype of christianity it most certainly must
remain clear that the spirit of jesus teachings and the vitality
of the early christian church were not derived from the manual
of Dimidisciplinepline



joseph smith andtheand thetrefre west
HYRUM L ANDRUS

1 I did not devise the great scheme of the lord s opening
the way to send this people to these mountains joseph smith
contemplated the move for years before it took place but he
could not get here 1 so spoke brigham young of the prophet
joseph smith s vision of the west a vision that occupied the
mormon leader s mind as early as 1830 before joseph smith
moved church headquarters from new york to ohio he de-
clared that the saints woullwouloboulo colonize the west as part of the
work of building up the new jerusalem

the mormon view of colonizing the west was directly cor-
related with the effort the saints made to build their new
jerusalem while the book of mormon revealed that the city
of zion was to be established upon the western hemisphere 2

the precise location of the new jerusalem was not immediate-
ly made known in september 1830 a revelation declared that
it would tt be on the border by the lamanitesLama nites the western
border of the united states near indian territory 3 that same
revelation spoke of certain brethren going on a mission among
the indians or lamanitesLamanites when this mission consisting of
oliver cowdery parley P pratt peter whitmer jr and rich-
ard ziba peterson started westward from fayette new york
the following month they went to preach the gospel and to
11 rear up a pillar as a witness where the temple of god shall be
built in the glorious new jerusalem 4

the lamanite mission had more success among certain
sympathetic sectarianssectarians in ohio than among the indians and
several people in the vicinity of kirtland were converted
among them was sidney rigdon who after his conversion

dr andrus is associate professor of religion and social science at brigham
young university

1journal of discourses IV 41 hereafter abbreviated J D
see III111lii nepalnephnephineagneng i 2211 ether 13
doctrine and covenants 289 hereafter abbreviated D & C
journal history october 1830 hereafter abbreviated JH said the

gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph november 16 1830 some persons came along here last
week with a golden bible one of them cowdery declared he had seen and
conversed with angels he was bound on a divine mission to regions beyond
the mississippi where he contemplated founding a citycatycaay of refuge
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went to see joseph smith in new york upon rigdon s ar-
rival with the details of the conversion that had occurred the
prophet sent john whitmer to preside over the new churches
in ohio in a letter of introduction sidney rigdon also wrote
to his fellow converts of the extensive area the saints would
occupy when the new jerusalem was established and at the
same time he turned their thoughts toward the west when he
said the lord has made known unto us some of the great
things which he has laid up for those that love him among
which the fact a glory of wonders it is that you are living on
the land of promise and that there at kirtland is the place
of gathering and from that place to the pacific ocean he has

given itit to us and our children 5

the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio january 18
1831 gave an early commentary on the prophet s vision of the
west as it reported john whitmer s arrival in that area stating
the more important part of the mission was to inform the

brethren that the boundaries of the promised land or the new
jerusalem had just been made known to smith from god
the township of kirtland a few miles west of this is the eastern
line and the pacific ocean is the western line if the north and
south lines have been described we have not learned them 6

A revelation in march 1831 also expressed mormonism s west-
ward view when it declared

before the great day of the lord shall come jacob ie
latter day israel including the latter day saints shall flourish
hiin the wilderness liellerieie in barren places and the lamanitesLamanites
shall blossom as the roserosc zonziouzou shall flourish upon the hills
and eloicerejoice upon the mountain and shall be assembled to-
gether unto the place which I1 have appointed 7

in january 1831 another revelation likewise declared that
zion was to rejoice upon the hills and flourish 8 and yet an-
other stated 1 I1 the lord have made my church in these last
days like a judge sitting on a hill or in a high place to judge

daniel P kidder Motmoimormonismmonism and cormonsmormonsMormons ppap 777977 79 italics by the
writer

italics by the writer
D & C 4924254924 25
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the nations 9 according to wilford woodruff the prophet
made his own commentary on the eventual colonization of the
rocky mountain area by the saints april 26 1834 when he
declared to a group in kirtland ohio

I1 want to say to you before the lord that you know no
more concerning the destinies of this church and kingdom
than a babe upon its mother s lap you don t comprehend it
it is only a little handful of priesthood you see here tonight
but this church will fill north and south america it will fill
the world it will fill the rocky mountains there will be tens
of thousands of latter day saints who will be gathered in the
rocky mountains and there they will open the door for the
establishing of the gospel among the lamanitesLamanites this
people will go into the rocky mountains they will there
build temples to the most high they will raise up a posterity
there and the latter day saints who dwell in these mountains
will stand inin the flesh until the coming of the son of man
the son of man will come to them while in the rocky moun-
tains 10

the vision of the west continued to fill the mind of the
prophet and his associates in april 18561836 erastus snow was
given a blessing predicting that he should yet be employed in
the ministry west of the rocky mountains and should there

ibid 6437 ftff in commenting upon these statements in 1853 orson pratt
said

thus we see that twenty two years ago it was foretold in great plain-
ness that zion should flourish and rejoice upon the hills and mountains
when these prophecies were given we did not know for many years how
nor when the lord intended to fulfill them but fifteen years after the pre-
dictions the lord suffered our enemies to rise against us and we were
driven by the force of arms from those states and were obliged to flee to
the mountains for refuge thus in an unexpected manner zion is placed in
her appropriate position and is truly beginning to flourish and rejoice upon
the hills and mountains according to the predictions of joseph the prophet
and according to many predictions of the ancient prophets the seer I1

january 1853 676 7
joseph F smith also made reference to the same subject and inquired

who let me ask unless he was inspired of the lord speaking by the
gift and power of god at that remote period of the church s history when
our numbers were few when we had no influence name or standing in
the world who I1 would ask under the circumstances in which we were
placed when this prediction was made could have uttered such words un-
less god inspiredhiminspired him zion is indeed flourishing on the hills and is re-
joicing on the mountains and we who compose it are gathering and as-
semblingsembling together unto the place appointed if there were no other
prophecy uttered by joseph smith fulfillment of which could be pointed
to this alone would be sufficient to entitle him to the claim of being a true
prophet JD XXV 979897 98

conference report april 8 1898 p 57
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perform a good work in teaching and leading the lamanitesLamanites
west of the rocky mountains lorenzo dow young also re-
ceived a blessing that same year under the hands of hyrum
smith and others of which he said

brother hyrum smith led the spirit rested mightily upon
him and he was full of blessing and prophecy he said that I1
should regain my health live to go with the saints into the
bosom of the rocky mountains to build up a place there 12

from the time the saints were driven from missouri joseph
smith began laying plans for a great exodus to the rocky moun-
tains this fact isis evident from a statement made by luman
shurtliff as he entered the great basin in 1851

we got into the salt lake valley september 23 1851
thankful to the god of heheaveniven that I1 and my family were
inin the valley of the rocky mountains here where the prophet
joseph smith had said thirteen years before inin 1838 that
the saints would go if the government did not put a stop to
the mobbing and the persecuting of themteemtiem
in a public meeting april 26 1846 as the exodus got under-

way orson pratt referred to the prophet s early plans to or-
ganize a pioneer company to explore the west and ffindind a
location for the saints

it is eight years today sincesince we all came out of mis-
sourisouri before that time joseph the prophet had this move inin
contemplation and always said that we would send a company
of young men to explore the country and return before the
families can go over the mountains and it isis decidedly my
mind to do so 14

in a very real way the pioneer company that spearheadedspear headed
the exodus in 1847 had its origin in the inspiration given to
joseph smith several years before lyman wight corroborated
pratt s testimony inin a letter to wilford woodruff stating that

such a mission was even talked of while in liberty I1 jail 15

autobiography of erastus snow dictated to his son franklin R snow
quoted inin joseph william olsen biography of erastus snow unpublished
master s thesis brigham young university 1935 p 19

james amasa little biography of lorenzo dow young utah historical
quarterly XIV 1946 46

biographical sketch of the life of luman andros shurtliff 180718641807 1864
under date taken from his personal journal a copy of which is on file inin the
church historian s office salt lake city utah

diary of john D lee 1844 1846 185018511850 1851 under the above date
typewritten copy inin brigham young university library italics by the writer

letter written by lyman wight to wilford woodruff dated august 24
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from the evidence at hand it is apparent that joseph smith
and others were aware that their stay at nauvoo illinois would
be brief As heber C kimball and others were crossing the
mississippi river to nauvoo in 18591839 kimball looked upon the
site of the new city and said it is a very pretty place but not
a long abiding place for the saints 16 in october 1840 wil-
ford woodruff reflected upon the situation of the saints while
in england and reported my mind was troubled for the
spirit manifested unto me much discomfort and persecution
among the saints throughout europe and america and that
many will fall away also that the powers that be in america
will rise up against the church and it will be driven 17 duri-
ng that same year the prophet s father patriarch joseph smith
sr informed the family of william huntington sr that the
saints would be in nauvoo but seven years the lord has told
joseph so he declared and after the saints left nauvoo they
would go into the rocky mountains right into the midst of
the lamanitesLama nites 18

the attitude of the saints at this time was expressed very
well by wilford woodruff when he wrote in his journal not-
withstanding the saints are driven from city to city and from
place to place they are determined to build a city wherever
their lot is cast showing themselves to be industrious and in-
sistent in maintaining the kingdom of god 19 the following
day he reported meeting many old friends from missouri and
of them said they generally felt well and were not dis-
couragedcou raged but felt to trust in god the saints felt determined
to build up a city wherever they went 20 oliver B huntington
registered similar sentiments when he reported

joseph finally led us to nauvoo
well and how can we build a zion here this is not

missouri

1857 at mountain valley texas letter on file in church historian s office
salt lake city utah wight was with joseph smith an1nin liberty jail

helen mar whitney comanswomans exponent salt lake city IX july 1

1880 18
matthias F cowley wilford woodruff salt lake city 1909 p 153

diary of oliver B huntington 184719001847 1900 typewritten copy in brig-
ham young university library part 11II 210 young comanswomans journal 11II 314-
315

9jhJ H may 18 1839
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under joseph s all inspiring wonder we quickly resolved
that we would stay here as long as joseph wants us to he
knows what isis best so we then set to with all our mights to
do just what the prophet joseph directed and in a few months
there was quite a town built up out of as near nothing as god
ever made anything 21

it was out of this background that joseph smith gave ut-
terance to his most detailed prophecy on the exodus west under
date of august 6 1842 he reported in his journal that he had
crossed the mississippi to montrose iowa with others to
witness the installation of certain officers of the rising sun
lodge of the masonic order said he

while the deputy grand master was engaged in giving
the requisite instructions to the master elect I1 had a con-
versation with a number of brethren in the shade of the build-
ing on the subject of our persecutions in missouri and the
constant annoyance which has followed us since we were
driven from that state I1 prophesied that the saints would con-
tinue to suffer much affliction and would be driven to the
rocky mountains many would apostatize others would be put
to death by our persecutors or lose their lives in consequence
of exposure or disease and some of you will live to go and
assist in making settlements and build cities and see the
saints become a mighty people inin the midst of the rocky
mountains 22

anson call was present and added further details pertain-
ing to this prophecy in the following statement

I1 had before seen him in a vision and now saw while he
wasw8wa talking his countenance change to white not the deadly
white of a bloodless face but a living brilliant white he
seemed absorbed in gazing at something at a great distance
and said 1 I am gazing upon the valleys of those mountains
this was followed by a vivid description of the scenery of
these mountmourtmountainsains as I1 have sincesince become acquainted with it
pointing to shadrach roundy and others he said there are

young comanswomans journal 11II 314315514315314515514515314514 515315 brigham young expressed a com-
mon attitude among the saints when he said

if I1 knew that I1 was going to burn all my buildings next season it
would not hinder me for one hour from making improvements the more
I1 do the more I1 shall be prepared to do and I1 am determined to prepare
to lay up the walls of zion and to learn all I1 can so that if I1 should
happen to be one of the men to engage in that work I1 shall know how
to commence and dictate the foundation of the walls of zion and those
of the temple LD V 170170
hisHijhistorylosyloryrosy of the church V 858685 86
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some men here who shall do a great work in that land
pointing to me he said there is anson he shall go and
shall assist in building up cities from one end of the country
to the other and you rather extending the idea to all those he
had seakenseokenspoken of shall perform as great a work as has been
done byy man so that the nations of the earth shall be aston-
ished and many of them will be gathered in that land and
assist in building cities and temples and israel shall be made
to rejoice

it is impossible to represent in words this scene which is
still vivid in my mind of the grandeur of joseph s appearance
his beautiful descriptions of this land and his wonderful
prophetic utterances as they emanated from that glorious inin-
spiration that overshadowed him there was a force and power
in his exclamations of which the following is but a faint
echo oh the beauty of those snow capped mountains the
cool refreshing streams that are running down through those
mountain gorges then gazing inin another direction as if
there was a change in locality oh the scenes that this
people will pass through the dead that will lay between here
and there then turning in another direction as if the scene
had again changed oh the apostasy that will take place be-
fore my brethren reach that land but he continued the
priesthood shall prevail over all its enemies triumph over the
devil and be established upon the earth never more to be
thrown down he then charged us with great force and
power to be faithful in those things that had been and
should be committed to our charge with the promise of all
the blessings that the priesthood could bestow remember
these things and treasure them up amen 23

in the closing months of his life joseph smith spent many
hours conversing about the west said he if I1 were only in
the rocky mountains with a hundred faithful men I1 would
then be happy and ask no odds of mobocrats 24 in a letter to
brigham young april 8 1845 governor thomas ford re-
ported having had a conversation with the prophet on the sub-
ject said ford 1 I was informed by general joseph smith
last summer that he contemplated a removal west and from
what I1 learned from him and others at the time I1 think if he
had lived he would have begun to move in the matter before
this time 1125112125

edward W tumTuftullidgemidgefidge histoidhistoiyhijtory of nortNorlnorthernbeinhein utah and southern idaho bio-
graphical supplement ppap 271272271 272

JJDD XI 16
J H under date
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during the second quarter of the nineteenth century the
great arid regions of the west were but little understood by

men east of the mississippi in referring to this vast region
they usually spoke in generalities information on specific
areas was not readily available so that the great salt lake
basin might be referred to as part of upper california or as
part of the oregon territory according to joseph smith the
saints were to build up cities from one end of the country
to the other but he did not say immediately where their
headquarters would be located this point was not made clear
until he and his associates had studied the problem for some
time and had considered various alternatives

an anti mormon convention of rabid and radical elements
held at carthage illinois february 17 184418 44 stimulated the
prophet to set the machinery in operation for actually plan-
ning and carrying out the exodus three days later he instruct-
ed the twelve apostles to send out a delegation and investigate
the locations of california and oregon and hunt out a good
location where we can remove to after the temple is com-
pleted 27 the following day the matter was again dis
cussed28cussed228 and of a meeting held february 23rd25rd the prophet
wrote

met with the twelve in the assembly room concerning the
oregon and california exploring exploration hyrum and
sidney present I1 told them I1 wanted an exploration of all
that mountain country perhaps it would be best to go directly
to sante fe 29

the expedition was to consist of twentyfivetwenty five humble and
prayerful men who could raise 500 a good horse and mule
a double barrel gun one barrel rifle and another smooth bore
a saddle and bridle a pair of revolving pistols bowieknifebowie knife
and a good sabre 30 so certain was the prophet that the saints

tullidgeul lidge op clrcitcirc tt
history of the church VI 222
ibid p 223 under date of february 21 1844 wilford woodruff wrote

I1 met with the quorum of the twelve at joseph s store and accord-
ing to joseph s counsel a company was selected to go on an exploring ex-
peditionpedi tion to california and to select a place for the building of a city
jonathan dunham daniel fullmer phineas young samuel W richards
and several others were named for the expedition cowley op atcitcirclr p 199
ibid p 224

leir101bidibid
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would be in the west in a short time that he prophesied that
within five years the saints would be out of the power of
their enemies whether they were apostates or of the world 31

for a time joseph smith was persuaded to look toward
texas for a possible location for at least some of the saints
As a newly founded republic texas was anxious to have
strong groups of colonists settle the vast uninhabited regions
over which she claimed jurisdiction including the territory
between the nuecesnieces and the rio grande rivers meanwhile a
group the prophet had sent to wisconsin territory to get out
lumber for the temple and the nauvoo house wrote proposing
that upon completion of their task they remove to the table
lands of texas there they would establish a place of gather-
ing for all the south and maintain a missionary terminal whence
the gospel might be spread throughout texas brazil the west
indies and adjacent areas 32

when george miller arrived in nauvoo with the sugges-
tion from the men in the pineriesPineries joseph smith commented
1 I perceive that the spirit of god is in the pineriespineries as well as
here and we will call together some of our wise men and
proceed to set up the kingdom of god by organizing some of
its officers 33

the organization the prophet then formulated march 11

1844 he referred to as a special council 3 and later as the
general councilcouncil3636 because of the number who initially held
membership therein it was also known as the council of fifty
the general council was essentially a political body purport-
ing to be the nucleus council of the municipal department of
the kingdom of god its immediate responsibilities included
the task of planning for and carrying out the exodus of the
saints and of establishing them in the west under a govern-
ment subject to the united states constitution in his journal
brigham young explained

ibid p 225
leidibid ppap 256258256 258

george miller stsr and george miller jr A mormon bishop and his
son fragments of a diary kept by george miller sr bishop in the mormon
church and romesomecome records of incidents in the life of the G millermillet jr hunter
and pathfinder ed H M mills london england nd p 48

see history of the church VI 26061260 61 263265 264
see ibid ppap 274 343 356 etc
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joseph commenced the organization of a council for the
purpose of taking into consideration the necesssarynecesssary steps to
obtain redress for the wrongs which had been inflicted upon
us by our persecutors and also the best manner to settle our
people inin some distant and unoccupied territory where we
could enjoy our civil and religious rights without being sub-
ject to constant oppression and mobocracy under the protec-
tion of our laws subject to the constitution

the council was composed of about fifty members several
of whom were not members ofodtheopthethe church

we prepared several memorials to congress for redress
of grievances and used every available means to inform our-
selves of the unoccupied territory open to settlers

we held a number of sessions and investigated the
principles upon which our national government isis founded
and the true foundation and principles of all governments

joseph smith was appointed chairman william clayton
clerk and willard richards historian of the council f

the desire expressed by the brethren in wisconsin apparent-
ly was not inconsistent with the prophet s view of colonizing
the west at that time as he immediately commenced negotia-
tions with texas for an extensive strip of land between the
nuecesnieces and the rio grande rivers and under date of may 3

1844 brigham young and willard richards wrote from nau-
voo to reuben hedlockbedlockHed lock in england stating if any of the
brethren wish to go to texas we have no particular objection
you may send a hundred thousand there if you can 37

negotiations with texas were exploratory it was first
proposed that a stake of zion be established there but evident-
ly there was also some talk of moving the church to that
area 338 however such proposals did not prevent the prophet
from considering other alternatives at the time negotiations
with texas were going on he memorialized the federal gov-
ernment of the united states for authority to raise a police force

36 history of brigham young millennial starstaistassfasstaf XXVI 328329528329528529328528 329529 for evievlevi-
dence that the general council and the council of fifty were the same body see
willard richard s journal march 22 25 1845 april 15 22 29 1845 etc
and compare with meeting dates of the general council as reported inin the
history of the church original journal of willard richards isis on file inin the
church historian s office salt lake city utah

371371bidibidbidfid p 345
for further information on this subject see hyrum L andrus joseph

smith and world government salt lake city deseret book company 1958
chapter 11II
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of 100000 men to establish the jurisdiction of the united states
throughout the west and to give protection and order to the
work of colonization 39 here was an intelligent proposal of
great magnitude had it been adopted the lawlessness of the
early west could largely have been minimized and the saints
would immediately have ceased considering settling inin the area
of texas

meanwhile the prophet sent representatives to washington
DC to study the westward move from that point of vantage
and to work in behalf of the saints heber C kimball wrote
to his wife june 12 1844 that he and lyman wight had pre-
sented a petition requesting the federal government to give
us some land somewhere in the world either in texas arizona
or iowa 40

orson pratt orson hyde and john E page were also in
the nation s capital in the spring of 1844 about the middle
of may 1844 the prophet received two letters from hyde in
one he reported an interview with senator stephen A douglas
and said he is ripe for oregon and the california hyde
also quoted the little giant as declaring that he would resign
his seat in congress if he could command the force that mr
smith could and would be on the march to the country in a
month 41 in the second letter hyde wrote

most of the settlers in oregon and texas are our old
enemies the mobocrats of missouri if however the settle-
ment of oregon or texas be determined upon the sooner the
move isis made the better and I1 would not advise any delay
for the action of government for there isis such a jealousy of
our rising power already that government will do nothing to
favor us

your superior wisdom must determine whether to go to
oregon to texas or to remainremain within these united states 4212

A few days later hyde again wrote discussing in some de
tail the proposed removal to texas and cautioned against iitt 434

hisHijhistoryrorytorytofy of the church VI 274 275277275 277 281282281 282 369
whitney op cit XI january 1 1883 114 the issueissue of redress for

the loss of lands purchased from the federal government inin missouri was inin-
volved inin this petition which explains their request for land

historyhivoryhistoiy of the churchchuich VIv1va 373374373 374 douglas also supplied hyde with a
copy of john C fremont s map of oregon with his report of the west ibid
P 375

J H april 25 1844
see J H april 30 1844
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whether this letter was a determining factor in the prophet s
decision to abandon the texas proposal is not clear but the
fact remains that after the middle of may until the time of
his martyrdom june 27 1844 nothing further was said on
the matter 44 instead existing evidence indicates conclusive-
ly that he settled upon the great salt lake basin as the future
headquarters of the saints brigham young later explained
when the pioneers leftteftlefitegt the confines of civilization we were

not seeking a country on the pacific neither a country to the
north or south we were seeking a country which had been
pointed out by the prophet joseph smith in the midst of the
rocky mountains inin the interior of the great north american
continent 15

with such clarity was the westward move of the saints to
the rocky mountains set forth by joseph smith that he pointed
out in detail the course of their future travels one of the
pioneers george H goddard left on record the state-
ment that he was present in the masonic hall in nauvoo when
joseph smith mapped out on the floor with a piece of chalk
the great basin of western america indicating the course they
would follow across the continent 46 hopkins C pendar also
reported that joseph smith just before he was killed made a
sketch of the future home of the saints in the rocky mountains
and their route or road to that country as he had seen it in
vision a map or drawing of it levi W hancock either made
this map as joseph smith pointed out the way or drew a copy
of one made by the prophet from which other copies were
made brigham young kept one copy and one was carried
by the mormon battalion by which they knew where to find
the church or salt lake valley 47 mosiah hancock son of

had the saints gone to texas to the area proposed they would undoubt-
edly have formed their own political government separate from the republic of
texas or the government of mexico territorial status under the united states in
that area would also have been virtually impossible under existing circumstances
knowing this the prophet and his associates voted may 6 1844 to send almon
W babbitt to france undoubtedly his mission was to feel out the french
government to determine the course it would follow toward such a new govern-
ment but babbitt never left nauvoo the indication is that shortly after his ap-
pointment the whole idea was abandoned see andrus op cit ppap 6263626562 6563

J D XVI 207
E cecil mcgavin nauvoo the beautiful salt lake city 1946 p 127
diary of oliver B huntington 11II 425
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levi threw further light on this matter when he reported a
visit by joseph smith to his father s home immediately before
his departure for carthage

the prophet came to our home and stopped in our
carpenter shop and stood by the turning lathe I1 went and
got my map lorforfor him now said he 1 I will show you the
travels of this people he then showed our travels thru
iowa and said here you will make a place for the winter
and here you will travel west until you come to the valley of
the great salt lake you will build cities to the north and
to the south and to the east and to theWest and you will
become a great and wealthy people in that land 4818

in light of these reports the testimony of william henry
kimball son of heber C kimball is significant kimball wrote
that he was present in the home of stephen winchester in
nauvoo with twentyfivetwenty five others when joseph smith spoke of
his coming martyrdom and then and there he mapped out
the life and acts of brigham young until his death said
kimball 1 I can assure you it never failed in one instance I1

have witnessed the fulfillment of all of the prophecy to a letter
and act 49

the westward move predominated in the prophet s think-
ing during the closing days of his life to the nauvoo legion
he said june 22 1844 your mission will be to the nations
of the earth you will gather many people into the fastness of
the rocky mountains 50 that evening as he and hyrum con-
sidered the growing possibility that they would be martyredmartyred if
they fell into the hands of their enemies joseph s countenance
brightened and he exclaimed

the life story of mosiah lyman hancock typewritten copy in brig-
ham young university library ppap 272927 29

letter of william henry kimball to emmeline B wells written at
coalvilleCoalville city summit county utah january 20 1907 original on file in
church historian s office salt lake city utah the writer has corrected cer-
tain errors in spelling and punctuation

the writer has located two independent sources that give almost verbatim
accounts of this address samuel holister rogers who was present gave one re-
port see journal of samuel holister rogers typewritten copy brigham young
university library ppap 198201198 201 william pace who was present as a lad in
his early teens also reported the address and then adds 1I am indebted to alfred
bell of lehi utah for the above taken on the spot by him and supposed
to be very correct see diary of william byran pace and biography of his
father james pace typewritten copy brigham young university library ppap
363 6 wandle mace also gave a partial report of this address in which the above
quoted portion is found see journal of wandle mace 1809 1890 typewritten
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the way is open it is clear to my mind what todoto do all
they want is hyrum and myself then tell everyone to go about
their business and not to collect in groups but to scatter
about we will cross the river tonight and go away to
the west 51

the history of the church makes this further report
about 9 pm hyrum came out of the mansion and gave his

hand to reynolds cahoon at the same time saying A com-
pany of men are seeking to kill brother joseph and the lord
has warned him to flee to the rocky mountains to save his
life 52 after the prophet and others had crossed the river
orrin P rockwell was sent back to nauvoo to obtain horses for
the journey with instructions to be ready to start for the
great basin in the rocky mountains but when certain
brethren accused the prophet of cowardice for leaving the
saints he returned to nauvoo before giving himself up he
assembled the legion and instructed and cautioned them again

I1 will therefore say to you saints and elders of israel be
not troubled nor give yourselves uneasiness so as to make rash
moves by which you may be cut short in preaching the gos-
pel to this generation for you will be called upon to go
forth and call upon free men to gather themselves
in the strongholdsstrongholds of the rocky mountains 5414

with the vision of the westward move of the saints in his
mind joseph smith went to carthage to a martyr s death
and as the pioneer company arrived in the great basin three
years later to fulfill that vision brigham young explained
we have come here according to the direction and counsel of

brother joseph before his death 55

after the death of joseph smith the general council undeidundei

the leadership of brigham young continued to make plans
for the exodus several entries in brigham young s journal min

copy brigham young university library p 131 the journal history for this
date merely reports legion met as usual and after receiving instructions were
dismissed until 6 pm when they met again

history of the church VI 545546545 546
ibid p 547

leid53ihidibid p 548 italics by the writer
journal of samuel holister rogers op circilcitrilrifclr and diary of william

byran pace op cit the writer s comment on the prophet s previous address
to the legion is also applicable here the history of the church reports that
the prophet spoke to the legion on this date but does not report his comments
see history of the church VI 557

J Hhjulyjuly 282818471847
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dicatedacate the nature and extent of the council s activities at that
time on march 18 1845 brigham young met with that body
all dayday56 and again on the 22nd 57 in the latter meeting the
subject of the western mission was considered and occupied the
most of the day 58 several other meetings were also held that
spring 59

on september 9 1845 the general council resolved that
a company of 1500 men be selected to go to great salt lake
valley and that a committee of five be appointed to gather in-
formation relative to emigration and report the same to the
council 0 60O here is further evidence that before the saints left
nauvoo they knew where they were to settle in the west and
here they sought again to send out a pioneer body that could
prepare the way for the saints to follow as outlined by joseph
smith several years before

in preparing for the exodus the general council selected
twentyfivetwenty five men as captains of hundreds whose business it
was severally to select one hundred families and see that they
were prepared for a journey across the rocky mountains the
captains of hundreds then selected their own captains of
fifties captains of tens clerks etc 61 As the exodus com-
menced this initial organization was revised first at sugar
creek about seven miles west of nauvoo second at richard-
son s point some fifty five miles from nauvoo and then at
the chariton river 62

As a legislature of the people benjamin F johnson noted
that the general council directed all general movements re-
lating to our exodus as a people from nauvoo cac3 because the
council functioned in the exodus as a political organ among

history of the churchchuich VII 387
1111letraldibid1111hidhidalj ppap 387388387 388
chidfidihidhidhijI in his journalJo uinal under date willard richards specifically reports

this meeting as being held by the council of fifty
in his journal willard richards reports meetings of the council of fifty

on the following dates march 25 april 15 april 22 april 29 may 6 and
may 10 1845

history of the church VII 439 see also ppap 454455454 455
61J H march 27 1846

see john D lee diaries and official records of john D lee 1844-
1846 185018511850 1851 186118781861 1878 unpublished diaries minutes etc kept by lee
not complete brigham young university library under february 17 1846

march 9 1846 J H march 27 1848
benjamin F johnson an interesting letter unpublished letter from
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the saints ezra T benson a prominent member therein looked
upon the saints as they moved west as a distinct nation ta t4

it was this body that determined the route the saints were to
travel and cared for the needs of the people as they traveled
as the minutes of a meeting held by the council february 22
1846 illustrate

in the forenoon chas C rich who had the day pre-
viousvious been appointed to look after the grains and provider
reported to the council

second the subject of policy and economy was up before
the council and decided that the camp should be called to
gether and they be instructed to stop using such articles as
will be most suitable to take on the road

third J D lee by request of willard richards pre
senteddented a bill of tin brought into the camp by wm F cahoon
before the council amounting to 53 and some cents

which he proposed to sell by wholesale at a discount of 15
per cent i

fourth the council decided that all reports of corn
grain provisions wagons teams etc be handed to J D
lee 6515

several members of the general council were assigned to
key positions inin the variousvarious companies but while this arrange-
ment gave central direction to the exodus it made it difficult
at times for all members of the council to get together at
times then only those readily available would meet the minmin-
utes of such meetings very often specify those of the quorum
of the twelve and others of the general council who were
present as inin the meeting of april 2 1846

at 11 ama m a convention of the council met some 200
yards south of the encampment present of the twelve B
young H C kimball 0 pratt P P pratt G A smith
father john smith bishop george miller A P rockwood
shadrach roundy B F johnson and J D lee were
also present of the council of the YTFIF iei e fifty capt
stuart winter benson and others several letters were laid
before the council and one letter was answered to elder 0
hyde council also decided that the camp roll on 5 miles
this evening 66

johnson to george S gibbs april to july 19051903 brigham young university
library ppap 9 23 johnson was a member of the council

journals of john D lee ed charles kelley salt lake city 19381958 p 25
diary of john D lee 1844 1846 185018511850 1851 february 22 1846

ibid under date see also the meetings held april 18 and may 20 1846
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at a meeting of the council may 20 1846 another effort
was made to send a pioneer company ahead but again circum-
stances prevented the following month the federal govern-
ment called upon the saints for 500 men to fight in the war
with mexico the general council made the decision to re-
cruit the mormon battalion 67

the final arrangements for moving the saints to the great
basin were made at winter quarters to this end a series of
meetings was held by the general council beginning december
25 1846 and continuing through the 27th brigham young
wrote in a letter to charles C rich january 4 1847 that the
council decided to send on a pioneer company as early as
possible with plows seed grain etc other companies were
to follow 68

the departure of the pioneer company for the great basin
terminated the meetings of the general council for a time
and as clerk of the council william clayton delivered the
records of the K of G kingdom of god to brigham
young 69 As the pioneer company moved toward its destina-
tion president young spoke of their ideal of universal peace
under the kingdom of god the foundations of which they
were going west to establish

I1 would say to you brethren and to the elders of israel
if you are faithful you will yet be sent to preach this gospel
to the nations of the earth and to bid all welcome whether
they believe the gospel or not and this kingdom will reign
over many who do not belong to the church over thousands
who do not believe in the gospel bye and bye every knee
shall bow and every tongue confess and acknowledge and
reverence and honor the name of god and his priesthood and
observe the laws of the kingdom whether they belong to the
church and obey the gospel or not and I1 mean that every
man in this company shall do it that is what the scripture

miller op atcitcirclr p 24 johnson to gibbs ppap 222322 23 see also william clay
ionstonslons journal ppap 50555054505450 54 J H july 13 1846

ssJ H december 252627184625 26 27 1846 miller op cit ppap 282928 29
william claytonsclaytonaClay tons journal p 74 claytonclaiton reported that in the pioneer

company there were the following men who were members of the general coun-
cil brigham young heber C kimball willard richards orson pratt george
A smith wilford woodruff amasa lyman ezra T benson phineas H
young john pack charles Shurnshumwayway shadrach roundy albert P rockwood
erastus snow william clayton thomas bullock albert carrington and orrin
porter rockwell see ibid ppap 202203202 203
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means by every knee shall bow etc and you cannot make
anything else of it 70

orson pratt later referred to the feelings he experienced
when the pioneer company arrived in the great basin when
he commented 1 I felt as though it was the place for which
we had so long sought tzi17171

when the company reached salt lake valley a high
council was organized to hold jurisdiction in the valley
after brigham young and others returned to winter quarters
john smith charles C rich and john young were appointed
to preside as the new stake presidency As members of the
general council john smith and charles C rich could act in
both a civil and an ecclesiastical capacity 772 this however was
but a temporary arrangement and those who remained in the
valley looked forward to the time when the general council
would assume the responsibility of dispensing law and order
in the area in a meeting held october 10 1847 they discussed
the high council s authority in the light of the greater powers
reposed in the general council

P P pratt told of the government of the stake the prest
his counselors and the high council here the high council
has to attend to temporal as well as spiritual matters for we
have no county and state officers etc we need a law
to prevent men from settling inin a scattered manner and to
prevent cutting green timber and all such laws will be for
the people of this stake for the time being no rnerinennekruegruerue quorum
has power to give eternal lawsjaws for this people but a greatergrealer
council which contains includesjincludeincludessJ the twelve may do this

the council above named will regulalelegulaleregulateregulalelaie this matter as soon
as they come up and sit

john taylor stated that P P pratt had told the truth
with regard to organization and law etc and there were as
many as 20 or thereabouts present who knew it 73

afafterter brigham young and other members of the general
council were permanently settled in the great basin the
council commenced again to direct the civic affairs of the
people on december 9 1848 they met and discussed the

ibid10ibid10 ppap 195196195 196
tijJ D XII 88
john young was made a member of the general council january 20

1849 see J H under date
charles C rich s journalJo uinal under date original on file in church his-

torian s office italics by the writer
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propriety of petitioning the federal government for a ter-
ritorialritorial government with officers of their own nomination
territorial boundaries were discussed and the name deseret
proposed brigham young was nominated governor willard
richaidsrichardsRich aids secretary heber C kimball chief judge newel K
whitney and parley P pratt associate judges and john M
bernhisel marshal 71 with certain alterations these proposed
officers were later established in office within the provincial
state of deseret the general council also organized itself
into the provincial legislature of that government about the
time the above nominations were made and thus joseph
smith s plan for establishing the saints in the great basin
came to fruition 70 indeed with reference to the state of
deseret brigham young could say joseph smith organized
this government before in nauvoo 7

so well did the general council do its work during the
winter of 1848491848 49 that when the state of deseret was official-
ly organized in july 1849 there was no immediate business
for the new government to consider the first session of the
legislature was primarily concerned with other matters As
for the state s proposed constitution it was an ideal john M
bernhisel wrote to brigham young from washington october
2 1850 stating the constitution of deseret was much ad-
mired by statesmen here not only as being very ably written
but was regarded as the best constitution of the country 77

there have been few if any organs of government that can
boast of so orderly and intelligent a beginning it is a credit to
joseph smith that the guiding principles he set forth and the
organization developed therefrom should result in so orderly
a formation of government in the west and that the end
product should receive such acclaim

t41J H december 9 1848 john D lee A mormon chronicle the diaries
of john D lee 184818761848 1876 ed robert class cleland and juanita brooks san
marino california 19551808219551801955 I1 808280 82

see andrus op cit ppap 91 ffrr
J Hhjanuaryjanuary 19186319 1863
cited in andrew love neff history of utah salt lake city 1940 ppap

118119118 119
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the united nations as a policy
instrument
ROBERT E RIGGS

in the eyes of its members the united nations is judged by
its capacity to increase or restrict the ultimate reach of national
policy it can remain viable as long as members believe that the
usefulness of the instrument outweighs the limitations upon
their freedom of action in a general sense the organization
was established precisely for the purpose of limiting national
freedom of action the freedom to engage in aggressive war
framers of the charter recognized that they were creating an
external source of influence upon their national policies but in
the minds of most statesmen certainly american statesmen the
organization was conceived as a means of restricting other
countries the aggressive ones if the united nations were
not to be an instrument for achieving important national goals
what good was it viewed in this light the united nations
must be evaluated primarily as an instrument of national policy
this essay will concentrate upon its characteristics as an instru-
ment of united states policy

idealistsIdealists may protest that the function of the united nat-
ions in world politics is construed too narrowly if it is regarded
as an instrument of national policy from a practical stand-
point however there is no better way to evaluate its success or
failure national governments are the agencies which speak
for people in international politics each must be concerned with
the interests of its own people as it interprets them to regard
the goals of united states foreign policy as wholly compatible
with the goals of all other right minded peace loving states
would be comforting but this viewview is true only if indeed it is

ever true with respect to vague and generalized long run ob-
jectivesjectives nearly all may agree on the desirability of I1 peace
justice economic wellbeingwell being and respect for individual

worth and dignity here all stand on common ground east

dr riggs is assistant professor of political science at brigham young
university
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meets west and even the great goliathsGoliaths of the cold war have
no quarrel but in the short run encounters in which policy is
actually made and executed a general coincidence of national
policy goals is much harder to find consequently united nat-
ions contributions to peace justice and wellbeingwell being cannot
readily be evaluated in terms having general application the
united nations contributes to these things only as they are
made concrete by interpretation particularly by governments
which are the actors in international politics if governments
can agree on interpretations so much the better if they cannot
evaluations will differ in any event the united nations is
valuable to the united states only as it furthers identifiable
policy objectives whether other countries share those objectives
or not in this sense and with this justification the united nat-
ions will be discussed as an instrument of national policy

THE USES OF THE U N instrument
in the lexicon of policy instruments the UN is usually re-

garded as an extension of diplomacy dag hammarskjold has
called it an instrument for negotiation among and to some
extent for governments an instrument added to the time
honored means of diplomacy for concertingconcerningconcerting action by govern-
ments in support of the goals of the charter 1 As an extension
of diplomacy the united nations ofoffersfersgers manifest advantages
in matters in which nations from all parts of the world have a
legitimate interest with the exception of switzerland mainland
china the three partitioned states of germany vietnamviet nam and
korea all countries of importance in world affairs are included
in UN membership the new states emerging from the meta-
morphosis of old colonial empires are now taking their seats
within the organization almost concurrently with the attainment
of independence thus consultations and negotiations on a wide
variety of topics can be multimultilateralizedlateralized almost universalized

on the shortest notice 2 the advantages to a country of having

the indispensable role of the united nations united nations review
vol 4 oct 1957 p16pigp lgig.1616

the UN political process has been described in greater detail elsewhere
but a brief recapitulation seems appropriate here for fuller discussion see
robert E riggs politics in the united nations urbana U of illinois press
1958 ppap 114411 44 and passim james N hyde united states participation in
the united nations international organization vol 10 feb 1956 ppap
223422 34 benjamin H brown and joseph E johnson the US and the UN
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a listening post tuned simultaneously to reports and views from
all parts of the world are not to be minimized the physical
proximity of many of the permanent UN missions facilitates
frequent contact the UN building itself is a magnet which
daily draws to neutral ground representatives from most coun-
tries whether or not a major organ is in session its commodious
offices lounges meeting halls and corridors provide ideal
congregating spots for groups of delegates the procedures andancianet
habits of multilateral interchange developed at the UN are no
small contribution to the clarification of issues and outlining
of settlements if settlements are indeed feasible the media-
tory and expert services of the secretariat are another peculiar
UN contribution to successful negotiation

on the other hand if a problem involves only two or a
few powers the UN may be less conducive to an amicable settle-
ment than another locale certainly there is little reason to
hope that a disagreement which the soviet union and the
united states cannot solve at washington or moscow can be
more easily settled bymovingby moving the site of negotiations to new
york if the issue has engendered ill will questioning of good
faith or clash of vital interests carrying it to an open forum
may invite all of the disadvantages of goldfish bowl diplomacy
matters of regional concern may be much more expeditiously
handled in a regional organization than in the general ass-

embly where the majority of delegations present have only a
peripheral and a few perhaps a sinister interest in the prob-
lem NATO family squabbles like the three cornered cyprus
imbroglio may find their way to the UN but not because of any
manifest advantages for reasoned negotiation cyprus was
thrown into the UN arena because negotiation had failed and
greece hoped to try pressure indirectly the prospect of peren-
nial debates in the assembly so injurious to the morale and
prestige of NATO spurred the parties to achieve the ultimate
diplomatic settlement outside the UN but only in a very left
handed fashion can the UN be given credit for facilitating nego-
tiationstiations

As the cyprus affair aptly illustrates the united nations

foreign policy association headline series no 107 sept oct 1954 esp
ppap 414341 43
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can be used for other purposes than diplomatic negotiation
states come there as often to broadcast propaganda to foreign
and domestic audiences as to engage in serious negotiation
this is especially true of formal meetings where orators some
with speeches polished to the last affected pause and carefully
phrased innuendo are apparently convinced of the proposition
that all the world s a stage the UN has other uses as well by
automatically multilaterizing every issue raised there it pro-
vides opportunities for the influential to exert their influence
upon matters which otherwise would not directly concern them
multilateralmultilateralizationMulti lateralizationization may also serve some states by legitimizing
policies which other states would find unacceptable if carried
on outside the UN framework if the elements of world opinion
reached through the UN have any real force the organization
skillfully used can become a means of subtle coercion in the
case of korea coercion assumed the less subtle form of military
force the successful if limited use of the organization as an
operating agency for economic and social programs is another
illustration of UN extra diplomatic activities

in wielding this many faceted tool of foreign policy the
united states works primarily through its permanent mission
to the united nations an expertly staffed body of well over a
hundred officials and administrative personnel headed by a
permanent representative to the united nations as chief of
mission it is for all practical purposes except administrative
control an embassy to the united nations 3 well supplied with
subject matter and geographic area specialists for year round
operations the mission is bolstered by additional teams of ex-
perts sent down from washington for special UN meetings
including the annual general assembly sessions and the semi-
annual meetings of the economic and social council in the
autumn five to ten amateur diplomats are also attached to the

since 19531955 when henry cabot lodge jr became permanent represent-
ative the precise administrative status of the mission has been somewhat
anomalous according to the organization chart the mission head should be
responsible to the assistant secretary of state in charge of the international
organization bureau in the department of state however because of mr
lodge s special personal and political relationship with president eisenhowerElseneisenhower
he was given quasi cabinet status along with the UN job thus while being
nominally and for administrative purposes responsible to the bureau head he
has had a direct pipeline to the president as well
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mission as official delegates and alternates to the general as-
sembly

from their park avenue citadel the delegates and advisers
sally forth to represent the interests of their country if the
object is to score propaganda points off a communist competitor
argument alone may be enough usually however votes must
be marshalled in sufficient numbers to secure formal adoption
of a resolution expressing the approved point of view or au-
thorizingthorizing the desired action in this task united states repre-
sentativessenta tives begin with important advantages they speak for a
country with great military power economic resources and a
recognized position of leadership among communistnoncommunistnon coun-
tries but these are only the foundations of influence tech-
nique is also crucial and the strategy of winning UN majorities
begins well before the mission personnel go out to garner votes
in the planning of US positions every reasonable effort is
made to consider the views and interests of other countries in-
cludingcl in many instances advance consultation with represent-
atives of the countries most vitally concerned if this is done
well the vote catching will be easy our position will be their
position advance preparation can never be ideally thorough
however and the process of consultation and adjustment may
continue up to the final vote always the preferred approach is
to find an area of common interest wide enough to take in a
majority without pressure crucial votes are secured in the heat
of battle by adding a sponsorcosponsorco here a new paragraph there or
a minor deletion or change of phraseology occasionally a more
devious approach may be used that of persuading a friendly
delegation to present the american resolution so that the origin
of the program is obfuscated and some delegations relieved of
the embarrassment of supsupportingportingaa united states proposal on a
sensitive topic if other means fail friendly persuasion may
sometimes yield to pressure in order to win reluctant or indif-
ferent delegates telegrams to the home governments persistent
badgering in lounges and corridors allusions to the possible
repercussions in congress and perhaps a smattering of old
fashioned horse trading may be involved great care must be
taken to assure that only the right arms are twisted and that
these are not broken for malice might well be the fruit of pres
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sure misguidedly unskillfully or too persistently applied
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

each deliberative organ of the united nations has its parti-
cular competence procedures traditions and political con-
figurationsfigu rations each must be used by the united states according
to its peculiar limitations and potentialities the general as-
sembly is the most inclusive in scope and membership and un-
doubtedly the most important there is essentially no subject
impinging on international relations which it cannot discuss if
the members want to the charter limitation upon the right to
intervene in matters essentially within the domestic jurisdic-
tion of any state has in practice been vitiated by the tendency
of the assembly to construe its own authority broadly although
the assembly is constitutionally prohibited from making a
recommendation with regard to any dispute or situation being
considered by the security council 5 discussions of the same situ-
ation may take place concurrently in both bodies the as-
sembly s role is enhanced by its electoral functions the non-
permanent members of the security council and the trustee-
ship council and all members of the economic and social
council are elected by vote of the general assembly the
assembly shares with the security council the responsibility of
admitting new members selecting the secretary general and
appointing members of the international court of justice
through its power of recommendation control of the UN
budget and its right to receive and review annual reports from
the other major organs the assembly exercises supervisory
authority over the economic and social council the trustee-
ship council and the secretariat leaving aside the question of
legal obligation the secretariat invariably attempts to carry out
assembly recommendations while ECOSOC and the trusteeship
council usually do individual members of the assembly al-

though not legally bound by its recommendations are less dili-
gent in cacarryingfrying them out but most prefer to give at least the
appearance of compliance whenever possible

in the autumn the permanent missions to the united nations
can anticipate a substantial increase in the level of activity as

UN charter art 2 sec 7
ikidwidibid art 12 sec 1
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delegations from more than eighty member states converge on
new york for the annual sessionssessions of the assembly ordinarily
the sessions convene in mid september and end in december
although the practice of postponing sessionssessions until november
during american presidential election years is becoming well
established once the session is formally terminated the as-
sembly will not meet until the following autumn unless called
into special session by a request of the security council or a
majority of the members the unwieldy method of request by
a UN majority has never been used but on five different oc-
casionscasions 194719581947 1958 the assembly has met at the request of the
security council four times to deal with problems inin the ex-
plosive middle east and once in response to soviet suppression
of the 1956 hungarian revolt 7 the assembly has been resource-
ful in devising alternatives to the special session when faced
with problems which require supervision or assembly action
during nine months of the year when it does not ordinarily
meet one method has been the establishment of subsidiary
bodies with special supervisory or watchdogwatch dog functions 8 an-
other expedient frequently used isis to recess the regular session
temporarily and authorize the assembly president or the secre
tary general to reconvene the session whenever necessary un-
der such an arrangement the seventh assembly resumed its ac-
tivitiestivi ties in the spring of 1953 and met again in august to act on
the korean armistice agreement more recently because of
the hungarian crisis the eleventh session did not formally end
until september 1957 ten months from its opening date and
just in time for the twelfth session to begin

this was done in 1952 and again in 1956
the first two special sessions in 1947 and 1948 were regular special

sessions called to discuss the fate of the british palestine mandate the last
three have been special emergency sessions convened by the security council
under the terms of the assembly s 1950 uniting for peace resolution which
makes the assembly subject to call on 24 hours notice on a procedural vote
of the security council the first and second special emergency sessions
were held concurrently in november 1956 to deal with the suez and hun-
garian crises the most recent met in august 1958 to discuss US military
intervention in lebanon and other problems of the middle east

an example is the now defunct united nations commission on korea
which was performing an observational assignment in korea at the time of
the north korean invasion A more ambitious but largely abortive attempt
the interim committee of the assembly first established in 1947 as a general
purpose committee of the full membership remains officially in existence but
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there is of course no guarantee that the assembly when
convened will act quickly it can as evidenced by the suez crisis
in that instance the special emergency session met on novem-
ber 1 at the request of the security council deliberating almost
continuously throughout the day and night the assembly
adopted a ceasefirecease fire resolution inin the small hours of the morn-
ing november 2 less than 24 hours after the session had be-
gun ordinarily however due deliberation rather than speed
characterizes the assembly regular agenda items are supposed
to be submitted at least sixty days in advance of the session
although special items may be later proposed these must be
approved by the general committee a steering body composed
of the principal officers of the assembly and its committees
and subsequently submitted to the whole assembly for accept-
ance general committee recommendations are usually ap-
proved without debate except for the most controversial items
although this stage is relatively expeditious the committee
stage which follows is usually not each of the seven principal
committees to which items are allotted according to subject
matter classification gives representation to all member coun-
tries 9 all members do not speak on every issue but each is
entitled to speak if it wishes on a particularly important or
controversial question committee discussion of an item may
last several weeks nearly two months were consumed in the
committee discussion of the partition of palestine the com
miteecitee s report is ultimately submitted to the plenary meeting
of the assembly for final acceptance amendment or rejection
A simple majority governs all committee decisions but formal
assembly resolutions on important matters require a two
thirds majority of those voting yea or nay 10

still abortive owing to a soviet boycott the soviet union regarded it quite
correctly as an attempt to circumvent the veto bound security council

the committees are commonly designated numerically eg first com-
mittee second committee etc by subject matter classification they are 11 I

the political and security committee 2 the economic and financial com-
mittee 3 the social humanitarian and cultural committee 4 the
trusteeship committee 5 the administrative and budgetary committee
and 6 the legal committee the seventh committee is known as the special
political committee prior to 1956 the ad hoc political committee

abstentions and absences are not counted in the computation of a two
thirds majority some types of important matters are specified in the charter
the assembly may designate others by a simple majority
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the process just described is an extension of diplomacy but
it is also a legislative process in which the criterion of success
is a voting majority every issueissue is a separate battle and every
draft resolution will have peculiarities which attract or repel
individual votes in general however the assembly maintains
rather stable political alignments which permit fairly accurate
prediction of the fate of some types of issues this predictability
is a boon to state department planners when preparing their
legislative program and positions for a forthcoming general
assembly experts in the permanent mission and in the bureau
can usually calculate in advance give or take a few votes
what the final decision on most proposals will be they cannot
of course always predict what types of vote catching compro-
mises the russians or others will raiseraise on controversial issues
this adds an element of uncertainty and surprise which if
skillfully exploited can sometimes lead to unexpected tactical
defeats of the united states

the most common and convenient method of analyzing the
political complexion of the assembly begins with the delinea-
tion of voting blocs some of which have formal arrangements
for periodic caucusing by bloc members for voting purposes
the most significant bloc alignments are as follows

latin american soviet bloc
argentina USSR
bolivia ukraine
brazil byelorussia
chile czechoslovakia
colombia poland
costa rica romania
cuba bulgaria
dominican republic hungary
ecuador albania
el salvador
guatemala non bloc
haiti yugoslavia
honduras israel
mexico china
nicaragua finland
panama
paraguay
peru
uruguay
venezuela
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westernlVestern bloc afro asian
australia afghanistan
austria burma
belgium cambodia
canada ceylon
denmark ethiopia
france guinea
greece ghana
iceland india
ireland indonesia
italy iran
luxembourg iraq
netherlands japan
new zealand jordan
norway laos
portugal lebanon
spain liberia
sweden libya
turkey malayan federation
union of south africa morocco
united kingdom nepal
united states pakistan

philippines
saudi arabia
sudan
thailand
tunisia
turkey
united arab republic
yemen

also a member of the arab league
some catalogs of bloc alignments might list NATO western
europe or the commonwealth separately members of the
commonwealth both old and new meet regularly while the
assembly is in session to discuss issues of mutual interest but
as a group they do not show much voting cohesiveness less
regularly representatives of western european countries have
collective consultations as do NATO members if pertinent
issues arise for voting purposes however the more recent ad-
ditions to the commonwealth belong with the afafroro asianaslan bloc
and the countries of western europe NATO and the old com-
monwealthmonwealth have enough interests in common to be regarded as
a single western bloc turkey is somewhat of an anomaly
being represented in both NATO and the formal caucus deli
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berationsberations of the afro asian bloc for the present classifica-
tion turkey isis with both groups china finland israel and
yugoslavia lacking sufficient affinity of interest and outlook
with any of the established groupings are treated here as mem-
bers of no bloc

of the numerous agenda items which come to a final vote
in any session of the assembly probably a majority will be
adopted by unanimous consent or something closely approxi-
mating unanimity most of these relate to administrative detail
confirmation of appointments or other matters not affecting
the vital interests of states others affect vital interests but do
not give rise to marked conflicts of interest although a strong
clash of interests may develop on issues in any subject matter
classification the most persistent and fundamental cleavages
center around the cold war colonialism and the problems of
the world s underdeveloped majority

on questions basically involving east west conflict the
united states can almost always muster large majorities this
may require careful position preparation earnest consultation
and hard work in the UN lobbies but it can be done of the
21 votes inin the western bloc at least 18 will ordinarily be
cast for the united states position typically south africa may
be absent in protest against assembly discussion of its racial
policies and one or two of the others may be absent when the
ballot is taken or perhaps abstain for special reasons the latin
american group of 20 votes should be good for a conservative
minimum of fifteen on an east west security issue an allow-
ance being made for unpredictable absences or abstentions
among the afro asians the precise voting configuration will
vary with the nature of the issue and in the case of a few with
a change in domestic regimes another conservative estimate
might count at least ten and possibly as many as twenty from
this group of the four non bloc countries israel will probably
sustain the west as will nationalist china yugoslavia and fin-
land characteristically will abstain on the basis of these con-
servativeservative estimates the vote in favor of the united states posi-
tion would be 46 18 from the western bloc 15 from latin
america 10 from the afro asian group and two from non
bloc countries the total of 46 is not an absolute two thirds
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majority 55 votes but it is easily enough in view of the
potential opposition opposing votes will include all nine of the
soviet bloc but not necessarily anyone else on rare occasions
a few afro asian countries or yugoslavia may vote with the
soviet bloc but latin america western europe and the eng
lish speaking commonwealth are not likely to yield a single
one usually the result will be even more lopsidedlop sided on a straight
east west security issue this alignment might be modified
substantially however if the security issue is clouded by as-
sociation with colonialism or if it also involves other elements
not directly related to the cold war

debate and voting on colonial issues reveal another funda-
mental cleavage in the assembly but united states interests are
usually less vitally affected than with east west security ques-
tions the one american administered trusteeship is a strategic
area subject to review by the security council rather than the
general assembly united states administration of its nonselfnon self
governing territories is above serious reproach and there are no
outstanding problems of suppressed self determination in any
american territories britain france south africa belgium
and the netherlands are the countries whose vital interests have
been most deeply affected by colonial issues aired in the UN
for the sake of solidarity with its NATO allies or in pro-
test at meddlesome interference by the assembly majority in

matters of territorial administration best handled by the ad-
ministering powers the united states may sometimes speak and
vote on the side of the colonial minority other battles will
find the united states casting a silent and uneasy abstention
occasionally its delegates will join the anti colonial majority
spurred by conviction or the exigencies of UN politics not in-
frequently a moderate resolution may win the support of the
united states and most of the colonial powers

the structure of majorities on colonial questions in the
assembly is particularly fluid and complex A few examples
from the record of the twelfth assembly may illustrate some of
the variations on a moderate approach to the problem of

general assembly resolution 1143 XII see official records of the
general assembly 12th121h sess plenary meetings ppap 36970369 70 south africa was
boycotting the assembly in its annual protest against alleged interference in
her internal affairs
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south west africa the final vote was 50102050 10 20 burma and
nine communist states voted in opposition twenty countries
abstained 15 of the 20 were afro asian votes and all the
other including the united states and all of the colonial
powers except south africa voted in the affirmative on the
cyprus question in the same assembly the communistnoncommunistnon
members of the assembly were almost evenly split into three
segments 22 in favor 24 opposed and 24 abstaining the
soviet bloc favored the resolution making the affirmative vote
total 5131 latin american states were almost evenly distributed
among the three groups afro asians were about equally
divided between affirmative and abstention except for three
in the negative group and the western bloc voted chiefly in
the negative 12 the west irian issue to exhibit a third arrange-
ment found the afro asians and communists almost solidly
in favor of the resolution abetted by five latin americans and
greece western europe and the old commonwealth sup-
ported by nine latin american votes china and israel lined
up almost solidly in opposition and abstaining were 6 latin
americans the united states and turkey finland cambodia
and liberia the vote was 41291141 29 11 13

the cleavage between developed and underdeveloped
countries in the assembly is not so often expressed in voting
upon resolutions as it is in the accompanying debate marked
differences of viewpoint often separate the united states as
chief donor of financial resources from the recipient under-
developed majority but the tendency in recent years has been
to draft compromise resolutions capable of winning unanimous
or near unanimous votes the united states has made some
concessions to pressures for bigger aid programs while the
majority have usually if reluctantly recognized that a large
scale UN economic development program without the support
of the united states and other major capital exporting countries
is tantamount to no program if the underdeveloped nations
chose to press their majority they might be able to adopt very
grandiose paper programs fortunately they have not done so
on most occasions

UN yearbook 1957 p 76
official records of the general assembly 12th sess plenary meetings

p 547
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A number of UN observers have suggested that the new
membership of the united nations enlarged by the admission
of twenty three states since 1955 has eroded united states in-
fluence in the assembly the point may be more clearly illus-
trated by listing the twenty three new additions according to
bloc membership
ajroafro asianaslanAs tauiantun bloc western bloc soviet bloc non bloc
cambodia austria albania finland
ceylon ireland bulgaria
ghana italy hungary
guinea portugal romania
japan spain
jordan
laos
libya
morocco
malayan

federation
nepal
sudan
tunisia

only five votes were added to the west while four sure
votes accrued to the soviet bloc and a net gain of twelve was
registered by the afro asian group 14 expressed in percentages
of the total membership the new assembly shows a definite
shift in favor of afro asia and the soviet bloc the
total voting strength of western europe NATO and the
old commonwealth remains virtually constant 25.6256256 as com-
pared with the former 26.7267267 and the small group of non bloc
states maintains the same relative strength latin america and
afro asia however exchange positions the twenty latin
american votes which were one third of the total in the old
assembly now account for less than 257025 the new members
from africa and asia raise their bloc voting strength from the
former 2677o2677026726.7267 to more than a third inin the new assembly pro-
portionately the soviet bloc has had the greatest accretion of
power although the actual increase is less than three percentage
points

despite this shift of the assembly center of gravity toward

one vote was lost to this bloc in 1958 when syria and egypt merged
in the united arab republic
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the areas least susceptible to united states influence the prac-
tical consequences for united states policy have not been severe
members of the mission must contact more delegations and
calculate the odds more carefully to obtain the required majori-
ties the necessity for compromise has increased somewhat A
few more abstentions are apparent and occasionally the soviet
opposition acquires an additional vote or two but the new
configuration of the assembly has thus far not prevented the
united states from securing two thirds majorities on vital is-
sues on colonial questions the position of the anti colonial
factions has been strengthened but most colonial questions on
which the united states votes with the minority would have
found the united states in the minority in the 60 vote assembly
the addition of new members has added to the pressures but
has not significantly affected the voting alignments on issues
of economic assistance and development

the following table of assembly voting on certain peren-
nial issues may graphically illustrate the impact of the new
membership upon voting trends 15

apartheid west irian disarmament korea
1952 3512335 1 23 525352 5 3 545154 5 1

1953 38111138 11 11 540554 0 5 550555 0 5

1954 40101040 10 10 3323433 23 4 unanimous 505450 5 4

1955 416841 6 8 unanimous 535053 5 0 4401144 0 i11i
1956 5651256 5 12 40251340 25 13 unanimous 578957 8 9
1957 5961459 6 14 41291141 29 11 5691556 9 15 5491654 9 16
1958 705470 5 4 not voted on 4992249 9 22 5491754 9 17

examination of the apartheid and west irian questions neither
of which directly involve the prestige or vital interests of the
united states shows that the capacity of majority coalitions to
adopt resolutions was not affected one way or the other the
affirmative vote tended to be larger in the years after 1955
and in the case of west irian the number of abstentions in-
creased markedly however both before and after the magic
number 60 was discarded in december 1955 the majorities
were adequate to assure passage of resolutions concerning the

the points at issue and the proposed resolutions were not precisely the
same each year with each of the four questions as the occasional unanimous
agreement indicates these four were selected however because they were
perennials in which the issues did to a large extent remain homogeneous from
year to year
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south african racial policies and inadequate to endorse by a
two thirds vote the position of indonesia on west irian A
check on disarmament and the korean problem two questions
directly affecting the interests and prestige of the united states
finds american capacity to secure two thirds majorities prac-
tically unimpaired although the number of affirmative votes
did not show any significant increase the opposition was aug-
mented only by the addition of the four soviet satellites 16 these
facts suggest that for practical purposes the erosion of american
influence due to increased membership in the assembly has
been slight the one notable difference is a greater number of
abstentions which may have the effect of limiting the moral
force or the propaganda value of the resolutions

THE SECURITY COUNCIL

the security council originally intended to be the keystone
of the UN arch has a much more restricted use as an instru-
ment of united states policy although the charter grants the
security council priority of action in the area of international
peace and security it has often yielded to action by the as-
sembly so organized by charter prescription as to be able to
function continuously 17 the council in recent years has often
passed weeks at a time without having a substantial matter to
deal with each month a new president takes office as rota-
tion by alphabetical order gives each of its five permanent mem-
bers and six permanentnonpermanentnon members an opportunity to share
the glory and sometimes the tactical advantage of presiding if
there is any discussion over which to preside

the reasons for this malaise of the security council are not
hard to find in a phrase a hackneyed one the root of the
problem is great power deadlock established so that substan-
tive decisions require the assent of all five permanent members

plus any two others agreement among the united states
russia britain france and china is a necessary prerequisite to
action the security council acquired veto paralysis in its in-
fancy resulting in the atrophy of many of its intended func-
tions its military staff committee supposed to advise the

in 1956 the hungarian representative was absent hence the 8 opposing
votes instead of 9

UN charter art 28
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council on military matters has for years been an institutional
appendix the armed forces the vaunted teeth of the new
organization were never placed at the disposal of the council
by special agreements under article 43 because of disagree-
ments among the major powers in june and july 1950 the
security council authorized military action in korea but this
proved to be a set of false teeth never really under the coun-
cil s control and impossible to use when the soviet delegate re-
turned in august with divided counsels and lack of power to
enforce its decisions the security council has not always com-
manded the respect of governments despite the charter com-
mitment of all members to accept and carry out the decisions
of the security council in accordance with the present char-
ter 18 enforcement orders of the council have been sometimes
disregarded or implemented only inin part

these circumstances have narrowed the security council s

usefulness to essentially two types of issues those upon which
the united states and the soviet union can agree or at least
not disagree and those from which some propaganda value
may be derived the former category has included disputes
and outbreaks of violence not directly relating to east west con-
flict such as the kashmir dispute violence in the middle east
and the indonesian struggle for independence from the netherl-
ands with respect to the latter the value of the security
council to the united states is reduced by the capacity of the
soviet delegate to forestall any substantive resolution by his
negative vote so that the united states cannot then claim the
official sanction of the security council for its position this
contrasts with the general assembly where anti soviet proposi-
tions have often been passed over the soviet negative vote
with the council s membership restricted to eleven its voice
also carries much less conviction as the verdict of world opin-
ion however the prior claim of the council to disputes and
threats to the peace means that some actions can most appro-
priatelypria tely be initiated there it has the merit of availability at
times when the general assembly is not inin session and the
magnitude of the issue is not great enough to warrant calling a

special assembly session the security council may also be use

ibid art 25
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ful when the object is to draw a lone russian veto against nine
or ten affirmative votes thereby creating the appearance of
soviet intransigence

the composition of the security council assures that the
constitutional majority of seven can readily be obtained on
virtually all isuesidues affecting the vital security interests of the
united states 19 the mathematics are simple of the five perma-
nent members britain china france and the united states
are sure pro western votes under the principle of geographical
distribution adopted by the assembly for election of non per
manent members two latin american countries always hold
seats one is allotted to western europe and one is filled by a
prominent commonwealth country these are usually safe pro
western votes unless india holds the commonwealth chair of
the remaining two council seats one is filled from the middle
east and the other from eastern europe or afro asia at worst
in recent years the eastern european or asian member might
be expected to abstain at best the member might be turkey
greece or the philippines which could be expected to vote
right on the crucial questions from 1946 through 1949 poland
and the ukraine voted with the soviet union on all issues but
since then no soviet satellite has been elected to the council
the strength of the US political position on the council may
be indicated by listing the permanentnonpermanentnon membership for
selected years
1947 1950 1952 1955 1958 1959
australia cuba brazil belgium canada argentina
belgium ecuador chile brazil colombia canada
brabrazil1.1 egypt greece iran iraq italy
colombia india netherlands new zealand japan jajapann
poland norway pakistan peru panama Ppakistanristanbistan
syria yugoslavia turkey turkey sweden tunisia

latin america western bloc afroasianairoafro asian bloc souletsoviet bloc other
costa ricaR ica netherlands afghanistan soviet union china
chile france sudan poland finland
venezuela new zealand pakistan bulgaria
mexico spainspam

united states
united kingdom

THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL

in comparison with the assembly and the security council
the eighteen member economic and social council hardly

issues not so vital to the united states might find different alignments
on admission of some new members and other issues the united states has
abstained while friends and allies have voted with the soviet union
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seems to merit the appellation of a major organ it lacks the
broad scope of action and the universal membership of the as-
sembly although the big five are unfailingly reelected by the
assembly when their three year council terms expire ECOSOC
decisions also lack the authoritativeness that sometimes ema-
nates from the security council when the veto is not operative
its agenda does not ordinarily extend to those dramatic dis-
putes and threats to the peace which give such intrinsic im-
portance to the security council although peace may ultimate-
ly depend upon the solution to world economic and social prob-
lems the discussions of the economic and social council do not
have the same urgency or popular appeal and consequently
receive scantier coverage in the press and other mass media
until 1958 the united states government did not have a full
time officer for ECOSOC affairs attached to the permanent
mission

the economic and social council is legally and politically
subordinate to the assembly and relies heavily upon the ex-
pertise of the secretariat much of its work load springs direct-
ly from recommendations of the assembly and most of its
important recommendations are referred to the assembly for
discussion and final action the second and third committees
of the assembly serve as centers for detailed review of ECOSOC
decisions in making studies reports and recommendations as
well as providing opportunity for debate and discussion
ECOSOC contributes to the understanding of world economic
and social problems yet even here much of the spadework
is performed by the secretariat and outside experts without
unduly deprecating the role of the council in instigating many
valuable studies clarifying issues through discussion and de-
bate and formulating useful recommendations one can say
fairly that the secretariat lays much of the factual groundwork
for discussion and the general assembly makes the final de-
cisionsci

ECOSOC is not without value to the united states as a win-
dow for observing how the other half lives and occasionally
as a means of coming to grips with practical problems with the
shift of US soviet rivalry in the direction of economic com-
petition it has achieved wider political significance neverthenevertie
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less in the catalog of instruments for implementation of united
states foreign policy the economic and social council ranks
far down the list despite senator sparkman s bland assertion
to the ffifthifth assembly that the united states had always regarded
ECOSOC as the basic instrument through which the condi-
tions of wellbeingwell being essential to the maintenance of peace would
be achieved throughout the world 112020 the united states has con-
sistently channeled outside the united nations the lion s share
of its efforts to promote the general welfare of other countries

many of the important issues discussed in ECOSOC pose
real dilemmas for the united states the multilateral approach
to promotion of human rights once so vigorously espoused by
american representatives has become almost a source of em-
barrassmentbarrassment discussions of economic development find the
united states often on the defensive forced constantly to re-
iterate reasons why substantially more american aid should
not be distributed under UN auspices consideration of basic
commodity marketing problems likewise has found the united
states in an unenviable position because of unwillingness to ac-
cept the principle of governmentalintergovernmentalinter controls and guaran-
tees which many other governments think desirable related
schemes like the establishment of a world food reserve popu-
lar with so many members have been unpalatable to the
united states

voting majorities have been somewhat more difficult to
obtain than in the assembly or the security council because
the issues are less directly concerned with international security

the field in which american influence is most pronounced 21

the interests of the majority especially the underdeveloped
majority may not converge so readily with american interests
this was notably true during the summer session of ECOSOC
1957 when the united states found itself on the short end of a

15315 3 vote in favor of a greatly expanded UN program of eco-
nomic aid to underdeveloped countries 22 such a resounding de-
feat on a major issue in ECOSOC was extraordinary it led to

official records of the general assembly 5thath sess 2dad committee p 61
only a simple majority is required for an ECOSOC decision
official records of the economic and social council 24th sess p 203
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subsequent revision of american policy toward UN economic
development programs but it represented the potential cleav-
age of interests between the united states britain and france
as principal donor countries and the vast majority of under-
developed countries and their sympathizers overemphasizingover emphasizing
the difficult issues and spectacular defeats can easily create an
erroneous impression the united states has proved capable of
effective leadership in ECOSOC on the issue of economic de-
velopment american delegates have shown sympathy for the
plight of underdeveloped countries and have often been able
to win their votes by force of reason mild pressures or the
argument that aid programs without american support are un-
realistic the fact remains however that the united states
must often work hard to win support for its positions majori-
ties can be won but they are fashioned through compromise
and interspersed with occasional defeat

some issues before the council are amenable to a voting
division along east west lines and here the united states as
in the assembly and security council is usually able to mar-
shal a substantial majority forced labor infringement of trade
union rights soviet radio jamming and the czech imprison-
ment of william N oatis are among the questions which have
lent themselves to such a division the membership of the 1959
council given below shows the strength of the anti commucomma
nist bloc

percentage of toraltotal membership
bloc 1954 1959

afro asia 26.7267267 34.1341
latin america 33.3333535555 24.4244244

western 26.7267267 25.6256256

soviet bloc 8.3838385 11.0110llolio
non bloc 5.05050 4.94949

if an issue between the united states and the soviet union is

clearly drawn with the political implications outweighing the
economic or social formal balloting would probably find 12
in support of the united states position 3 opposed and pos-
sibly 3 sudan afghanistan finland abstaining the pro
western vote would include all of the first two groups listed
plus pakistan and china both firmly tied to the western orbit
by economic aid and military alliances as well as more basic as
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pecis of the national interest should economic and social fac-
tors overshadow the cold war conflict however the voting
pattern might be greatly altered

the admission of new members to the united nations has
affected the political complexion of the economic and social
council very little the membership has remained fixed at
eighteen despite growing clamor for increasing the number by
charter amendment the bloc arrangement of the membership
differs little from the pre 1955 pattern as the table on the fol-
lowing page will show latin american strength has remained
constant with four seats the western bloc strength has
fluctuated slightly but any change attributable to the ad-
mission of new members after 1955 is not significant the
afro asian group notwithstanding its enlarged membership
in the assembly has not increased its representation on
ECOSOC the award of a third seat to the soviet bloc for
1959 marks a return to a pattern followed in the first years
of the organization

As earlier noted the role of ECOSOC in united states
foreign policy has been altered somewhat by new trends in rus
so american rivalry debates have always been tinged with cold
war atmosphere on some issues impregnated with it in the
past the result was not to make the body more important but
to make its work more difficult and less productive with so
much of the cold war now being shifted to the economic and
social front however the activities of the council have lately
assumed a new importance for both the united states and the
soviet union the issues are much the same only their signifi-
cance has been changed final decisions are still made largely
in the assembly and even these are not legally binding but
the united states is more concerned about the propaganda im-
pact of ECOSOC activities there is also concern lest ECOSOC
programs and recommendations provide avoidable advantage
to the soviet union in its efforts to penetrate the underdevelop-
ed countries soviet awakening to the possibilities of UN eco-
nomic programs stands out sharply in its policy reversal with
respect to technical assistance for years the soviet union boy-
cotted UN technical assistance refusing to contribute or sup-
port it in any way in 1954 the attitude changed soviet technitechnik
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clans were made available and annual pledges of four million
rubles were redeemed the rubles could be used only to pur-
chase goods and services in russia russian technicians fol-
lowed russian equipment and a new wedge had been found to
increase soviet influence in underdeveloped countries in ad-
dition to reducing slightly the overall flexibility of the UN
technical assistance programwhileprogram While final action on the broad
outline of technical assistance is an assembly prerogative no
stage of the battle including the formative ECOSOC stage is
to be neglected As the stakes of both propaganda and programs
grow so does the importance of the council to the united
states the appointment in 1958 of a full time officer for
ECOSOC affairs attached to the permanent mission is an in-
dicationdi of the growing significance of this forum for united
states foreign policy

THE trusteeship COUNCIL

the trusteeship council is the fourth major deliberative
organ of the united nations at first appraisal it appears more
as a limitation upon american policy than an instrument of it
the trusteeship system was designed primarily as a restraint
upon states administering trust territories it is a means by
which other states can exert influence upon the government of
the territories and their transition toward self government As
conditions of trusteeship the administering authorities must
render annual reports and reply to questionnaires submit to
searching and often hostile questioning in the trusteeship
council accept periodic visiting missions to inspect their trust
territories and permit dissatisfied elements within the terri-
tories to petition the trusteeship council for redress of griev-
ances from the united states viewpoint the trusteeship system
provides an opening for other countries to pry into american
administration of the pacific islands although this opening
may serve as a stimulus to maintain high standards of adminis-
trationtration it is doubtful that american officials regard the trus-
teeship system as particularly helpful in their relations with the
trust territory

however if the trusteeship council system gives others
license to pry into american admadministeredinisteredbistered territory it also opens
a legitimate avenue for american influence upon the colonial
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policies of other countries friendly allies with dependent ter-
ritoriesri may resist suggestions tendered bilaterally as unwar-
ranted interference in domestic affairs membership on the
trusteeship council markedly alters the relationship american
advice on the government of dependent areas not only becomes
legitimate because of the trustee relationship but it also be-
comes more acceptable as fellow administering authorities seek
grounds for mutual support in anticipation of the scrutiny to
which their non administering colleagues on the trusteeship
council and in the assembly will subject them through the
UN trusteeship system the united states thus has a means of
making its opinions felt in dependent areas for the good of the
peoples and the peace of the world both oft avowed concerns
of american foreign policy

given the existence of trusteeship system the trusteeship
council itself has been quite helpful to the colonial powers
because its membership is equally divided between administer-
ing and non administering states no resolution can be adopted
without the concurring vote or abstention of at least one of the
administering authorities although the american delegate
may sometimes cross the aisle to break a tie vote the adminis-
tering powers have ordinarily shown marked cohesiveness as
a voting bloc As a result the split personality of the council
usually brings compromise and moderate action the influence
of the east west struggle has on the whole reinforced the ten-
dency toward moderation though the soviet union with its
permanent seat on the trusteeship council has been critical
and often abusive the very excesses of soviet vilification have
sometimes led non administering members to vote with the
administering powers or abstain inin order to avoid identifica-
tion with the soviet position 23 this contrasts with the fourth
committee of the general assembly which has been a con-
tinual thorn in the flesh of administering powers with its over-
whelmingwhelming anti colonial majority assuming the practical neces-
sity of the trusteeship system with international supervision and
accountability the trusteeship council can be regarded as a

see james N murray jr the united nations trusteeship system ur-
bana U of illinois press 1957 ppap 24143241 43
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moderating influence or buffer between the colonial powers
and the extremist tendencies of the assembly

THE secretariat
As one considers the united nations as an instrument of

policy he cannot overlook the secretariat As an administra-
tive organization the secretariat is allotted the tasks of servic-
ing the vast number of formal meetings of UN organs and
subsidiary bodies and implementing many of their recommenda-
tions formally the secretariat is responsible to the deliberative
organs and to the charter itself not to individual member gov-
ernmentsernments As members of the organization states of course
benefit from general services which the secretariat may pro-
vide and members of the secretariat often find themselves in
a position to render more individualized assistance to delegates
in addition to numerous valuable studies and reports made
generally available the secretariat may provide special brief-
ings to delegations on request the links of trust and confidence
which they forge with UN representatives give them access to
information which is not readily available elsewhere experience
and recognized ability of some secretariat officials make them
valuable counselors resolution drafting services are available
out of which may come judicious suggestions for substantive
provisions members of the secretariat including the secre
tary general are available as mediators or impartial third
parties in confidential efforts to resolve conflicts or aid delega-
tions inin compromising their differences the secretariat may
even take the initiative in recommending approaches to the solu-
tion of difficult problems

the secretary general is an especially useful negotiating
agent between governments which do not communicate easily
and frankly with one another his impartial status and reputa-
tion for neutrality and integrity may win for him the trust of
parties to a dispute who do not trust each other in attempting
to secure the release of imprisoned airmen the secretary gen
eral was sent to probe the intentions of communist china and
thereby set in motion a chain of events leading to the release
of the flyers frequently the secretary general has served as a
bridge between the united states and arab neutralists some
arab governments that are suspicious of alleged western im
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perialism may be frank and more tractable in dealing with the
secretary general as an intermediary dag hammarskjold s

role in negotiating with egypt for the deployment of UNEFLJNEF
and clearance of the suez canal was highly useful if not in-
dispensable in furthering american policy objectives inin the
middle east in this instance the secretariat served as an instru-
ment for negotiation among and for governments with a
high degree of success the secretariat may thus become a valu-
able adjunct of foreign policy when individual governments
themselves cannot act effectively the secretary general would
certainly resent the implication that he was the tool of any
one s foreign policy he acts when he believes the objectives
of the charter will be promoted yet in a broader sense when
his concept of charter objectives coincides with the policy ob-
jectivesjec tives of particular states he becomes an instrument of their
policy in this sense he has on many occasions served the united
states well

there are many important problems of international politics
for which the united nations offers no approach to a solu-
tion for the united states the major demands of national se-
curity and prosperity are better met outside the organization
yet each political organ of the united nations offers its own
special capabilities as an extension of diplomacy a propaganda
forum a source of information a center for international co-
operation a channel for influence or a means of coercion con-
sidered as one tool among many available to the united states
for dealing with limited aspects of international conflict and
cooperation it modestly fulfills the intent of its founders in
extending the ultimate reach of policy
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blanco fombona and hispanic
cultural unity

ERNEST J wllkinsWILKINSallkins
blanco fombona the venezuelan polygraph was one of the

most outspoken and passionate defenders of the hispanic cause
among that illustrious generation of latin americans called the
noventistasnoventhtas some of the modernist poets who were his con-
temporaries are perhaps better known but no voice was more
sincere nor more influential than his in the hispanidad move-
ment which reached its zenith during the years 189519151895 1915
the white heat of his passions for those things he loved and
those things he hated sets him apart from all the latin ameri-
can intellectuals of his time he loved bolivar the liberator
and forever praised his idealistic dream of a unified latin
america he hated caudilloscardilloscaudillos and dictators especially one vene-
zuelan dictator juan vicente gomez whom he called juan
bizontebitonte in his unceasing attacks against him he loved la raza
espaesaaespanolafiola especially the conquistadores and the great family
of nations which they brought into being and he hated yankees
and yankee imperialism perhaps more than any latin ameri-
can with the possible exception of his kindly attitude toward
spain his aspirations and objections are the same as those ex-
pressed by thousands of students and intellectuals in latin
america today in this respect he is very modern

As to the role of these intellectuals and their attitude to-
wards the united states frank tannenbaum recently observed
that

vis a vis the united states there is a community of public
opinion south of the border which is well nigh a unanimity
and to no small degree this is the work of the intellectuals
they have moulded the latin american community and have
indirectly had a great influence on the political attitudes of
their community toward the united states these intellectuals

dr wilkins is associate professor of modern languages at brigham young
university
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are really caught in a world where their major role is that of
critic 1

this notion certainly applies to blanco fombona he wrote
novels poetry short stories all types of essays and editorials
but his chief role is that of a critic who at least expresses if not
molds public opinion he is a pensadorpen sador whose great ideal was
to unite the hispanic peoples in order to withstand the on-
slaught of yankee imperialism

why was he so uncompromising inin his attitude toward the
united states what was the exact nature of the unity which
he envisioned for his compatriots how did he really feel about
hispanic american unity the analysis of these attitudes senti-
ments and passions in the work of blanco fombona leads gen-
erally into the field of literature and specifically into that
phase of it known as pensamiento an extremely effective tool
for the study of what H K silvertsilversliver has recently called the
emotional commonwealth2commonwealthcommonwealths2 of latin america

blanco fombona needed little encouragement to hate the
yankees he spent several years as a student in the united
states and on one occasion became involved in a street brawl
which cost him dearly A rather inebriated new yorker had
made insulting remarks about his spanish accent and the fight
was on A new york newspaper says

mr fombona struck out right and left assaulted four people
with his cane and broke the arm of policeman fowler he was
taken to court and fined and paid the sum of 2000 1

were he not a man of great moral principles one might be
led to believe that his hatred for the united states stemmed
from the loss of such a large sum of money however he had
much deeper reasons

did blanco fombona believe that the hispanic race was
superior in the hegelian sense probably not what he really
wanted was to halt the progress which anglo saxon culture was
making inin places like puerto rico texas the philippines and

frank tannenbaum toward an appreciation of latin america the
united states and latin americaameiicaamelAmei lraicalna ed herbert L mathews new york the
american assembly 1959 p 56

ah2hH K silvert political change in latin america the united states and
latin america ed herbert L mathews new york the american assembly
1959 p 61

andres Gongonzalesgonzilesziles blanco Escriescriloresesnitoieslofesloresrofes representalivosfepiesenlathos de america madrid
editorial america 1917 p 91
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cuba many times he cited as an example texas where span-
ish was no longer spoken and referred to the spanish spoken inin
puerto rico and the philippines as being wounded inin the
heart 4

the appearance of a book the americanization of the
world was occasionoccasion for blancobianco fombona to break out inin bitter
protest the author was mr stead of england who sought to
strengthen the ties among the english speaking peoples and
point out the growing influence of american ideas books news-
papers religion as well as political and economiceconomic power
blancobianco fombona protested against the claim with respect to
american culture saying that american newspapers were dis-
tinctly inferior and that american literature was not even inin-
fluentialfluentialial inm the hawaiian islands he was pleased to note that
mr stead considered the least americanized area of the
world to be south america but then warned that the united
states was already asking for strips of land on either side of the
future canal inin panama

they threaten us from every side and our greatest weak
ness isis inin the disunity which characterizes our racracec I1 do not
ask americans to regress to the fetus stage and to breathe
through the umbilical cord which simon bolivar cut many
years ago but cisnisn t it possible to bring together the peoples of
the spanish race from both worlds

although he placed emphasis on the need for unity inin order
to combat the anglo saxon race he certainly did not think that
the hispanic race was inferior he insisted that as for the
united states we are not inferior to them inin anything except
mechanical inventions and we have the advantage over them
as far as artistic sentiment isis concerned

he pointed out also that it was not just one party or group
inin the united states that constituted the danger all these
people have only one national characteristic the enemy of
america isis the united states 6

he did not hesitate however to make a personal attack on

efinoufinorufino blancobianco fombonafornbona A propositoprop6sitoproposito del premioprerniofremio nobel otorgado a Es
panapaliapalla en la persona de benavantebenaventeBenavante motivosmotives y leirasletras de espana madrid rena
cirnicimientocirnientochimientocim ientoentolento 1930 p 79

rufino blancobianco fombonafornbona la americanizaci6namencamzacion del mundo letras y lerraletraleiralefraierra
dos de amamericaficaricafira pansparis sociedadsociedadeSocie dad de edicionesEdic iones literariasliteranasliterarianLiterariasarlasanas y artisticasartisticalArtis ticas 1908 p
170

rufino blancobianco fombonafornbona norteamencanortearnhica de origenongen ingl6singles contra latino
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mckinley president of the united states during the spanish
american war which brought embarrassment to the hispanic
peoples

odio a mckinley porqueborque es un conquistador sin correr
peligros un asesinoaselino de levita portue ha abbertoabierto la ambicionambici6nambitionambicionclon
deldeiel imperialismoimperiali smo yanquiyarqui portue sus manos de verdugo sefialansenalan
a la codiciacodicil del norte nuestra gran patria de hispanoamericahispanoarn6ricaHispano america
le abominoaborninoaborning portue hummihummillohummi116tummillohum millo116ilg a nuestra raza hurnmillando a
Espespanaafiaafla le odio porqueborque es odioso 7

during his younger days asas a politician and administrator
in the provinces of venezuela blanco fombona distinguished
himself as a fiery defender of liberty and equality his defiance
of the gomez regime earned him frequent imprisonment and
eventually led to official and permanent banishment from
venezuela he turned to literature early pouring out his invec-
tive for the dictators and caudilloscardilloscau dillos but also writing some of his
finest poetry before leaving venezuela

As a political exile he chose to spend the greater part of
his life in spain upon arriving there inin 1912 he at once estab-
lished a publishing firm editorial america in which he pub-
lished over the years hundreds of volumes by latin american
authors 8

he waged an incessant campaign in newspapers journals
essays and private conversations for a reconciliation between
spain and latin america his principal contribution in this re-
spect was in making latin american literature available to the
spaniards and in defending spain against her detractors in the
new world

blanco fombona had little patience with those who sought
to organize hispanic unity on the basis of official delegates to
an international congress what he advocated most enthusi-
asticallyastiastlasilcallycattycaily was a permanent cultural commission for the diffusion
of spanish culture he claimed that spain had never spent
enough money to promote cultural institutes and adds a new
idea to the alberdi doctrine of gobernorgobernargo bernar es poklar he would

america de origen espaespanolfiol obras selseiseleclasselectastelerselececlasfastasfaj ed by gabald6ngabaldon marques madrid
edimededime 1958 p 1140

rufino blancobianco fombonafornbona la amparaidmparaumpara de aladinodiddaladdindrnoino madrid Renacimiento
1915 p 402

rufino blanco fombona el libro espaespanolfiol motives y letras de espana
madrid Renacimiento 1930 p 121
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change that dictum to read gobernorgobernargo bernar es divulgarvulgardivulgerdid la lengua
spain had a cultural mission to accomplish in america she
should occupy a place similar to that which rome had with
respect to the mediterranean world 9 in order to accomplish
this mission spain should undertake a serious cultural re-
juvenationjuvenation and publish more great books which would attract
the attention of the hispanic republics of the new world

in spite of this type of criticism he constantly defended
spain and worked for unity among the hispanic nations on one
occasion some enthusiastic chileansChi leans and argentinesgentinesAr had claimed
that spaniards were stagnant and scoffed at what they called
holgazanerholgazaneriabatraholgazaneyzaner ia espagolaespanola blanco fombona the knight errant of
truth then countered that holygazaneriaholygazanena espaespanolafiola worked mines
in bilbao cultivated vineyards in la mancha and arag6naragonaragan
raised cattle in andaluciaandaleciaAndalucia and engaged in all kinds of indus-
tries in cataluna and valencia

at one moment in the history of the holgazaneriaholgazanerholgazauerzaner ia espaespanolafiola our
grandfathers drove the moors out of the peninsula dis-
covered conquered and colonized america carried the
spanish flag to africa and asia and opening its arms in

europeeurope with a heroic and magnificent gesture placed one
hanhand over flanders and the other over naples 10

to those spanish critics like julio casares who believed
that america owes spiritual vassalage to spain because it speaks
her language blanco fombona replied that the language be-
longs to both peoples equally both spain and latin america
have inherited it from their grandparents latin american in-
tellectuals are as concerned about keeping the language pure
as the spaniards

some spaniards claimed that latin america had no litera-
ture because it was merely an extension of spanish literature
he pointed out that those who believed this idea are not ac-
quaintedquain ted with certain plants for instance the banana plant
which produces in turn completely new plants independent of
the former ones they give their own fruit owing their growth

rufino blancobianco fombonafornbona persistirapersistirlPersistirastirl el espiritu de espanaespalla en el nuevo tipocipo
de cultura que se estiestaestl creandocremando en america motives y letras de espana ma-
drid Renacimiento 1930 p 69

andres Gongonzalesziles blanco escriloresescritoresEscri loyestoresloresforesfoyesroyes representatives de america madrid
editorial america 1917 p 111
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de cultura que se estaestiesth creandocremando en america op cit p 69
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only to the land the air the rain and their own fruitful
nature 12

to those spaniards who claimed that latin americans
were barbarians blanco fombona countered that the only dif-
ference between the peninsular spaniards and the latin ameri-
cans was a matter of progress we are children of the french
revolution he says

we are the beginning of a new race which comes from span-
ish roots placed in new soil but those who have contributed
most to the evolution of our language in the new world were
persons not only saturated with foreign literatures they also
were intimately acquainted with the spanish classics josejosg
marti for example gutierrez najera josejosg asuncion silva
dario and casal 13

for blanco fombona the modernist movement in latin
america was the literary declaration of independence when
asked if he thought that political independence had brought as
a natural consequence liberation from spanish thought he re-
plied that when a people achieves political independence it is
because their thinking is already independent he maintained
that two distinct literatures could exist in the same language
and claimed that the literature was bringing new tones from the
11 old european instrument in addition to the revolutionary
spirit he said

traemos el cultobulto de la forma el amor de las cosas eleganteseleganceselegantes
una prosa dinidi namicamica y unos versos sin iele vieja elocuencia camp
anudaabuda unos versos descoyuntados gracilesgricilesgracelesgrigraciles agiles y por
ultimo61timo debe cargarsecargarse en nuestro deber la sensibilidad es deciradecir

una intensaintense emocionemoci6nemotion esteticaest6ticaestetica lo10 mismodismo que la ternura y el
sensualismo en el arte 14

this is what unamuno meant when he declared that the spanish
language was saying things in america that it had never said
in spain

blanco fombona wanted unity on his own terms he felt
that if spain and latin america were going to be brought closer
together there must be more recognition in spain for the

rufino blancobianco fornbonafombona le ciudadaniaciuda dania literalitcrariaria de espana motives y
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accomplishments of the latin american republics his desire
for unity with spain was superseded only by his fanatic devo-
tion to his own american culture

blanco fombona never spoke as a venezuelan but rather as
a citizen of that great emotional commonwealth which he called
la patria grande nuncabunca he sido patriotapatriotspatriota lugarlugarenolugarefiolugarenoelioefio he said

blobelblooelththele problem0blembiem of race is above the problem of nationali-
ties blood iss the strongest tie between peoples and as for
me a spiritual heir to the ideas of bolivar who wanted and
claimed the whole of america as his native land I1 have always
been a fervent americanist literarilyLitera rily I1 have never made the
slightest distinction between my republic and the sister repub-
lics I1 am a compatriot of all the ibero americans I1 should like
never to be called a venezuelan author but rather an ameri-
can author 15

he then concludes in his characteristic style
yo no escriboescriba para los cuadrocuatro gatos de mi pais escribaescribo

para sesentabesenta millones de americo latinoskatinos y veintitantosveinti tantos mil-
lones de espanolesespafiolesEspanoles mi patriotismo es un sentimiento de raza 16

ricardo rojas himself a great hispanophile once wrote
that although the republics of the new world lived in relative
geographic and economic isolation there exists among the men
of letters a solidarity similar to that which existed among the
compatriots of independence days he felt that their common
language was the foundation for this cultural brotherhood and
because of this unity hispanic american thought was destined
to have increasing power in the future upon reading these
prophetic and fraternal words blanco fombona stated that he
closed his eyes and with his thoughts gave un abrazoabraao y un
apretonapret6n de manos a ese ricardo rojas que no conozco 17 he
didndian t know ricardo rojas and had not looked up his gen-
ealogy but he accepted him immediately as a brother because
he understood him so completely

blanco fombona naively stated that since the majority of
the people are engaged in pastoral mining and agricultural
pursuits they do not have and do not need a great interchange
of commercial products however he claimed that the repub-
lics of latin america which are quite isolated commercially

rufino blanco fombona letras y letleilerierleiradosletradosfadarrados de hispanoamgricahispanoamericaHispanoamerica paris
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speaking are united and tied together by art and literature
how can one deny he said the hispanic american nation-

ality with respect to lettersletters1818

blanco fombona did not hesitate to point out his preference
for spanish racial characteristics as a basis for the cultural unity
which he sought he claimed that the roots of the present cul-
ture in latin america are exclusively spanish although on the
branches there have been grafted other complimentary cultures

in el espiritu de bolivar one of the many volumes he wrote
on the same theme fombona saw bolivar the greatest of all
americans as a person whose soul is essentially spanish he was
proud and dignified but above all un passionalpasionalpas ional like so many
spaniards the all consuming passion of his life was of course
his desire to liberate america from spain and even this anti
spanish attitude is considered typically spanish by blanco
Fornfombonafornbonabona bolivar prided himself on being as idealistic as don
quijote or even christ himself on one occasion he came upon
a group of his soldiers who were complaining that they had
nothing to read when bolivar found among their books copies
of gil blasbias and don quijote he remarked that they didndian t need
anything else here you have man as he is and man as he
ought to be 19

blanco fombona continued to show that bolivar had all
the character traits possessed by el cid and other authentic rep-
resentatives of the spanish soul speaking of his great personal
pride blanco fombona recalled bolivar s aide de camp a young
athletic soldier who in order to show his skill and agility
jumped over his horse de cola a cabeza not to be out done
bolivar had to try it too on the first try he did not clear the
horse s head and fell to the ground in a heap on the second
try the same thing happened but he persisted and on the third
try he finally made it for Fornfombonafornbonabona this indicates essentially
the same traits which the great conquistadores possessed 20

in his insistence on pure hispanic culture blanco fombona
found himself at odds with some of the most outstanding think-
ers of his own time for Gonzigonzalezleziez prada and josejosg carlos mari

isibidoisibidibid
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ateguiotegui of peru and others the indians played a dominant role in
spanish american heritage while blanco fombona tended to
minimize or ignore them he was much more interested in the
contribution of the conquistadores and the valiant spaniards

in his beautiful poem to roosevelt ruben dario recalls
for the benefit of the yankee invaders the glories of latin
america s poetic tradition he extols the virtues of netzahualnetzahualt
coyotl and montezuma but according to fombona omits the
great names of the spanish race

no beloved poet when you wish to command respect
from the enemies of america of our america you cannot
leave out bolivar sucre san martin miranda hidalgo
santander carrera and Momorazanrazin the indians might be part
of the poetic legendary tradition but not the legend and the
poetry of the america which we call spanish america but
rather of that land they used to call las indiasandias I1 prefer 100
times over herninhernanbernin cortez triumphant to montezuma con-
quered and I1 believe that pizarro crossing the andes with a
hand full of adventurers is 100 times more worthy of epic and
legend than atahualpa falling from the throne in the midst of
his decimated empire 21

in many ways his ideas are similar to those expressed later
by josejosg vasconcelos in la raza roscosrojcosmicalcosmicac6smicamiramica however vasconcelos
claimed that the days of the pure white races were numbered
and the new fifth race of america would be superior because it
was a combination of many peoples blanco fombona speaking
about the political problems of venezuela declared that there
was no hope for venezuela unless she decided as soon as possi-
ble to become a cacausian race he did not want to destroy the
indians and negroes because they are our brothers but he
said hay que blanquearlosblanquearlos por constantes cruzamientos 22

it would appear that blanco fombona did not represent the
majority when he spoke of the catholic church and the com-
mon religion of his people although some of the modernists
of his day had the same attitude he was avowedly an atheist
and agreed heartily with santos chocano who said that in order
to combat their enemies they should not count on god or anyone

rufino blancobianco fombonafoinbona el peligro de america y el augurio de la
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but themselves again he disagreed with dario who had
claimed that the yankee invaders had everything except god
and implied according to fombona that god was therefore on
the side of the hispanic race Fornfoinfombonafornbonabona reminded his compatricompatncompaincompatori
ots that catholic spain counted on god and her flag was swept
from the sea by protestant cannons if we wish to become lost
without hope of salvation we should trust only in god the
eternal ally of the rich and strong 23 he explained that the
modernists of his day had not only cast aside the old verse
forms of the spaniards but inin addition hemosdemos desterradodes terrado de
nuestrasnuestras cancionescancionescanc ioneslonesioneslones a dios ese fantasma obsediante del espiritu
medioevalmedio eval de Espespanaafia 2421

for a more representative philosophy of life he turned to
stoicism and to bolivar the living example of his ideal in
el espiritu de bolivar he said that if the religion of the majority
isis catholicism the philosophy of the better ones isis senequismosenequismo
estoicoestorco y virilvini or as he paraphrased in whatever situation
you find yourself never forget that you are a man 205

blanco fombona was frankly disappointed with a whole
generation of argentine thinkers who by their own admission
had not wanted anything inin common with the americans of
their own origin language race and culture argentinesArgentines refer
to other latin americans as gente de fierratierra caliente while their
foreign minister in spain says we are the continuation of
europe he implied as blanco fombona said that the rest of
latin america isis the continuation of africa they believe that
there are only two nations on the continent who can be taken
seriously the united states and argentina 26 it was inevitable
that fombona should cross pens with the argentinesArgentines tradi-
tional defenders of san martin against bolivar one might
claim that by engaging inin this nationalistic debate he might
be censored for disturbing unity were it not for the fact that
he has so clearly defined the argentine position of his day

if fombona felt resentment toward the argentine rebels he
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only had pity when he spoke of the problems of puerto rico
there they have passed from the yoke of the spaniards to

the yoke of another power only that part of the island which
is opposed to the yankee domination can represent the free
spirit of america the only men who can look the rest of us in
the face are those like hostos and josejosg de diego who have re-
mained loyal to our ideology those who join with the oppres-
sors are traitors bolivar and san martin would have shot
them 2721

for blanco fombona then hispanic cultural unity is based
on what he feels they have in common their language the
spanish race the literary tradition their religion or philosophy
of life their heritage from the conquistadores and lastly their
common enemy in the face of what they foresaw as certain
invasion by the yankees the latin americans would have little
difficulty in overcoming their small differences

in most of latin america today hispanidad is a lost cause
few latin americans look to spain for leadership in politics
economics or even cultural affairs but no matter how dead
the cause may be because of political and economic difficulties
those who seek the common denominator of hispanic culture
must of necessity look to spain as blanco fombona did he was
aware of spain s internal problems in his own day and projected
them accurately into the future ironically enough he foresaw
clearly that the diffusion of the spanish language and the cul-
ture of the hispanic race was very closely related to the eco-
nomic and commercial expansion of the latin american
republics

rufino blanco fornbonafombona la voz del ventnlocuoventrilocuo obras SeselerSelecseierseleciasselectasleciastattas ed by
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director s foreword to
the mantle of the prophet

LAEL J WOODBURY

because it presents in exceptionally imaginative and ma-
ture language an event of genuine significance the mantle
of the prophet is a provocative exciting poetry drama not
only does it illumine a seldom dramatized segment of critical
mormon history it does so in a way that the audience will feel
deeply and think carefully about what it sees and hears thithisthl
mental and emotional involvement thus requires the spectator
to review the controversy and to make a personal not merely
a traditional decision about its merits soon it is hoped the
spectator brings his immediate spiritual convictions into har-
mony with that decision and stands firm as one convinced by
experience rather than precept only this conviction cannot
always be had simply by studying the objective facts of history
the function of the drama which the mantle of the prophet
fulfills so well is to give flesh and especially blood vividness
humanness to an action the function of the drama s direc-
tor is midwife like to see that this illuminating poetic crea-
tion is brought to dynamic life on the stage

from my a director s viewpoint the mantle of the pro-
phet like every ambitious drama has unique problems prob-
lems which frequently derive from the play s most distinctive
merits this drama is unlike the usual twentieth century play
it aims to present rather than represent the characters and ac-
tion which it depicts the characters here are generally types
composites of historically accurate attitudes and convictions
and the language they use is exquisitely organized sublime in
its elegance and purity what is said and how it is said seems
infinitely more important than who says it sometimes for
example certain characters are not even identified by nameforname forgor

the audience

dr woodbury is associate professor of speech and dramatic arts at brig-
ham young university
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this presentational characteristic suggests to me that the
poem can be presented formally in concert style with cos-

tumes of evening dress for the actors but concert reading fre-
quently becomes so stilted and pretentious that I1 decided to
stage the play exploiting its presentational quality whenever
impressed to do so this decision permitted me more strongly
to appeal to the audience s sense of vision so that its ear could
be disciplined and made to comprehend what the playwright
intended

the unusually lengthy speeches for instance obviously re-
quire much stage movement to obviate the monotony engender-
ed by a single voice the designer mr charles henson created
the setting shown on the accompanying drawing with its low
wide platforms for the specific purpose of promoting much
movement by the actors with its single dominant elevation
it also provides areas for strong emphasis and interesting pic-
turization

this is a space setting a permanent structure which be-
comes any place at any time the audience discovers the scene s

localelocate from the actor s dialogue but in this play locale is not
important the idealized events occur in an idealized region
whether it is described as a living room a chapel or some-
where in the milky way in what room did the council in
heaven take place or the agony of job or the conversion of
hyrum smith this quality of timelessness was enhanced by

painting the setting marine blue splattered with yellow ma-
genta and grey

the lighting in pools of blue magenta and chocolate
was heavily shadowed and created memorable moments of
emphasis and especially mood at the end of the play a special
light was directed to two white copies of the bible and the
book of mormon which were left on the stage by sidney rig-
don colored photographs of modern art chosen to represent
the emotions of dominant characters were projected on a
screen at the rear of the stage

symphonic mood music was used repeatedly I1 considered
for some time the use of LDS hymns but rejected this
thought because it seemed to suggest more typical approaches
to church drama and the mantle of the prophet is unique at
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the end of act I1 cricket sounds were used to develop the even-
ing mood and thunder effects were used sparingly when re-
ferred to inin the script

following the original concept of ideal presentation
rather than literal representation the male actors wore black
trousers and nineteenth century style shirts with full romantic
sleeves for act III111 the general conference the men wore
vests to suggest the new mood the women wore rich victor
ianlanlanian period fullfuli length dresses all inin harmonizing shades of
maroon and lavender straight makeupmake up was applied no
character makeupmake up no age effects no beards

the mantle of the prophet was produced for the first
time anywhere on july 192319 2523 1960 in 250 arts building brig-
ham young university the following cast and technical staff
participated inin this production

joseph smith frain pearson
anderson sherilsherli hill
clayton lynn dunn
forbes cliff cabanilla
nancy helen beaman
rigdon ray jones
young chetchef harris
ford owen jenson
neibaur merrill carter
chorus dorothy behling
chorus lanore hilton
chorus nancy ostergaard

4 4

director lael J woodbury
scene design charles A henson
technical director wayne phillips
costumer carol michie
assistant to the director margie potter
lighting carol lynn wright ronald olauson
sound peggy wolford steve anderson
projections conan E mathews wally broberg
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the mantle of the prophet
A poetry drama

by

CLINTON F LARSON

characters
joseph smith brigham young
hyrum smith governor ford
john anderson thomas hammond
william clayton william marks
stephen forbes levi neibaur
dr richards carthage greys
nancy dayton mob
sidney rigdon congregation

act I1

scene carthage illinois at the time of the martyrdommatymary vomdom of
joseph smith joseph smith hyrum dr richards and other
captive leaders are seen being brought from carthage lalijailfail be-

fore the carthage greys joseph wearing a mantle walks inin
the midst of the greys though it isis obvious that they want to
kill him he locks arms with some of them hyrum joinsoms him
after a few moments of the derision of the greys joseph and
hyrum withdraw to theirthen friends
JOSEPH I1 come to this hour through the meadows of spring

no more can be done
he isis seen inin an identifiable stance that on august 8

1844 isis naturally assumed by brigham young who re-
ceivesceides the mantle of the prophet

some of you will die with me
prepare yourselves brethren only our blood
will slake their thirst you see them
ready under the wavering restraints of the governor

dr larson isis associate professor of english at brigham young university
managing editor of brigham young university studies and president of the
national federation of state poetry societies taethe mantle of the prophet copy
right i9601960 clinton F larson cf documentary history of the churchchuich
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prepare yourselves brethren though our going
will be easier than you imagine last night
I1 had a dream and saw again my kirtland farm
it was covered with weeds and brambles
and I1 knew it was lost to me the windows of the

house
were empty and wore the countenance of night
it was all strange I1 entered the barn
through broken doors and the floors were gone
behind me then the clamor of many men
who came into the barn and said
that nothing was mine the land nor the barn
the harvest nor home nothing
and I1 wept I1 said the church gave it to me
and they said nothing was mine
it belongs to me or the church I1 said

their faces turned the color of ash and char
and they turned upon me and said
neither to you nor the church
take it I1 said and walked between them

out of the barn it had been raining
and I1 walked about in the mud
and I1 was away from home even as I1 am
now behind the knives and the screaming
ahead the imperative christ of my mission
home is not yet though we are in zion
prophecy has made us but what must follow
around me my brethren though we die
we do not to serve the lord and his will
Is like the gift of the nativity though from that

moment
he strode to the cross and the centuries of redemption
fix the time the greys in their hate lift us to zion
my conscience is the covenant of my being
before god and before all men

they leave under guard and the greys disperse the lights
dim slowly then two cormonsmormonsMor mons john anderson and william
clayton enter alone
ANDERSON we still have time robert and frank will
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help there are many others
CLAYTON he went willingly john he could have saved

himself many times
ANDERSON but he needs to be saved from himself

he is hardly older than we martyrdom
Is for the old who may fulfill their lives
the church is a loose web and the gales
of our time will rend it if he leaves us now
europe has heard him the migration begins
our people come where his mantle is the people
come it covers them with the light of the grove
we stand here impotent and let him die

CLAYTON you have known it would come to this
since you first heard of him all is well

ANDERSON so quickly has he come to this that I1 wonder
that it was not yesterday his work began
he has been many things to many men
consider clayton he has given himself up
and nothing is solved as before nothing
if they were to draw his corpse through the towns
of illinois behind a wagon to bump and roll
through mud and filth our enemies would not

change
those whom he satisfied are those for whom
he has become an instrument for long ago
when the church was new and he old from the

malediction
of those who would call his witness an illusion
he saw it was useless ever to be known apart
from the church and so he would have it
though he should lose everything for that identity
his strength or weakness is the church
even you and I1 could face them armed
they circle and wait painted and slavering
the cowards are assembled and I1 weary of them
let us ride into them swinging and striking
I1 am galled if I1 cannot

clayton remainsremains back

then at least me
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several shots can be heard
then I1 have waited and talked talked and waited
and joseph is gone like a thin mist
I1 swirl about my words and they condemn me
joseph he stands with his face down the move-

ments of his body indicate he is sobbing
CLAYTON he was despised and rejected of men

A man of sorrows and acquainted with grief
and we hid our faces from him
he was despised and we esteemed him not
surely he hath borne our griefs and carried our sor-

rows
yet we did esteem him stricken smitten of god and

afafflictedflictedlicked

but he was wounded for our transgressions
he was bruised for our iniquities
the lord had laid on him the iniquity of us all
we could have done nothing we have wandered
for freedom and have not found it
see the swallow wheels and is gone
but in our minds we follow it steadily
in a beam of light the light leaps
about us now the times change I1 have seen
my hands harden in illinois and you
straighten for some great toil we change
gain in our loneliness lonelier still
in the dry sand I1 have seen the ffragileragiragl le flower
thrive spiritual red and gold blown
and burned in the white glare
it means the rigor of israel from egypt
all is well joseph has brought us
out of ourselves and in us zion
sings

ANDERSON now brigham will come home he will ask
who let joseph die I1 will show him we have become
women full of sweet protestation

stephen forbes runs in the mantle of the prophet in his

hands with a few other things including a bible and a book
of mormon
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FORBES I1 was able to get a few things some of the others
have joseph he sprang to the window but just as he was
preparing to jump he saw such an array of bayonets be-
low that he caught by the window casing where he hung
by his hands and feet with his head to the north feet to
the south and his body swinging downwards he hung in
that position three or four minutes during which time he
cried two or three times 0 lord my god and
wounded to death fell to the ground while he was hang-
ing in that position colonel williams shouted shoot
him god damn him shoot the damned rascal but no
one fired he seemed to fall easy he struck partly on his
right shoulder and back his neck and head reaching the
ground before his feet he rolled on his face then they
shot him he was taken by one of them who sprang to
him ffromgrombornrorn the other side of the fence who held a pewter
fife in his hand and was barefoot and bareheaded he set
joseph against the south side of the well curb a little way
from the jail he cried this is old joe I1 know him I1

know you old joe damn you then he got a bowie
knife to cut off joseph s head and raised it to strike but
a light from the heavens burst upon joseph and between
him and his murderers and held them off the hand with
the knife fell powerless the muskets of the four who had
fired at joseph fell to the ground and everyone stood like
stone it was then that I1 went forward

ANDERSON we heard the shots and you bring trinkets
we could have saved him

FORBES joseph knew what was coming we could not with-
stand him but we have him and will bury him secretly

ANDERSON take him home to nauvoo
CLAYTON brother forbes what about hyrum
FORBES hyrum is dead the others are wounded
CLAYTON brother young is in boston

but now the campaign is ended
he must come west again
the migrant must come home for joseph
what is to be done the women will weep
their desolation will frame our days
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and empty our homes the aged woman
will ask have they killed my sons
sorrow will lie in their homes and vanquish the city
it was to be inin their time and in ours
sorrow will vanquish the warmth of our people
and make us wander watchers of the sky
they have brought us from the childhood
of our listening and wonderinng and they give us

the staff
the mantle the discontent the women shall weep
and as deep as their sorrow runs so must our will
we shall reach with their sorrow
As joseph reached with prayer
what is to be done but it will be done
full of silence the grass of the land
harkens bends tumultuously dies the ice
comes in november winter shall save us
and we shall move as one breaking the cold will
that keeps us less than we are

FORBES I1 see clouds over the land like cotton
blown the wheelwright walks among them
with the mantle of joseph take it and keep it john

ANDERSON if I1 could hold it I1 would think him near
he takes the mantle

I1 take his night his covering
THE VOICE OF
JOSEPH 0 light of morning light of spring

shining sunstream in the glade
vision of my prayer

ANDERSON city of darkness the crossed staves
the murmuring streets the houses hunch
behind the sagging gates the orchards
shudder in the squalor of death
where shall he be taken not even among his people
shall his grave be known the wolves follow the scent
and circle him they wink inin the darkness

THE VOICE OF
JOSEPH from the milleniurnmilleniummillennium of death in the center of light

I1 read if any of ye lack wisdom let him ask of god
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who giveth to all men liberally and upbraidethupbraideth not
and it shall be given him

ANDERSON if not in his life in what can one believe
the word and prophecy embody themselves
and when they fail I1 honor a wraith
the wraithswraithy of history evaporate in the real glare
that he withstood until now I1 have sought
the eternal prophet of the last days in the mansions
and gardens of palestine john who lives
but like the gift of frankincense and myrrh
around the savior in an ancient temple
he called me aside murmuring
if I1 tarry till he come what is that to thee

on the threshold of evening I1 speak to him
the shaper of wood I1 know him of the adze and

plane
of the earth and the fountain abroad in the glen
for the bole and the staff or before the sepulchre

awaiting the redemption of ancient time
now the sceptresceptry of evening the evening star
the alcove where the voices gather him questioning
the hush of evening as if were held the rose
of the shadow blooming and breathing among them

the infinite follow me
on whom the sceptresceptry falls on him the shade of life
to remain in the trial as the vane of the ghost
now the work of days is ended and the shore where
I1 found him shines with the resurrection
where the sand gleams from the sea my life is

where the waves vanish I1 strive
from the wood of olivet he came so I1 tarry there
at the high wall before the coincidence of death
john kept me in my time and I1 possess only
the mantle of joseph shall I1 hold it
As if to encompass him or let it billow
with his ghost shall I1 keep his artifacts
and build a museum with the faggotsmaggots of my will
shall I1 split the doctrinal rails and freight them
through my mind like some crabbed schoolman
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thick with his own security I1 shall carry
joseph s mantle in the womb of night

FORBES let us carry him home to nauvoo
CLAYTON the maelstrom breathes the night wind

in the vortex and vales of the land
the death s head glimmers
careening suspended wildly searching
spirit in us that is all we should have been
and yet is the aspect of our redeemer
rise magnificent in the martial gold
rise against the chaos
your shoulders move like grain on a hill
full and mellow
your arms carry the sallow sheaves
your hand rests as on a staff
and your hair is the fusion of paths of flame
your eyes flicker and play
and stay the death s head from the province of man

ANDERSON I1 speak to the dead to the still listeners
in the groves of night
I1 speak in the dusk
among the marble and pine
where they lie
their quiet piety listens
their patience always in them living
silently there
the throng of the dead is vast
beyond the forlorn word
and the hurrying sword of time
they rest in the chapeledchapeletchapeled zone
in the wood and stone
in the groves of night
joseph they call in the humming night
and inin their voiceless being
gather the living down
for the love of the earth



ACT 11II

scene near nauvoo illinois more than a month after
the martyrdom of joseph smith act II11 opens as the bier is hebe-

ing carried down the street it is twilight and it is somewhat
difficult to distinguish between cormonsmormons and non cormonsmormons
except that the latter are loud and insulting the cormonsmormons
move very slowly and respectfully even majestically how-
ever they feel the tragedy that their cause has suffered strains
of come come ye saints can be heard at appropriate times
ONE OF THE MOB ole joe smith got im at last ain t

they goin fancy there decked out in their sunday clothes
hey ben watch me he follows the cormonsmormonsMormons mimick-
ing their posture and occasionally touching them

2ndand OF THE MOB to richards where s your harem your
majesty abraham sir

1lsiisist bows and lace and fancy cuffs ain t they fine ladies
men what a religion they got let s get us one too so the
women will like us better they got style friend

3rdard missionaries to the womenfolk
RICHARDS kindly let us be we wish to bury joseph the

cormonsmormons put the bier down ffoyforjoyor a rest
MOB holy holy holy joe
CLAYTON the rock is broken the evening dies
MOB joe joe prophet joe they dance about mockingly
ard3rd where s your religion now where s those visions ill

be your prophet let me be your prophet
CLAYTON the land lies unharvested the grain burns

the houses lie open to dust and the brown wind
winds through the streets of tomorrow
the day dies in the west the sky is like
the fallow land it stretches white and fallow
with the sun and prepares the grave of graves
the vacant night we gaze into the eyes of god
the pitiless eyes and find them desolate as pain

2ndand and joe said let there be a vision and there was a
vision

ist church church we got a church sprinkle me and deal
me queens my luck ain t so good

2ndand let s us elders play cards on ole joe

201
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RICHARDS beckoning them away but they move only
slightly leave us and all will be well let us forget and
remember the church is the missouri

CLAYTON we have come to the wall
the centuries moulder on the shores of africa
out of the pall of europe the word of god came
saying here here shall be the veil of him
through whom I1 speak but now in the wide gaze
of the sky we whisper of prayer in the grove
A hundred wings rise from the river and vanish
beyond the plain and the wagons wander
in eden but find no home

MOB bury ole joe they begin kicking at the coffin
ANDERSON hold there he faces one of the non mor

mons whose hands are raised slowly deliberately he takes
the mans hands and ftorresforcesorcesarces him to his knees

you have had enough I1 cannot bear that
his voice filled with grief

I1 hear his voice in the upper room
calling by the susquehanna calling
and he shall bear no more
I1 ask you to move me aside
I1 beg of you test me
let me have your hand
and I1 shall pour you full of my history
from norge the chain mail and the ship
over the north sea I1 shall find you
and bring you down
mark how the temperate air of my friend
stays him but not me how the level sword
moves from side to side
I1 ask you grip me and I1 shall feel
the helm again and the broad release of the sea
westward I1 move breathing the test
of the landward storms and the gulls
hovering over the foamed water
I1 ask you again and I1 shall be free

RICHARDS brother anderson they may go now the mob
disperses but a few skulk on the periphery
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ANDERSON I1 was not with the prophet long
RICHARDS but you know him he would not be saved but

let them do their work
ANDERSON but now what where he is the vision may

also be
RICHARDS the sword is fashioned and tempered we

breathe the dust and remember the twelve remain
FORBES A mere quorum beside him
CLAYTON whose hand becomes him

the light in the temple came
the covenants came like the clarion of moroni
from the wilderness of sidon
the ancient land the land was his
where he walked the sky where he looked
the grain grew under his gaze
the silk of canaan in his voice
we listened and forgot the world
his call was the ache of knowing
the morning and evening of god
As he walked in the upper room
and though we tried to callcalcailcaiI1 him young
the elderly god opened our souls
like the green and wondering spring
and we could not speak for wonder
the faceted truths and imperishable love
we gave ourselves to the god he saw
and witnessed god in us as joseph lived
but now his body declines to dust
his hand invites the bone

FORBES and shall he live inin us as we go we leave the
fields and cities lost in ourselves

RICHARDS the twelve remain
FORBES we are lost to him

nancy dayton approaches
FORBES nancy we are about finished we shall return

to nauvoo
NANCY I1 saw brother brigham before you left

he was quiet in the city s square
before the temple he took a stalk
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and rolled it in his hands and let it fall
then he bent over slowly his great shoulders
dusty and heavy and picked it up
and gazed into his hands for the moment
of my telling it I1 thought he saw me
but I1 am not sure

FORBES did he go into the temple
NANCY no A carriage came brother rigdon I1 think
FORBES where are they now
NANCY I1 got here ahead of them with father they were

in nauvoo a few hours
RICHARDS approaching and what of the church
NANCY that was the reason we shall hear from them
ANDERSON we should bury joseph soon
NANCY when I1 was not the woman I1 am

I1 spoke to you of the church
and you told me of joseph
he was the flame of your eyes
john they question and flicker
and stephen forbes beside me
Is like a bundle of straw

YOUNG approaching
will he never have his rest
he is brought to and fro wandering in death

RIGDON brother brigham we must be watchful we must
go secretly

YOUNG brother richards where are you taking him
RICHARDS beyond the town
YOUNG to the agreed place
RICHARDS yes
RIGDON until a chapel can be built
YOUNG A chapel brother rigdon
RIGDON where the saints may come to honor their pro-

phet he was the prophet
YOUNG and did he leave us nothing
RIGDON we must guard what remains
YOUNG nothing more
RIGDON at kirtland the voices of the past rose behind the

veil
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As if carried in the arms of morning
joseph spoke and the vision of time was upon him
can that be again what he received is ours
let us keep him apart in adam ondi ahman
let us fulfill the promise of canaan
and rest in the land and remember him

YOUNG the twelve remain
RIGDON what of the twelve we have joseph
YOUNG they lead the church cannot remain here among

its enemies it will wither as the vine in the land of
joseph s death

RIGDON the voicesvoices come round me again
here he lies waiting for his peace
when we have found ours
his enemies will know his quiet spirit
that like a summer cloud gleams white
over the fields of zion this is the soft land
where maize and the grain fill our arms

YOUNG we are as straws together in a swirl of wind
we pass over the land until the wind puts us down
joseph the twelve remain and the ache
of your vision is with us and must be fulfilled
I1 have stumbled in your presence wondering
how to serve you and whom you served
my hard hands have taken yours inquiring
how can I1 be of use I1 have looked into your eyes
and seen the far horizons of the west
the wagons and the prairie white and golden
under a summer day I1 have seen the cleavage
of land from the mountains in the depths
of my heart I1 wander there where the gulls
ride above a silver sea and the sky

like a veil hangs over a great valley
how can I1 know where this may be
except as I1 remember you in my stride
that brings me west I1 have come from the east
to find you and I1 have found you only here
As you are carried in death so I1 must find you
beyond the river along the trail
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to laramie or if not there westward still
where the people may gather where
the mountains decline with the sun
I1 have seen the inland sea in the silence
of your eyes where can you have gone but there
youareyouage gone and I1 look around at the strange land
you are gone and I1 hear the wind answer me
in the west the valley lies the great blue peaks
rise in the haze where the wagons go where we go
the land is like the palm of god joseph
I1 await the touch of your hand and your arm about

me
to guide me there where you call I1 must go
As I1 have always gone
brother rigdon he must rest but we shall not
we cannot abandon him though we leave him in

illinois
everyone goes but clayton as josephs bier disappears

he begins speaking he can hardly be seen in the dusk as he

finishes speaking
CLAYTON the wind comes the heavens swell from the

invisible ghost
all is well the voices hollo in the fields
joseph joseph you are as near as the word of god

the scene is the same as before however it is morning
and the saints are gathering to walk into nauvoo where a con-
ference of the church is to be held
HAMMOND let s go before the governor gets here
NANCY let him ease his choked conscience
HAMMOND he wades through illinois like a woman with

her skirts held high he tickles my gorge like a feather
with his sickly talk

NANCY when he heard of the murder they say he thought
we would release the legion upon him he went eighteen
miles beyond carthage

ANDERSON we should have
HAMMOND why we swagger with platitudes and cove-

nants and to what purpose the carthage greys ended the
comedy in black face before the jail ford directed their
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performance by disbanding the legion
NANCY brother hammond do not protest too much the

prophet is gone the twelve gather in nauvoo for the
conference

HAMMOND show me what can be done brigham should
go to school with the children can he ever be what we
have lost he is as unlettered as a nursery tale and nearly
as profound

FORD enters in some haste let me explain before you go
to nauvoo

FORBES governor ford no more of you you desecrate the
living as well as the dead you martyr the memory of
joseph showing the same white face to your friends and
to us what are you the same thing to all men a rooting
liar and trimmer to gain your political ends

FORD you all of you you do not understand me let
me explain again the carthage greys were the legal
militia if some of them have been guilty of insubordina-
tion they will be punished

HAMMOND we heard you speak of them when joseph
was delivered into your hands when you saw an oppor-
tunity for a little advantage and you call the calculation
of murder insubordination you gave them what they
wanted to hear caw caw they cried hurrah for tom
ford

FORD so many factions and sects in illinois I1 go between
them wondering whether I1 can call any of them ameri-
cans you mormonscormons ride the centrifuge and spin away
from sanity your eyes glazed over with zeal so that you
cannot see the least thing practically but only in terms of
some preconceived principles that are not even consistent
among themselves you beat the drum of your own mar-
tyrdom you invite the fire you ride my wits down with
your deliberate zealousness you want me to stand alone
against my people who have elected me to office

FORBES you betrayed joseph to the mob of your own mak-
ing

you have not stirred from self
expediency I1 see the deliberate animal
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in you that cannot foretell its end
hurling itself like a shank of meat
through any gate have you not seen
your error but as I1 think of it it is no error
As I1 speak to you you wither in the scape
of my past and our past

NANCY that we must leave that we must drop
into the gulf of yesterday

FORBES ford I1 become careless of you
and in that quality see myself again
I1 see myself and for all you have done
we drop you like a rag in the roadway
where you tatter and rend under the wheels
of our going we shall go and leave
you alone with yourself and the greys
assassins love one another for we grow
As we look at you joseph is fulfilled
your duplicity shines on your black tongue
and wrinkles your words never have I1 seen you
so well who would nip at motes and fail
to see the light running through them
if the unequivocal fact were the slap of my hand
you could not feel it nor would your head turn
you stand there like marble lustrous and thick
but dead in your beautifully clotted veins
in the ignominy of this time you stand as chieftain
slick crabbed an object for deliberate malediction

FORD you are as hard on me as your oppressors on you
FORBES except for this if what I1 say is untrue

it does not matter unless you let it
for I1 say these things to you here
and not abroad where you portray yourself
too vividly but the carthage greys came
with blackened faces avoiding names and the shame
of discovery impersonal the aegis of officialdom

FORD my authority is for all for the general good the gen-
eral good must be considered your joseph smith was ig-
norant and coarse but had natural qualities that fitted him
for a little success he never saw the consequences of his
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vices and corruption he loved money and power what
understanding he had was destroyed by the cravingsclavingscravi ngs of his
animal nature but he was not a common impostor he
was meek and arrogant humble and fearful nauvoo
is a city of christians and thieves I1 do not under-
stand him I1 do not understand him how could you why
did you follow him you are infidels who mock all re-
ligions and rogues who believe anything

FORBES your thoughts evaporate as surely as your words
look at the people they die in their hearts
As they see the young die under the bludgeon
you create from the air

NANCY coming to forbes stephen it is as if I1 know you
for the first time

ANDERSON approaching with the mantle of the prophet
I1 am searching for one whom this mantle fits
he mast be small for both he and joseph s ghost
must wear it

governor ford take it
As a gift you are the full man of rhetoric complete
and the gift of endearing the people of illinois

FORD his mantle leave his mantle to his widow
FORBES As the prophet strode before the saints it billowed

full
As he stood before them it was like a testament
that kept him near to god it ripples with his light
from gold and the glass of the earth for seeing
it is the very veil between him and us as you
hold it there john

ANDERSON shaking the mantle open and turning it

around
here is joseph whom you slew
with your neighingweighingneighing assurances
tom ford shall I1 place him about you

FORD in fascination his mantle
it is as if I1 only vaguely remember him
he has slipped away the issue is settled
what now can be done
his people stand about in a vaster concourse
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he does not fail
what have I1 done that he does not fail
the mantle shines inin the morning sun
and though he is gone he is not
but lives in the newness of a man
awakening from the terror of dreams
they fall away from him and I1 fall away from him
in nauvoo his people gather
and the city is not mine though they give it me
I1 am like a stick in the fields
A standard around which the sparrows chatter
endlessly chatter of intrigue and fear
the vessel of the state is not here
but a stick the extended arm of animal fear
I1 am what I1 have been I1 cannot blot it
but it spreads through me about me
I1 become myself like the morass
below my recognition of it

everyone leaves but nancy and forbesFo rhes
NANCY they go but stay with me a moment stephen

affectionately I1 was mistaken
FORBES the twelve are assembled inin nauvoo our future

is in their hands brother brigham has changed I1 have
changed since he came from boston

NANCY let me take your arm
FORBES I1 have become brigham s man

when he spoke of joseph I1 saw
A scimitar of cities against the mountains
where we must go and somehow in him
I1 saw joseph again the arm of joseph
that will bring us there
nancy a scimitar of cities against the blue mountains
and a great city where the temple of the sixsix spires
awakens the dawn of our people
I1 saw the diadem of temples in the cities
and names I1 have conjured with from that time
at the point of the scimitar gleams
the great temple of the city of angels
along the curve the temple of white stone inin the crim
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son hills
the temple of the green valleys cedar
the meadows and lakes of canaan lehi and jordan
to the valley of the great city beside the sea of the

mountains
the temple of joseph is there and golden moroni
in the flame of morning bursting from the eastern

peaks
the singing morning is there and blue clear night
when the valley glows and the air is warm
As the smile of joseph the meridian north
and the temples rise in the gleaming scimitar
come west nancy our home is west
for that we could leave nauvoo
for the cities we could walk a hundred years
beside the axeltreeabeltreeaxeltree and wagon wheel
we could forget the old lands behind us
for the hundred years of prophecy in brigham young

NANCY how can it be that we would strive
beyond the outposts of the cities
leaving all we have known
even now we have gone from hearth to tent
to the coverlet of stars for what can be
even nauvoo is a station and we walk to and fro
whispering for the love of the land that is not ours
I1 look to you unfulfilled except in the promise
of loving you as if the evening star
were the point of a wand that delivers us
beyond the listing and dying image of pain
though we should be alone in the western land
we are the covenant of our being forever
we stand here as we are as we always shall be
beyond nauvoo and wherever we go in the murmur

of death
stephen you are the reach of my love and my hand

in yours
As I1 look at you the voice is about us
that if we are one as now the shields
of eternity will keep us one
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FORBES what we know in ourselves cleaves time
and now is forever broken in two

NANCY wherever we live I1 shall lilt in our love
how may I1 keep each image of you
each comes from the succulent spring and the water

of air
rushing in immensely strong and each upon each
full as the rain of light
I1 was held in the gust of glory held and spun
until dazed in the kingdom
I1 found you whom I1 could know
over the headlands of my being
see the image of you leap like the sea
upon the cataract of lava washed to sand
or like the panther over the canopy of my fear
I1 know your vision immensely close
As you keep our imperial love in the sleep of the sun



ACT 111IIIililii
conference of the church on august 8 1844 the quor-

um of the twelve are seated on the stage brigham young and
sidney rigdon are greeting the people as they come and seat
themselves the stage isis as follows

quorum of the tivelvetzuelve
speakers stand

congregation congregation
the purpose of this arrangement is to make the audience feel
as if they are part of the congregation brigham begins with
some deliberateness and hesitation then as he becomes firmer
the people realize that it is gods will that he lead the mantle
of the prophet is on him the light on him intensifies

the scene opens as forbes anderson clayton and nancy
dayton come in therethere5eemsseems to be a happy agreement among
them
ANDERSON then we are agreed
FORBES AND CLAYTON yes they approach rigdon

and young good day brother rigdon good day
brother young rigdon is wearing a long coat
ANDERSON to young will you speak this afternoon
YOUNG yes the lord willing
ANDERSON it may rain there is some shelter under the

trees where we can listen to you everyone who can has
come

YOUNG I1 am grateful
FORBES but the speaker s stand is in the open and you have

no mantle to anderson I1 believe you have one brother
anderson president young will need cover the people
want him protected from the rain

YOUNG hardly noticing the mantle that anderson puts
on his shoulders brethren I1 have stood in the rain be-
fore but later if I1 need it thank you he turns and the
mantle billows full as anderson takes it rigdon and he

go to the rostrum wlbenwhen they get there the audience mur-
murs for they have seen the mantle and gravitate to brig-
ham he shakes hands with the quorum of twelve as an-
derson clayton and forbes talk among themselves

FORBES I1 had to see

213
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ANDERSON I1 believe you brother stephen it is he the
spirit glistens and stirs the people stir under his hand
the twelve seem as one the people gather together as if
for a great journey an era is done an era begins listen

NANCY the meeting begins
MARKS brother neibaur will you open with prayer
NEIBAUR blessed the people knowing the shout of jehovah

in the light of his countenance they will walk
how can we people in sackcloth
open our lips before thee
they have rejected and slain our leaders
thine anointed ones
our eyes are dim our hearts heavy
no place of refuge being left
redeem the people that in thee only trusts
there is none to stand between and inquire
thou art our helper
the refuge of israel in time of trouble
0 look in righteousness upon thy faithful servants
who have laid bare their lives unto death
being betrayed by false brethren and their lives cut

ofofff
forbidding their will before thine
having sanctified thy great name
ready for a sacrifice standing in the breach
tried and proved
to save the blood of the fathers
their children brothers and sisters
adding theirs unto those who are gone before them
sanctifyingSanctify ing thy holy and great name upon the earth
cover and conceal not their blood
give ear unto their cries until thou lookestloosest
and shewestshelest down from heaven taking vengeance
and avenging their blood avenging thy people and

thy law
according to thy promises made
unto our forefathers abraham isaac and jacob
hasten the acceptable and redeeming year
remember unto us thy covenants
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all this heaviness has reached us
can any one be formed to declare
what has befallen us
before thee nothing living is justified by their works
help thou 0 father unto thee
we will lift our souls
our hearts in our hands
we looktook to heaven
lifting our eyes unto the mountains
from whence cometh our help
turn away thine anger
that we be not spoiled
0 return and leave a blessing behind thee
in the name of our lord jesus amen

MARKS brother rigdon will you speak then brother
young

RIGDON the object of my mission isis to visit the saints and
offer myself to them as a guardian I1 had a vision at pitts-
burgh june 27th this was presented to my mind not as an
open vision but rather a continuation of the vision men-
tioned in the book of doctrine and covenants it was
shown to me that this church must be built up to joseph
and that all the blessings we receive must come through
him I1 have been ordained a spokesman to joseph and I1

must come to nauvoo and see that the church is governed
in a proper manner joseph sustains the same relationship
to this church as he has always done no man can be the
successor of joseph

the kingdom is to be built up to jesus christ through
joseph there must be revelation still the martyredmarty red pro-
phet is still the head of this church every quorum should
stand as you stood in your washings and consecrations I1

have been consecrated a spokesman to joseph and I1 was
commanded to speak for him the church is not disorganiz-
ed though our head isis gone

we may have a diversity of feelings on this matter
I1 have been called to be a spokesman unto joseph and I1

want to build up the church unto him and if the people
want me to sustain this place I1 want it upon the principle
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that every individual shall acknowledge it for himself
I1 propose to be a guardian to the people in this I1

have discharged my duty and done what god has com-
manded me and the people can please themselves whether
they accept me or not

YOUNG attention all this congregation makes me think
of the days of king benjamin the multitude being so
great that all could not hear I1 request the brethren not to
have any feelings for being convened this afternoon for it
is necessary we want you all to be still and give attention
that all may hear let none complain because of the situa-
tion of the congregation we will do the best we can

for the first time in my life for the first time in your
lives for the first time inin the kingdom of god in the 19th
century without a prophet at our head the quorum of
the twelve as apostles of jesus christ unto this genera-
tion apostles whom god has called by revelation through
the prophet joseph come before you to lead the king-
dom of god in the last days

until now we have walked by sight and notbynobbynotnoi by faith
we have had the prophet in our midst we have walked
by sight and without much pleading to the lord to know
whether things were right

we have had a prophet of the lord to speak to us but
he has sealed his testimony with his blood and now for
the first time we are called to walk by the abiding faith
he gave us

in the volcevoicevoice of joseph
I1 know your feelings my people
we saw him walk from our city I1 in my heart
and you in your sight and he was alone among us
he gave us his vision and under his hand I1 left you
to do as he bid me to do to preach the testament of

the new world
but we did not know him as we do now
I1 feel his presence and his loneliness
he would go to carthage for us he would die for us
and we did not want him to stay if he could do more
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if my brethren do not value my life neither do I1 he
cried

and he went among his enemies who wanted him
now the light comes in the sky of my vision
the bird of god alightsanights on the branch of ephraim
the ages cry in my marrow
my heart shakes with the wonder of his knowing the

voice
of thethemilleniumsmilleniums in the crystal of earth
my hand trembles over them and they ripple
like the waters of jordan and zion
in the meridian day of the lord
I1 know the testament and the voice
that runs like the wonder of heaven
among the groves of olivet

anderson comes forward and places the mantle of the
prophet on Brigbighamsbnghamsbrighamshams shoulders

it draws me with it and abroad as my mission has
been

speaks his name joseph your hand where can you
be

I1 feel your ghost and you have delivered me
over the veil into the velvet planes
and the white air that shatters into the rivers of stars
we listen to from the pavilions of heaven
and all is new in the earth
where the petals fall like the leaves of another year
before me the people feel the breath of your being
the saints must leave nauvoo
and they weep in the fields for the harvests of grain
they watch the light flowing from the grove west-

ward
to the cities of america in the havens of spring
the spirit thrives in them
and I1 am left open to your people
and they weep for the mission before us
and the scroll of the covenants you wrote upon
the dust rises the seasons disappear
the people stir like the wings of returning memory
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over the exile of forgotten ages the bronzed hand
breaks the seal the lance of god
springs from the taut bow
rushing rushing it rides in the waning afternoon
joseph the swiftness is upon me
the certain hour and the flight of what is to be
arrow my days of wondering
and you are with me in the mission
you brought me to that I1 cannot deny

pause

saints of the latter days come west with the twelve
and fulfill the kingdom of god in zion
I1 ask you do you want to choose a guardian because

our prophet and patriarch have been taken from us do you
want someone to guard or someone to guguideguldeide and lead
you through this world into the kingdom of god all that
want someone to be a guardian or a spokesman signify by
raising the right hand

no votes
CHORUS murmuring here and there

in the time of strength there are the strong
the vessel of god is among us
can we provide what he will give
the bounty is in us for future time
though not in our hands
for our hands there is the rich earth
from which our portion comes
not here but where we make our home

YOUNG you seem to say we want a shepherd to guide and
lead us all that want to draw away a part from the church
after them let them do it if they can but they will not
prosper

what do you want I1 want to weep and mourn but
all of us should rise up shake ourselves and do the will of
the lord we must discharge those duties god has placed
upon us

I1 now wish to speak of the organization of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints if the church is or-
ganizedgani zed and you want to know how it is organized I1 will
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tell you
what do the people want I1 feel as though I1 want to

weep and mourn for thirty days at least then rise up
shake myself and tell the people what the lord wants of
them although my heart is too full of mourning to launch
forth into the organization of the church I1 feel compelled
this day to step forth in the discharge of those duties god
has placed upon me

here is president rigdon who was counselor to
joseph I1 ask where are joseph and hyrum they are
gone beyond the veil and if elder rigdon wants to act
as his counselor he must go beyond the veil where he is

there has been much said about president rigdon be-
ing president of the church and leading the people being
the head and so forth brother rigdon has come many
miles to tell you what he wants to do for you if the people
want president rigdon to lead them they may have him
but I1 say unto you that the quorum of the twelve have the
keys of the kingdom of god in all the world

RIGDON interrupting where will the twelve take you
you will leave adam ondi ahman and home
you will scatter over the land
and forget the vision and gathering of israel
but let me confide in you
toward the end joseph fell from grace
but who can blame him
he grew anxious about life
he married secretly desperately
he talked fearfully of the west
I1 knew him once when the waters flowed evenly
blue in the grace of heaven
but then I1 could not know him
the distant cry of tomorrow
away from nauvoo
the wheeling wings
above the barren land
of your future without me
in the last extremity
joseph lost the humming vision
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and gave it to me
I1 am the guardian
until his spirit rises again
you are lost in the twelve
the tests will overwhelm you
know my voice
I1 am the staff of god
rest in me

YOUNG to the congregation joseph knew the freedom of
god

the new keys to the gates of knowing
and the provision of the great zion of the mountains
where natural truth and the word of god
shall be indistinguishable from each other
the effort is mine and yours
the work and glory of him
who struck sinai with the stone law
that grew into love

RIGDON we have all we can do
the canon is full
you will fail

YOUNG still to the congregation we shall failfallfali as adam
ffailedailed

we are not pure as eden
where palms and the fern might hid our innocence
but with the keys we have we shall try every door
what may meet us the sunburst gold
the forest green the ivory legends of st paul
the sackcloth of amos hosea the wonder of love
or the bright clouds of the millennium
we do not care for these we address
with openness as the spirit is open

RIGDON think of the desert skull
it is yours where the prairie
widens into the desolation of coriantumr

YOUNG brother rigdon the prophet charged you to set
your house in order

he did not mean for you to pull the blinds
and light a candle in the darkness
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RIGDON let us arrange the truth in the convenience
of him who bequeathed it
he was the spirit of rest
the age of the hero is gone
do you suppose the wilderness is yours

YOUNG the western wilderness is ours
and may it always be
though we return from it
and find the old lands again
from which our people came
israel is the hand reaching through fire
and finding the gate of eden

RIGDON in a half light to the congregation
will you follow him who gives you fire

YOUNG the fire is the ghost our minister to him
we do not fear

RIGDON tothefearofyourgravesto the fear of your graves
YOUNG from which we shall rise and live

we wait not alone for what must come
the day is ours
the church is the rod of our will
to rise as the spirit moves us to rise
like the breath of morning over zion
who can guess what may be before god comes again
he is not so far from us
that we cannot resemble him where the fires gleam
like islands on the sea
in our hands and as the spirit rules
we shall make the world and ourselves
the just inheritors of what shall come

RIGDON As you will I1 shall have nothing of it
YOUNG you have drawn away

stay with us brother rigdon
whatever the struggle

RIGDON kirtland is mine
the visions will come again
though joseph is gone

he leaves slowly
YOUNG the twelve are appointed by the finger of god
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here is brigham have his knees ever faltered have his
lips ever quivered here is heber and the rest of the
twelve an independent body who have the keys of the
priesthood the keys of the kingdom of god to deliver
to all the world this is true so help me god they stand
next to joseph and are as the first presidency of the
church

I1 do not know whether my enemies will take my life
or not and I1 do not care for I1 want to be with the man
I1 love

you cannot fill the office of the prophet seer and
revelator god must do this you are like children without
a father and sheep without a shepherd you must not ap-
point any man at our head if you should the twelve must
ordain him you cannot appoint a man at our head but if
you do want any other man or men to lead you take them
and we will go our way to build up the kingdom inin all the
world

does this church want it as god organized it or do
you want to clip the power of the priesthood and let those
who have the keys of the priesthood go and build up the
kingdom in all the world wherever the people will hear
them

if there is a spokesman if he is a king and priest let
him go and build up a kingdom unto himself that is his
right and it is the right of many here but the twelve are
at the head of it

I1 will ask who has stood next to joseph and hyrum
I1 have and I1 will stand next to him we have a head and
that head is the apostleship the spirit and power of
joseph and we can now begin to see the necessity of that
apostleship

brother rigdon was at his side not above no man
has a right to counsel the twelve but joseph smith think
of these things you can not appoint a prophet but if you
let the twelve remain and act in their place the keys of
the kingdom are with them and they can manage the afaffairsfairs
of the church and direct all things aright

now all this does not lessen the character of presi
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dent rigdon let him magnify his calling and joseph will
want him beyond the veil let him be careful what he does
lest that thread which binds us together is cut asunder

I1 do not ask you to take my counsel or advice alone
but every one of you act for yourselves but if brother
rigdon is the person you want to lead you vote for him
but not unless you intend to follow him and support him
as you did joseph do not say so without you mean to take
his counsel hereafter

and I1 would say the same for the twelve don t make
a covenant to support them unless you intend to abide by
their counsel and if they do not counsel you as you please
don t turn around and oppose them

I1 want every man before he enters into a covenant
to know what he is going to do but we want to know if
this people will support the priesthood in the name of
israel s god if you say you will do so

we want men appointed to take charge of the business
that did lay on the shoulders of joseph let me say to you
that this kingdom will spread more than ever

I1 will ask you as quorumsquorums do you want brother rig-
don to stand forward as your leader your guide your
spokesman president rigdon wanted me to bring up the
other question first and that is does the church want and
is it their only desire to sustain the twelve as the first
presidency of this people

here are the apostles the bible the book of mor-
mon the doctrine and covenants they are written on the
tablet of my heart if the church wants the twelve to
stand as the head the first presidency of the church and
at the head of this kingdom inin all the world stand next
to joseph walk up into their calling and hold the keys of
this kingdom every man every woman every quorum is

now put in order and you are now the sole controllers of
it

all that are in favor of this in all the congregation
of the saints manifest it by holding up the right hand
there is a universal vote
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CHORUS we know the twelve whom the lord has given
they shake us free from our enemies
westward from europe we gather
and gather still we are brought from the world
from israel and ephraim who have wandered
for the keys and the standard of god
in whom we can believe joseph stands again
and about him we gather
our children speak from future time
that we are one and they of the voice of rivers
are great and tall in the day of their being
when the stakes of zion are firm in our name
praise be unto him when our children are strong
when their eyes flame the blue and gold
of our new land and their calm hands
build our zion we follow the twelve

YOUNG if there are any of the contrary mind every man
and every woman who does not want the twelve to pre-
side lift up your hands in like manner no hands up
this supersedes the other question and trying it by quor
umsams

we feel as though we could take brother rigdon in
our bosom along with us we want such men as brother
rigdon he was sent away by brother joseph to build up
a kingdom let him keep the instructions and calling let
him raise up a mighty kingdom inin pittsburgh and we will
lift up his hands to almighty god

you did not know whom you had amongst you joseph
so loved his people that he gave his life for them hyrum
loved his brother and this people unto death joseph and
hyrum have given their lives for the church but very few
knew joseph s character he loved you unto death you did
not know it until after his death he has now sealed his
testimony with his blood

there is much to be done you have men among you
who sleep with one eye open the foundation isis laid by
our prophet and we will build thereon no other founda-
tion can be laid but that which is laid and we will have
our endowment if the lord will

I1 say these things in the name of jesus amen
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CLAYTON when we see the valley our home we shall
cry hosanna hosanna

it will open before us as the sky opens when we look
to god

the winds of the prairie the dry lands the oxen
under the storm of freedom the lash the wheels

west
and the saints shall come home they shall cross the

divide
to the pines of the mountains the bright canyons
the snow the running voice of the torrents
the falls and the granite hills I1 see the saints
come home silent with the wonder of god that he

should bring
them home the line of wagons among the great

clifcliffsasfs

of the west they hang there in our vision green and
grey

the shale and rock in the long haze of afternoon
the spray of the mountain streams swirling inin the

canyons
then suddenly the high rock ffallsailsfailsallsalis away in our going
and the valley opens like the earth that adam saw
the golden valley and I1 shall say to the saints come
As brigham can say come we cannot fail the valley
sweeps up in the west to another land oregon
california but here is the land of joseph
our land and brigham shallshaltshailshali bring us home
the past crusts over and we forget our origins
whence we come is a mission from home
and home where we scan the mountain world
this is the place where we come where the spirit
opens and we live in the forever of knowing
that joseph would have it so

everyone leaves but clayton
jehovah you are bound by us for we naive
and in your image are they whom you made
you invest the air above us yet would range abroad
and spoil heaven for our joy we stand with you
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against the vacuum and fires of space
and you our elder hand gather them in
the fisherman you make us of yourself
grown strong and we though fainting
are drawn up shaken by your grace
you are the resurrection whose craft is power
whose reason is love the recessional wonder
but the binding of light the rose of that conception
impends like the blue power of stars in your vision
spirallingSpi ralling forever away yet you stand here
for us savior
jehovah I1 shall go to the door and begin
here is the ritual of our devotion
I1 walk out to the spring where my horse
bends and drinks from the sky it sees there
I1 shall ride the roads of the earth
jostling my mettle till it is known
and I1 gather it as I1 do these reins
this you give me as I1 mount
elielelleili eleii lama sabachthani
and I1 go into the white glade where spring comes
in the fervor of love

he leaves the stage is empty but the light over the
speakers stand remains bright
THE VOICE OF JOSEPH

among these trees and in the slanting rays
I1 feel a breath that stirs the restless shade
vision of my prayer 0 sunstream
light of morning light of spring flooding
through the glade soundless white and clear
En folding airair enfoldingfoldingunfoldingen sladeshadesiade prism of the day
glowing stream resplendent shining glory
of the vworldorldorid eternal light
holiness and glory unto him
eternal glory glory of the lord



three theories of religious
language

TRUMAN G MADSEN

religious language isis both timely and timeless as a topic
but isis particularly central inin recent philosophy of religion and
theology today writers on religion are preoccupiedpre occupied at all lev-
els by the question what do you meanmeanamean5 everywhere this
semantic interest isis manifest

the question of course isis not new it was asked by the
ancients inin the christian tradition who developed the so called
allegorical method or fourfold method of interpreting scripture
also by mystics who held that nothing can be said about god
and by classical theologians who held that discourse concerning
god must be exclusively inin either negative or analogical terms
one movement under the banner of modernism attempted a
half century ago to turn religiously demanding prose into aes-
thetically satisfying poetry today several counter trends are
seeking anew to get at the foundations of religious expression

what isis dominant inin our time isis a definite trend toward a
total abandonment of what has been called literalism many
theologians philosophers and scientists have reached similar
conclusions on this point for some the claim that religious
expression isis non literal leads to the abandonment of religion
for others it opens new vistas of genuine religious participa-
tion

in order now to give continuity to the discussion I1 am going
to use a model sentence this sentence isis at the core of christian
religion god sent his son having stated the sentence I1

shall present briefly as applied to it three dominant theories of
religious memeaningahing I1 am going to call these for want of better
terms 1I neo positivism 11II neo symbolism III111 neo
thomism a wing of naturalism protestantism and catholicacholi

dr madsen isis assistant professor of philosophy and religion at brigham
young university

condensed from the meaning and verification of religious language
an address delivered on the evening lecture series on religion 1959601959 60
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cism respectively under each type I1 shall focus on four central
issues 1 the use of the term god 2 the content of the
phrase sent his son 3 the translatability of the expression
4 the verifiability of the expression I1 will then derive from
these theories four basic points of similarity and conclude by
presenting certain logical criticisms of these
1I neo positivismposhivismpositivi5m austin wisdom flew

1 the name god
for the neo positivist the term god has zero denotation

it is like zukor or cerberus terms which function in dis-
course but have no referent names usually arise as pointers for
particulars for the neo positivists particulars are apprehended
primarily through sense data names and phrases which are not
reducible to sense data are rejected as either meaningless or
without factual import 1

2 the phrase sent his son
the predicate of our type exexpressionpression sent his son is

analyzed by the neo positivist in ways parallel to the name
it is a grammatically ordered pattern of words but no deduc-
tive nor inductive process could render it verifiable or falsifi-
able hence for most of these writers the latter parts of the
expression as well as the term god are not to be used in
rational discourse

A celebrated example from antony flew uses the expres-
sion god loves us flew argues that people who believe first
that this is a genuine proposition and second that it is true
actually will permit no evidence whatever sensory or otherwise
no set of life experiences to count against or falsify the state-
ment its assertion as true is for these people compatible
with every state of affairs eg the suffering of an innocent
child hence its assertion isis superfluous flew argues that for
this reason if for no other the sentence has no scientific or
philosophical point 2

analysts distinguish naming and meaning god may carry meaning-
ful connotations but though it purports to name it fails feigl s empiricism
vs theology A modern introduction to philosophy ed by edwards and pap

glencoe free press 1957 ppap 533538533 538
the original article by flew and essays inin answer are contained in new

essays in philosophical theology ed by flew and macintyre chap VI new
york macmillan 1955

A recent account of the falsification issue is by brian gerrish some re
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3 Ttranslatabilityfanranfau fiatslat ability

could the sentence be put in other terms which are mean-
ingful the answer is that in order to justify the use of such an
expression one must change it into a sentence of a different
sort eg an historical proposition such as A person named
jesus lived in palestine in 5030 AD or hold that it has a
function without having any literal meaning for example a
vergil aldrich argues that this expression is simply a kind of
11 concerted enactment in worship we are doing something
viz expressing a response to holiness when we use it but we
are not saying anything about the world of the past or future
we are not uttering a proposition 3 b J L austin has argued
that sentences of this type are a sort of performatoryperformatory utter-
ance As when we say 1 I christen this ship or 1 I baptize
you we are not describing anything we are simply perform-
ing an act in this case a core christian act conventional in
origin 4 c gilbert ryle holds that this kind of sentence is a
pretense sentence it has meaning precisely as the sentence
don quixote attacked the windmill would have if we pre-

sumed for purposes of fictional dramatization a certain con-
text of narrative but as soon as we come down as it were to
reality as soon as we face the world as it is the sentence dis-
solves into insignificance 5 d kai nelson argues that only
the self deceiving person goes on thinking such a sentence has
cognitive meaning actually his own private ideology or value
system is being covertly expressed religious expressions are dis-
guised ideologies with no factual or objective sense 6

4 verification
the verification of such sentences is of course non-

existent one cannot verify a sentence which is not a proposi-
tion this is not a proposition there is therefore no verifica

flectionselections on recent linguistic philosophy union seminary quarterly review
XIII no 3 march 1958 ppap 3113 11

vergil aldrich the high and the holy journal of religion vol 32
1953 cf journal of philosophy LI 146 f

J L austin other minds proceedings of the aristotelian society supp
vol XX 1946 ppap 1717517 175

if so and because philosophical analysis ed by max black ithaca
new york cornell university press 1950 ryle s statements concern the use
of language in fiction my application to religion isis an extrapolation

kai nelson on talk about god journal of philosophy LV p 889 f
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tion there may be justification of the use of such expressions
such as that it is comforting or inspiring or rejuvenating but
no confirmation of fact 7

11II neo symbolism tillich niebuhr bultmann
1 the term god
for the neo symbolist the term god does not refer or

denote in the usual sense of language it points to that about
which no descriptive language is possible this group posits
a radical dualism between the finite and the infinite present
and transcendent particular beings and being itself conditioned
things and the unconditioned reality and the ground of all
reality 8 the term god points in the latter direction of these
couplets this is the essential mystery of tillich the be-
yond of niebuhr the transcendent of bultmann the gan-
ders allers of barth and brunner the infinite of kirke-
gaard

2 the phrase sent his son
the symbolist requires that we free ourselves of all literal-

ism and he means all everything about this phrase is symbolic
As soon as we ascribe to it anything literal we have fallen into
paradox and absurdity and from a religious point of view into
idolatry 9 the expressions here used namely sent and his

the nature of such justification is treated with great subtlety by john
wisdom in his essay gods in logic and language first series oxford
blackwell 1953

A summation of tillich s theory is in religious symbols and our knowl-
edge of god christian scholar XXXVIII no 3 september 1955 also

existential analysis and religious symbols contemporary Prohlproblemsems of rel-
igion ed by harold A basilius detroit wayne university press 1956
much of tillichs popular dynamics of faith new york harper s 1957
deals with symbols

niebuhr has recently written 1 I do not know how it is possible to be-
lieve in anything pertaining to god and eternity literally reply to inter-
pretationpretation and criticism in reinhold niebNiehniebuhrubyuhrnhy his religious social and politi-
cal thought ed by kegley and bretall new york 1956 p 446 compare the
discussion can theology be reduced to mythology review of religion
january 1940 bultmann says in a basic statement there are certain con-
cepts which are fundamentally mythological and with which we shall never be
able to dispense eg the idea of transcendence kerygma and myth ed by
bartsch SPCK 1953 ppap 102 ff see also his jesus christ and mythology
new york scribnerscribnerss 1958

this view is a protestant principle the rejection of all specific forms for
the religious what dillenberger calls a religious perspective which rejects all
finite claims to ultimacy protestant christianity new york scribner s 1954
p 318 the view opposes sharply formulated dogmatic propositions see
tillich theology of paul tillich ed by kegley and bretall new york mac-
millan 1952 p 332
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and son are rejected as literal terms they are rather sym-
bolic or mythical to presume otherwise is to use finite cate-
gories such as time and space and substance and causality but
that to which god points is not subject to any of these cate-
gories hence all ordinary or literal connotations must be
dropped or broken before the symbolic power of this expression
is mediated 10

for tillich the phrase god sent his son points in a
mysterious way to a dimension of life the religious dimension
wherein we are overcome with a sense of dependence and con-
cern the expression does not say anything about this world or
another world nor does it diminish or remove the mystery of the
ultimate it is simply an expression the classic christian expres-
sionsionslon of a kind of ultimate faith

3 Ttranslatabilityranfanfau statslatability
the neo symbolist holds the expression god sent his

son to be untranslatable into literal terms all such attempts
rob the symbol of its role every person who finds some sym-
bolic power note the shift from the question of meaning to
power in the christian cross or inin our type expression under-
goes a certain inward response and transformation the ex-
pression functions as does a symphony say beethoven s ninth
or a great painting say of picasso when we listen to beetho-
ven s ninth nothing is said there is no meaning in the ordinary
propositionalprepositional sense yet something inin us and in reality is opened
up and somehow conveyed the encounter leaves us changed
but defies propositionalprepositional expression it is radically unlike the
perceptspercepta and concepts of scientific method to take symbolic
expressions and translate them into propositions results in
quasi assertions which actually are not assertions at all or if
they are are no longer genuinely religious

4 verification
verification for the neo symbolist is primarily related to

the power of symbols or the word to grip us inin religious
awareness the christ symbol eg has efficacy in life process

see Systemsystematicaricalic theology vol 1I chicago university of chicago press
1951 ppap 238247238 247

genuine symbols can be overcome only by the other genuine symbols
not by criticism of their literalistic distortions existential analysis and rel-
igious symbols op cit p 55
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or power to mediate grace or healing effects these are indefi-
nite and incomplete there is no finality of any symbol or set
of symbols 12 if we say as strictly for these men we should
not that symbols are true we must recognize that we say so
precisely as we might say that a symphony is true it is ade-
quate to a function in the depths of man it calls out an inner
response 13 god sent his son is not an historical judgment
111IIIili neo thomism maritain copleston weigel

1 the term god
for the neo thomist god is a name for the metaphysical

foundation of the universe a necessary being the uncaused
cause the one whose essence is to exist god is as the latin
phrase has it ens realissimum the most real this reality is
metaphysical rather than physical 14

2 the phrase sent his son
the neo thomist says this is not a literal phrase his word

is univocal nor again is it utterallyutterally ambiguous his word
is equivocal it is rather and this is the key term analogical
we cannot understand terms applied to the infinite in their
literal bearings rather again this school posits a radical dual-
ism between the finite or materiate order of reality and the
metaphysical infinite or immateriate level of reality 15

the analogies that are permitted to obtain in discourse about
god are not analogies comparing two objects for example
god to man but rather proportional analogies in which there
are at least four terms the similarity obtains between the rela-
tionshipstionships of each pair of terms for example it would be legiti-
mate for the thomist to say god is to his son as a man is to

tillich niebuhr and bultmann all emphasize the change of concrete his-
torical symbols see religion and its intellectual critics christianity and
crisis XV no 9 p 21

for neo symbolic writers religious and aesthetic expression are rooted in
something deeper the depth self linguistic and artistic symbolism are closely
allied as modes of expressing this concern see the nature of religious art
symbols and society ed by bryson et al new york harpers 1955 ppap 282-
284

see etienne gilson god and philosophy new haven yale university
press 1941 compare J V langmead casserley s the christian in philosophy
new york scribner s 1951 chapter II11

A recent approach to the catholic doctrine of analogy is E L mascallsmascallyMascalls
existence and analogy new york longmans 1949 see also the exposi-
tional chapter in dorothy emmett s nature of metaphysical thinking london
macmillan 1949 chap VIII
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his son A similarity obtains between the relationship god has
to his son and the relationship an earthly father has to his son
what is this similarity again it is not expressible in literal
terms it does not denote for example such finite notions as
procreative power or parenthood no the relationship is
pushed to its abstract limit to the question of being god is
analogically the source of being 16

of course catholicism as likewise the neo positivists and
neo symbolists posits many levels of understanding and admits
that in liturgy in worship and in prayer we may use this ex-
pression in a way that is perhaps not properly analogized as a
theologian would require

3 transitranslatabilityat ability
literal translation is on this view again impossible one

cannot take analogical terms and translate them into univocal
terms

the thomist as the neonoo symbolist tries to avoid mixing
dimensions tries to avoid two extremes on the one hand if
he admits any literal similarity of divine human relationships
he ends with anthropomorphism ascribing to god or to christ
attributes and characteristics which are finite and on his view
blasphemous on the other hand if he rejects all similarities
he cannot distinguish the divine from nothing at all the at-
tempt to mediate this dilemma is the doctrine of analogy transl-
ation of analogical into univocal terms recreates the dilemma
hence it is forbidden 17

4 verification
the verification of this sentence is primarily rational and

authoritarian the thomist is convinced that rational considera-
tion eg the five ways coerce the intellect into the admis-
sion of the first cause god the sent his son phrase is a
result of revelation primarily biblical though also sanctioned
by sacred tradition 18

see gustave weigel s summary of contrasts between this view and the neo
symbolist s gregorianumgregonanumGregoriGregon anum XXXVII p 52 compare raphael demos in are
religious dogmas cognitive and meaningful journal of philosophy LILL

see F C copleston s statement there s bound to be a radical inadequacy
in any statements about a metaphysical reality chapter 46 of A modern intro-
duction to philosophy glencoe free press 1957 are statements about
god meaningful ppap 609614609 614 see also his commentary on five ways of
Acquinas same volume

see myth symbol and analogy by gustave weigel religion and
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the four common theses
now though these three theories are often assumed to be

mutually opposed our brief survey has uncovered four points at
which they may be said to agree

first that the term god points to something beyond
for the neopositivistpositivistneo beyond sense experience indirectly to
one s ideological commitments for the neo symbolist beyond
everything finite to the transcendent for the neo thomist
beyond the contingent order of reality to necessary being

second that the apparently literal or descriptive connota-
tions of religious language must be rejected

third that the efficacy or significance of religious language
is destroyed by translation into sense language or literal lan-
guage or univocal language

fourth that the verification of religious expression is in
no way comparable to the verification of perceptual or scientific
propositions

let us call these theses respectively the transcendence thesis
the non descriptive thesis the non translatability thesis and
the non verifiability thesis

we turn now to certain logical difficulties of these
the transcendence thesis

the logical outcome of the transcendence thesis is either
circularity or contradiction the neo positivist hides a judgment
about the limits of reality within an overt judgment as to what
shall count as meaningful language As is widely recognized
today this positivist restriction on language operates more or
less fruitfully in science but as a resolve or presupposition it
cannot be justified within the framework of science and to look
for justification outside of science is to violate the resolve

for the neo symbolist the contradiction is1 this to say that
to which god points is beyond descriptive language is to
assert a proposition which could only be validated by descriptive
knowledge or belief but this the theorists claim is impossible
on the other hand if the beyond is totally unknown we are
incompetent to use the term god we are forced to a non-
committal x something must be known about that to which

cuiCulculturetuletuie chap 9 ed by leibrechtlebrecht new york harpers 1959 ppap 120130120 130
compare analogy symbolism and linguistic analysis by william L reese in
review of metaphysics vol XIII no 3 march 1960
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11 x points to justify the term god and a good deal more than
something to justify the implicit theological concepts of a

tillich or niebuhr or bultmann
to put the point inin more constructive terms if anything

whether distinct from illusion or not has intersected human
experience however experience may be defined that some-
thing can be named and described either with terms from our
present vocabulary or with terms which are created or stipu-
lated for the purpose in spite of the drastic contemporary
emphasis on transcendence I1 have yet to find an argument
that has consistently shown this to be impossible
the non descriptive thesis

this thesis rests on what might be called an axiom of
linguistic dualism viz that there are two sorts of language
one sort called by wheelwright steno language appropriate
to science the other depth language appropriate to re-
ligion 19 much ingenuity has been dedicated to distinguishing
these two and few doubt that there are important differences
but the direction of recent analysis which is toward pluralism
tends to break down the old distinctions between cognitive and
noncognitivenon cognitive factual and emotive literal and symbolic and
even descriptive and non descriptive As regards religious ex-
pression it is increasingly apparent that instead of the functions
ascribed to literal and symbolic language being uncom-
binable they are in many instances inseparable 20

but aside from debating possibilities in the abstract or his-
torical actualities in the concrete for it can be shown historical-
ly that the original users of the phrase god sent his son both
by intent and reference were speaking descriptively let us
simply ask the question have the proponents of this thesis
themselves achieved what they say is essential and all important
have they succeeded in their own writings in purging religious
expression of its literal and descriptive elements the answer
is that neither before nor after their laborious symbolic trans-
formations do they obey their own strictures their books and

see wheelwright s efforts to distinguish the two in his the burning foun-
tain bloomington university of indiana press 1954

see the discussion cognitive and noncognitivenon cognitive in the volume lan-
guage thought and culture ed by paul henle ann arbor university of
michigan press 1958 written by W K frankena chap 6
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articles assert and deny interpret and relate compare and con-
trast descriptive concepts derived from their symbols and
11 myths in ways which show that they themselves ascribe to
them descriptive and propositionalprepositional status

examples of this sort of thing are legion but let us select
one case from the writings of each camp

1 the neo positivist argues that our type expression is
functional and that its use must be justified on nonfactualnon factual
grounds but having so insisted in theory his own reductions
and comparisons eg to worshipful ritualistic fictional or
ideological expression reintroduce descriptive concepts suppose
we accept kai nelson s translation it is involved in description
which revises both the subject and predicate of the sentence it
is 1 I am committed to the christian way of life a statement
about the self or 1 I believe the christian ideology has worth-
while effects a statement both about the self and the effects
of the beliefs of the self such assertions are true or false
whatever may be said about the process of verification the
neo positivists then have not transcended descriptive usage but
have substituted a self reflexive for a theological interpretation

2 analyzing the type sentence of this paper tillich con-
cludes all this if taken literally is absurd if it is taken sym-
bolicallybolically it is a profound expression tillich devotes volume
I1 of his systematic theology to the question of god and vol-
ume II11 to the meaning of jesus as the christ under criticism
he revises his claim that all religious expressions are symbolic
and that no literal statement about god is possible and to
avoid a kind of symbolic solipsism introduces one unsymbolic
statement viz god is being itself 21 the sentence in ques-
tion god sent his son is broken or deliteralized of its
finite connotations tillich claims that its implicit meaning is

the one above its explicit meaning paraphrased is that the
christ symbol for the event of jesus in history is religiously
unimportant only the emergence of the christ symbol in which
the new testament community portrayed its ultimate concern

see theology of paul tillich op circitclrc lt p 335 also the introduction to
vol 11II of systematic theology op circitclrc lt ppap 9109 10 where he changes the position
to say the only symbolic statement we can make about god is the statement
that everything we say about god is symbolic aside from being paradoxical
this is not a statement about god but a statement about language
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is relevant mediates expresses participates or opens
up healing effects in the depth self of man

Is this an escape from descriptivism hardly it translates
god sent his son into two sorts of sentences 1 god is

being itself the predicate of which tillich elsewhere interprets
variously as meaning source ground creative abyss in-
consistently denying that these terms are symbolic 2 the
christ symbol has healing effects in my inmost self both of
these are propositions however obscure their meaning or valida-
tion in tillich s system the latter sentence is close in function
to the sentence as analyzed by the neo positivist examination of
other phrases in tillich s labyrinthine theology yields compara-
ble results and this inconsistent return to descriptivism in till-
ich can likewise be found in niebuhr and bultmann

53 As for the neo thomists an obvious use of univocal
concepts and language is the official dogma that in a very real
descriptive sense however mysterious the explanation it
occupied much of the attention of the scholastics and was and
is sustained by aristotelian categories god not only sent but
now sends his son into the substantial form of the eucharist
this is a literal belief a proposition nonscientificnon scientific to be sure
but not simply the manipulation of analogical terms in the
manner required by the prescribed theory of alogiaanalogiaanalogican entis
the nounon translatabiltranslatabilityttyity thesis

the three theories admit that there are ideological or sym-
bolic or analogical synonyms of religious language and pre-
sumablysu therefore for our type sentence what they deny is
that translation into descriptive literal or univocal terms is
possible

but as the above examples illustrate they themselves are
involved in such translation and one suspects that the thesis of
non translatability is introduced to protect their particular inter-
pretationspretat ions from alternative readings plausible or implausible 22

moreover in many instances their procedures are based not on
strict textual or contextual fidelity to original intent or or-

the overall direction with important exceptions of the neo positivist
and neo symbolic interpretation is toward naturalism this may be the root of
J N findlay s comment 1 I am by temperament a protestant and I1 tend towards
atheism as the purest form of protestantism he adds that it is hard to be
a theist without falling into idolatry with its attendant evils of intolerance and
persecution can god s existence be disproved mind 1948 p 49
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dinarybinary usage but rather on principles of their own construction
the assumptions and grounds of which are often remote from
the documents interpreted

in fact of course the phrase godbcdgcd sent his son can be
and has been put in other terms of descriptive significance
these are more or less synonymous more or less abstract or con-
crete expressively adequate and denotatively precise it is also
obvious that the phrase can be taken as a kind of code language
for whatever the person who uses the terms wishes them to
mean
the non veritverifiabilityverifiabilifylability thesis

the denial finally that verification of religious language
is in any sense parallel to the verification of perceptual or sci-
entific judgments depends for its cogency upon the other three
theses

but if there remain as we have argued belieffulbelief ful descrip-
tive elements in the most refined ideological symbolic or
11 analogical expressions and if as we have shown god sent
his son for each theorist harbors assertional meaning then
this and other religious expressions are not excluded from the
context of verification As part of such context certain tech-
niques may be appropriate to validation which are not simply
matters of the positivist s effects the symbolist s inward
impact or the analogist s appeal to tradition and authority

it may be added that many who overcome the problem of
religious language by maintaining that the divine or the en-
counter with the divine is ineffable or inexpressible have
yet insisted upon a path or way or process whereby their in-
sights might be gained or regained in short even the extreme
mystic does not disregard the verifiability or religious insight
though he does of religious language

these theorists therefore are in the strange predicament of
maintaining against the mystic that discourse about god and the
encounter with god is legitimate if properly interpreted
while denying that such language is descriptive or verifiable
this is doubly paradoxical because their own practices of inter-
pretationpretation violate the denial the mystic is more consistent his
ultimate position is silence

it would be interesting to investigate the question what
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brought these three movements to conclusions which admit of
such objections aren t there ground and motives for these
theses which render such criticism irrelevant

in partial reply it should be said that both this summation
of the viewsviews inin question and the criticisms posed are far less
complex than full treatment would require other model sen-
tences for example would have brought to light further facets
of the theories and as I1 believe further difficulties

but one major need or problem out of which these theories
have arisenarisen is as simple as it isis ancient and leads to our con-
clusioncl

when an expression which in ordinary religious language
serves as a statement god sent his son is affirmed but
finds itself as through the centuries it frequently has chal-
lenged by contemporary beliefs methods and attitudes its advo-
cate has three main alternatives

1 conclude the statement is false
2 defend the statement as true whatever its meaning

regardless of its conflict with other assumed truths whether
scientific philosophical or religious

3 maintain that the expression is not a descriptive state-
ment not true or false in the usual sense that it does not mean
what it seems to mean that it is non literal and is a performaperforms
tory utterance an expression of deep religious concern or a
statement of proportional analogy

on the surface it is the third strategy that our theorists fol-
low and the result is that theological utterances are made
palatable in an otherwise hostile environment but for many in
the christian tradition this can hardly be thought a service for
often the theorists have actually taken the first position the
statement is false and then introduced another meaning with
the explanation that this is the real meaning the deeper mean-
ing the genuinely symbolic meaning when interpretation
becomes substitution it is actually denial

aside however from matters of historical usage and origi-
nal intent the point of our analysis is that this projected flight
from the literal and descriptive has proved impossible in prac-
tice for those most insistent upon it it has involved them in
contradictions and difficulties more serious perhaps than those
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the theses were designed to avoid the transcendent is made
immanent the literally undescribable is literally described
the untranslatable is translated and that which is beyond
belief and verification is yet reintroduced into the context of
belief and verification

from this vantage at least the question is Is it in any sense
a gain to take a sentence which some believe incredible and
transform it into sentences which all can know to be self
contradictory



the political kingdom of god as a
cause for mormon gentile conflict

KLAUS HANSEN

the afternoon of october 30 1838 saw one of the most
brutal butcheriesbutcheries of men and children ever to occur in the annals
of the state of missouri at about four 0 clock relates joseph
young one of the eyewitnesses a large company of armed
men on horses advanced towards a mill on shoal creek where
about thirty mormon families had gathered for refuge defensel-
ess the saints scattered some into the woods others into a
blacksmith shop overtaken by the mob nineteen men and boys
were killed a dozen wounded one nine year old boy had found
refuge under the bellows discovered by a mobster the child
was killed by a gun blast in the head boasted the butcher after-
wards nitsaits will make lice and if he had lived he would have
become a mormon

the shots of the haun s mill massacre were to keep ringing
in the ears of the saints reminding them that satan was fighting
with real bullets against the kingdom of god a kingdom that
if it was not of this world nevertheless marched vigorously and
militantly in it persecution then was to be expected it had
been with the church from the publication of joseph smith s

first revelation it was to continue throughout the history of
the church in the nineteenth century joseph himself was to sealseat
his testimony with his blood even the exodus to the rocky
mountains would not silence the voice of persecution not until
the saints had submitted to the government demands for the
abolition of plural marriage was the conflict between the church
and the world to diminish finally to end

to the faithful saint the problem of historical causation
found a simple and straightforward answer As already implied
satan would inevitably have to oppose the work of god this

mr hansen is a graduate student inin history at wayne state university
william mulder and A russell mortensen among the cormonsmormons new

york 1958 p 103
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opposition became in itself one of the touchstones for the di-
vinity of the work and the blood of the martyrs was trans-
formed into seed for the church

but in addition to such considerations the historian should
search for other objective historical elements of causation in
the history of mormon gentile relations one of the most signifi-
cant institutions contributing to the conflict has so far received
altogether too little if any attention this institution istheestheis the po-
litical kingdom of god

first of all then the development of the political kingdom
of god in mormon history will have to be outlined space
limitations will obviously limit the comprehensiveness and
scope of this investigation a task made even more difficult by
the fact that large stretches of the course of the political king-
dom of god are still uncharted 2 consequently only a sampling
of incidences of conflict at certain crucial periods of church his-
tory will be made to suggest general trends

it should be remembered that in history beliefs are equally
as important as facts whether or not joseph smith actually
planned treasonable action against the united states fades into
a pale academic question before the bullets of assassins who
believed that this was so irrespective of fact likewise the
political kingdom of god caused persecution more by its dis-
torted image in the eyes of its enemies than by the actual ideals
and realities it represented in the eyes of its adherents and
defdefendersenders

the strong emphasis on the millennial kingdom in mormon
thought has led some writers to believe that the idea of a politi-
cal kingdom preceding the second coming of christ was never
entertained by the saints mormonism was not to establish a
temporal kingdom but to wait for christ 3 this erroneous no

various aspects of the political kingdom of god have received recent at-
tention see hyrum andrus joseph smith and world government salt lake
city 1958 alfred L bush and K J hansen notes towards a definition of
the council of fifty mimeographed MS brigham young university library
1957 james R clarkdarkoark church and state relationships in education in utah
dissertation utah state university 1958 james R clarkdarkoark the kingdom of

god the council of fifty and the state of deseret utah historical quarterly
XXVI 1958 130148130 148 klaus J hansen the theory and practice of the
political kingdom of god in mormon history 182918901829 1890 thesis brigham
young university 1959

see G homer durham joseph smith prophet stateman salt lake cityaty
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tion may have been caused partly by the fact that it is extremely
difficult to differentiate beweenbeleen the apocalyptic kingdom and
its predecessor since the one was to lead to the other they were
to be almost identical in nature at least theoretically the main
difference between the two was mostly a matter of chronology
the one would be the kingdom militant struggling against a
hostile world the other was the kingdom victorious having sub-
dued all its enemies the political kingdom then was or-
ganized because the mormonscormons did not believe that they could
wait for christ to establish his world government without some
preparation the saints may have believed in miracles but they
were also of a practical mind and thus believed in aiding the
lord as much as they could seen in this context the efforts of
the saints to establish a political kingdom in preparation for
the apocalyptic kingdom became the application of the belief
that while man can accomplish nothing without the aid of the
lord god only helps those who help themselves this idea
found expression by john taylor who once remarked that it
is not all a matter of faith but there is some action required it
is a thing that we have to engage in ourselves 4

thus the saints had been engaged in temporal matters al-
most from the day the church was founded experience in gov-
ernment they had gained in kirtland missouri nauvoo and
most of all in deseret the time will come predicted george
Q cannon at a missionary conference in 1862

when the elders will be called to act in a different
ambassadorial capacity the nations are not going to be all
destroyed at once as many have imagined but they are going
to stand and continue to some extent with their governments
and the kingdom of god is not all the time to continue its

present theological character alone but is to becomebecomes a political
power known and recognized by the powers of the earth and
you my brethren may have to be sent forth to represent that
power as its accredited agents young men now here today
may be chosen to go forth and represent god s kingdom you
may be called to appear and represent it at the courts of
foreign nations 5

1944 p 101 therald N jensen mormon theory of church and state
dissertation university of chicago p 20 keith melville the political

ideas of brigham young dissertation university of utah 1950 p ii11
journal of discourses IX 1862 343415411 hereafter cited as JD
millennial star XXIV 1862 103
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what cannon failed to tell his audience was the fact that the
kingdom of god had already embarked on its political course
almost twenty years earlier

in the spring of 1844 reuben hedlockbedlockHed lock president of the
british mission received a letter from brigham young and
willard richards in which the writers informed him that the
kingdom is organized and although as yet no bigger than a
grain of mustard seed the little plant is inin a flourishing condi-
tion and our prospects brighter than ever 6 such news must
have seemed strange to a man who had been actively engaged in
furthering the kingdom for some time unless the term king-
dom expressed here a more specific meaning than in its usual
context which equated it with the church in both its spiritual
and temporal manifestations young and richards were indeed
referring to the political kingdom of god whose governing
body had been organized on march 11 1844 as the council of
fifty by the prophet joseph smith himself 7 according to one
of its members this council was the municipal department of
the kingdom of god set up on the earth and ffromgromrom which all
law eminatesemanateseminates for the rule government & controlecontronecontrole of all nat-
ions kingdoms & toungsyoungs and people under the whole
heavens 8 in order to prepare itself for this ambitious mission
the council met regularly in nauvoo to discuss principles of
government and political theory under the leadership of joseph
smith before the prophet s death a full and complete organi-
zation of the political kingdom of god had been effected 9

ibid XXIII 18614221861 422

this is the date given in the history of the church of jawsjesusleferleres christ of
latter day saints ad2d ed salt lake city 1950 VI 260261260 261 hereafter cited
as DHC and in the history of brigham young millennial star XXVI

1864 328528 for reference to a revelation concerning the organization of this
body received by the prophet as early as april 7 1842 see minutes of the
council of fifty typed MS brigham young university library april 10
1880880 the official name of the council apparently was to be kept a secret
general council council of the kingdom council of the gods and
living constitution are some of the names applied to the council in the

literature referring to it the term council of fifty referring to the approxi-
mate number of members appears to have been used most frequently and was
therefore adopted to identify the council in this paper

john D lee A mormon chronicle the diaries of john D lee 1848-
1876 ed robert glass cleland and juanita brooks san marino california
1955 1I 80

brigham young JD XVII 1875 156
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the basic law of this world government received through reve-
lation resembled the constitution of the united states

in keeping with a strong mormon emphasis on the doctrine
of individual rights non mormonscormons were to represent the gen-
tiles in the government of the kingdom whether or not gen-
tiles actually sat as members of the council of fifty is difficult
to ascertain but the possibility points up a significant distinction
between the church and the political kingdom when after
the death of joseph smith george miller and alexander bad-
lam wanted to call together the council of fifty and organize
the church apostles george A smith and willard richards
could inform the two petitionerspetitioners that the council of fifty was
not a church organization membership in that group was ir-
respective of religious beliefs the organization of the church
belonged to the priesthood alone 10 but if the distinction be-
tween the church and the political kingdom seemed important
in one sense in another it was highly theoretical for the leading
officers of both organizations were identical

when david patten became the first apostolic martyr of the
church at the battle of crooked river in missouri in october
1838 the doctrine of the political kingdom of god apparently
had not been fully formulated and yet even at this time the
suspected mormon ambitions to establish a political kingdom
of god figured prominently in the expulsion of the saints from
missouri the testimonies of a number of apostate mormonscormons be-
fore judge austin A king at richmond ray county in 1838
insisted that joseph smith had in mind to establish a temporal
kingdom of god these testimonies given by enemies of the
church can hardly be considered accurate and unbiased some
of them are obvious distortions of joseph s plans such as
george M hinckle s assertion that

the general teachings of the presidency were that the king-
dom they were setting up was a temporal as well as a spiritual
kingdom that it was the little stone spoken of by daniel un-
til lately the teachings of the church appeared to be peaceable
and that the kingdom was to be set up peaceably but lately a
different idea has been advanced that the time had come
when this kingdom was to be set up by forcible means if
necessary 11

DHC VIIvil 213
US congress senate testimony in trial of joseph smith jr for high
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but in the light of subsequent events the temporal if peaceful
plans of joseph smith cannot be denied

the fact that joseph smith insisted on leadership in both
spiritual and temporal matters also caused some internal diffi-
culties in the church thus refusal to acknowledge the authori-
ty of the church in temporal matters played an important role
in the excommunication of oliver cowdery answering charges
for virtually denying the faith by declaring that he would not

be governed by any ecclesiastical authority or revelations what-
ever in his temporal affairs 12 cowdery declared

the very principle of ecclesiastical authority in tem-
poral affairs I1 conceive to be couched in an attempt to set up
a kind of petty government controlled and dictated by ecclesi-
astical influence in the midst of this national and state gov-
ernmenternment you will no doubt say this is not correct but the
bare notice of these charges over which you assume a right to
decide is in my opinion a direct attempt to make the secular
power subservient to church direction to the correctness of
which I1 cannot in conscienceconscience subscribe I1 believe that the
principle never did failfallfali to produce anarchy and confusion 13

but cowdery s objections were shared by few of the saints
neither did the temporal claims of joseph smith deter the in-
flux of converts to the city of nauvoo after the expulsion of the
saints from missouri in spite of the fact that civil and ecclesi-
astical government were practically identical in that city and to
the faithful saints who were building the kingdom by building
their city it may have been difficult to imagine how it could
have been otherwise thus they would see no incongruity when
their prophet made the celebration of the eleventh anniversary
of the organization of the church not only the occasion for the
laying of the cornerstone of their new temple but showed him-
self head of the nauvoo legion in an impressive display of
newly acquired temporal power carried away by their enthusienthuse

treason 26th cong 2dad sess 1841 senate doc 189 P 23 parley P pratt
referring to this investigation wrote in his autobiography this court of inquisi-
tion inquired diligently into our belief of the seventh chapter of daniel con-
cerning the kingdom of god which should subdue all other kingdoms and
stand forever and when told that we believe in that prophecy the court turned
to the clerk and said write that down it is a strong point for treason our
lawyer observed as follows judge you had better make the bible treason the
court made no reply quoted in DHC III111 212

12 brigham H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of lesusjesuslesurlefus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city 1930 1I 431432431 432

131111leidibid111hidhid p 433
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asmaam the saints believed that in time this power would be able
to rescue the american republic from the brink of ruin 14

exulted the millennial siarstar
nauvoo is the nucleus of a glorious dominion of universal
liberty peace and plenty it is an organization of that govern-
ment of which there shall be no end of that kingdom of
messiah which shall roll forth from conquering and to con-
quer until it shall be said that the kingdoms of this world
are become the kingdoms of our lord and of his christ
AND THE SAINTS OF THE MOST HIGH SHALL

POSSESS THE GREATNESS OF THE KINGDOM UNDER
THE WHOLE HEAVEN 15

the editor of the millennial star most likely did not know
that shortly before this article appeared joseph smith had re-
ceived his revelation concerning world government and the or
ganizationofganizationnanizationof the council of fifty 10 gentiles of course were
even less informed about joseph smith s plans for the organiza-
tion of the political kingdom of god but after the council of
fifty had been organized in 1844 its existence may have been
kept secret for a while but not its activities for it was this
council which organized and supported joseph s candidacy for
the presidency of the united states as one of several alternatives
for the possible establishment of the political kingdom negot-
iationstiati ons were also entered in with sam houston for the acquisi-
tion of a large tract of land in the texas region as an alternate
possibility for the settling of the saints and the establishment of
the kingdom of god furthermore scouting expeditions were
sent west to explore yet another possible location for the future
kingdom

the secrecy of council of fifty deliberations may well have
been a protective measure not only against the possibility of
misunderstanding by the gentiles but by the saints as well
benjamin F johnson one of the charter members of the coun-
cil of fifty declared that only after attending some of its meet-
ings did he and his associates begin

in a degree to understand the meaning of what he
joseph smith had so often publicly said that should he

teach and practice the principles that the lord had revealed to

millennial star III111 1842 676967 69
ibid p 69
minutes of the council of fifty april 10 1880
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him and now requested of him that those then nearest to him
in the stand would become his enemies and the first to seek
his life 17

but secrecy to some degree destroyed its own purpose for it
contributed to false rumors and half truths which gave to the
political kingdom in the eyes of gentiles and apostates the
aspect of the sinister and the subversive the opposition that led
directly to the assassination of the prophet was partly caused
by rumors that the mormonscormons entertained the treasonable de-
sign when they got strong enough of overthrowing the gov-
ernmenternment driving out the old population and taking possession
of the country as the children of israel did in the land of
canaan 18 the laws and foster in the nauvoo expositor ob-
jected among other things against any man as king or law-
giver in the church wilson law after his excommunication
even made an attempt to obtain a warrant against joseph smith
for treason on the grounds that on one occasion while listening
to the prophet preaching from daniel 144 he heard him de-
clare that the kingdom referred to was already set up and that
he was the king over it 19 governor ford in his history of
illinois gives a highly imaginative account of joseph s temporal
aspirations the source of which must ultimately be sought in the
secret deliberations of the council of fifty

it seems from the best information that could be got from
the best men who had seceded from the mormon church that
joe smith about this time conceived the idea of making him-
self a temporal prince as well as spiritual leader of his people
he instituted a new and select order of the priesthood the
members of which were to be priests and kings temporally and
spiritually these were to be his nobility who were to be the
upholders of his throne he caused himself to be crowned and
anointed king and priest far above the rest and he prescribed
the form of an oath of allegiance to himself which he ad-
ministered to his principal followers to uphold his preten-
sions to royalty he deduced his descent by an unbroken chain
from joseph the son of jacob and that of his wife from some
other renowned personage of old testament history the
mormonscormons openly denounced the government of the united

letter of benjamin F johnson to george S gibbs between april and
october 1903 typed MS at brigham young university library p 9

leroy hafen and carl C rister westeynwestern america ad2d ed new york
1950 p 335

millennial star XXIV 1862 359
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states as utterly corrupt and as being about to pass away and
to be replaced by the government of god to be administered
by his servant joseph 20

had fact and fiction curiously intermingled inin this document
been separated and had governor ford and the enemiesenemies of
mormonism been informed of the truth concerning the king-
dom of god that it was to be established entirely by peaceful
legal means and that the saints believed that worldly govern-
ments would dwindle of their own accord or rather by their
wickedness persecution would most likely have been just as
relentless theocracy no matter of what form was highly ob-
noxiousnoxious to most mid 19th century americans the saints them-
selves were not unaware of the fact that kingdom building was
a major cause for persecution and to a large degree responsible
for the death of joseph smith E W tullidge writing inm the
millennial star observed

it isis because there has day after day and year after year
grown up and fast spread inin america a realization and with it
a fear of the empire founding character of mormonism and
the mormonscormonsMormons that this church has such heartrending pages
inin its history it is because of the growth of this presentiment
and fear that a joseph a hyrum a parley a david patten
and many others of the chief elders and saints have been
directly or indirectly martyredMartyred 21

martyrdom however contrary to gentile hopes and expecta-
tions proved no deterrent to mormon ambitions of building the
kingdom if anything the saints continued their efforts with
renewed vigor

how deeply the idea of the establishment of a theocratic
kingdom of god had been embedded inin mormon thinking was
revealed by the successionsuccession controversy and its resulting schismsschisma
alexander badlam and george miller as mentioned previously
wanted to call together the council of fifty and organize the
church lyman wight who led a colony of saints to texas
likewise considered the authority of the council of fifty su-

perior to that of the quorum of the twelve and lamented the
fact that the reorganization of the church had not taken place
under the leadership of the legislature of the kingdom of

thomas2thomasbthomas ford history of illinois chicago 1854 ppap 321322321521 322
millennial star XXIII 1861 125
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god 22 splinter groups such as the Hedrichedrickiteshednckiteskites mornsitesmorrisitesMornMorri sitessltes
bickertonitesBickertonites and brewstentesbrewsteritesBrewsterBrews tentesites attempted to establish theocratic
governments gladden bishop who attracted a group of wis-
consinconsincoasin saints to his cause after the death of the prophet organ-
ized according to one observer what he calls the kingdom of
god and it was the queerest performance I1 ever saw 24i james
strang one of the most vociferous claimants to the mantle of
the prophet insisted on the establishment not only of a church
but a political kingdom of god and had himself installed as
king of a theocratic community on beaver island if strang may
never have been a member of the council of fifty himself his
organization nevertheless looked like a highly garbled product
of that council the fact that strang claimed two former mem-
bers of joseph s legislature of the kingdom as his followers
would suggest that any similarities between smith s ideas of the
kingdom and those of his selfseif styled successor were more than
coincidental

it seems only logical to assume then that brigham young
whose claim as the rightful heir to the mantle of the prophet
was sustained by a special conference of the church held inin
nauvoo on august 8 1844 would continue the organization of
the political kingdom of god under his practical leadership
the council of fifty assumed the responsibility of directing both
the policies and the administration of the government of nau-
voo even more important the group resumed its earlier activi-
ties of looking for a place where the saints could settle peace-
fully and establish the kingdom without gentile interference
As a result the council of fifty was both to organize and di-
rect the exodus of the saints to the rocky mountains

it seems not surprising then that the gentiles would capi-
talize on rumors of the existence of a secret council inin the city
in a writ issued for the arrest of prominent citizens of nauvoo
for treasonable designs against the state mention was made
among other things of a private council of which the accused
supposedly were members 24 and john S fullmer a member

2 joseph smith and heman C smith ed history of the church of jesus
christ of latteylatter day saints 183618441836 1844 lamoni iowa 1920 11II 9091
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of the council of fifty reported while on an errand for the
council that

the apostates are trying to get up an influence with the
president of the united states to prevent the saints emigrat-
ing westward and that they have written to the president in-
forming him of the resolutions of the general council

council of fifty sic to move westward and representing
that council guilty of treason etc 25

but as subjective a term as treason leaves wide room for in-
terpretationterpretation and neither the federal government nor the coun-
cil of fifty saw any impediments that would prevent mormon
men from wearing the uniform of the U S army if one mem-
ber of the council of fifty no doubt voicing the sentiments of
many of the saints nevertheless declared that he was glad to
learn of war against the united states and was in hopes that it
might never end until they were entirely destroyed 26 such a
statement must be recognized as an expression of hyperbole
caused by the intensity of the persecution furthermore the fine
distinction made by brigham young between loyalty to the
constitution and the damned rascals who administer the gov
ernmenternernment27ment 127117 was no doubt adopted by most mormonscormons who saw in
this expression a possibility of reconciling american patriotism
with kingdom bubuildingi I1 ding words that must have inevitably sound-
ed like treason to gentile ears might well have been uttered
then by a faithful mormon who may have considered himself
an exemplary patriot but the enemiesenemies of mormonism under-
standablystandably enough refused to accept what to them may have ap-
peared merely a semantic distinction and sand and sagebrush
proved little more of a barrier than semantics As a result con-
troversytroversy followed the saints to their refuge only too soon the
halls of congress would pick up the echoes of conflict from the
everlasting mountains and keep them reverberatingreverberating until not
only polygamy but the political dreams of a mormon empire
likewise would be crushed

but in 1847 and the years immediately following these
dreams seemed on the verge of realization guided by brigham
young and the council of fifty the saints under heroic sacri-
fices began to carve a verdant empire from an arid desert the

ibid ppap 495498495 498
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reins of government for this empire in embryo were placed in
the hands of the council of fifty which controlled the legisla-
ture of the state of deseret and established its ambitious boun-
daries exulted the millennial star the nucleus of the mighti-
est nation that ever occupied the earth is at length established
in the very place where the prophets wraptwrape in sacred vision
have long since foreseen it 28 brigham young himself in a
sermon to the saints declared that the kingdom of god was
11 actually organized and the inhabitants of the earth do not
know it 29 that he was referring to the political kingdom and
not its spiritual counterpart was made clear in the context of
the sermon president young made this statement in 1855 al-
though the establishment of territorial government in 1851
had at least nominally ended theocratic government this
change however had diminished the controlling influence of
the council of fifty but little and was furthermore looked
upon as merely an expedient until the saints could obtain state-
hood for their commonwealth statehood in pre civil war days
would have given the council of fifty virtually a free hand in
regulating the affairs of the kingdom of god frank cannon s

contention that the mormonscormons attempted to gain admission to the
union in order to escape the union s authority as paradoxical
as this may sound has then a kernel of truth in it 30 thus it
was not polygamy alone which was to keep utah under the rule
of carpetbag federal officials for such as long time

the opposition which the kingdom of god was to encoun-
ter in its new zion already began to rise dimly on utah s politi-
cal horizon in 1849 if a prophet could have had access to a let-
ter in the territorial papers of the U S senate referred to the
committee on territories on december 31 1849 he would
have recognized accusations that were to be reiterated again and
again for over fifty years this petition of william smith
brother of the prophet joseph and former member of the coun-
cil of fifty and others members of the church of latter day

versversityhersity library 11II 253254253 254
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saints against the admission of the salt lake mormonscormons into the
union as a state maintained that the petitionerspetitioners

know most assuredly that salt lake mormonism is dia-
metrically inin opposition toto the pure priprinciplesnciplessciples of virtue lib-
erty and equality and that the rulers of the salt lake church
are bitter and inveterate enemies of our government they en-
tertain treasonable designs against the liberties of american
freeborn sons and daughters of freedom they have elected
brigham young who is the president of their church to
be the governor of the proposed state of deseret their inten-
tion is to unite church and state and whilst the political power
of the roman pontiff is passing away the american tyrant is
endeavoring to establish a new order of political popery in the
recesses of the mountains of america 31

if the saints failed to obtain statehood for deseret in 1850
however this was not so much due to possible mormon an-
tagonism in congress which at this time was negligible but the
sectional controversy over slavery worked just as effectively to
frustrate mormon ambitions territorial government for utah
was one of the results of the compromise of 1850 32

the arrival of federal officials in the summer of 1851 gave
a preview of things to come to their perhaps a little naive
amazement they found organized government already well
established the celerity with which the saints had responded
to their new status and had called for the election of a territorial
legislature and officers gave the newly arrived officials a vague
feeling that the saints were attempting to run things their own
way whatever the causes for the speedy elections it seems not
unreasonable to suppose that the council of fifty may have
thought it much easier to exert its influence on the formation
of the new legislature without the supervision and interference
of possibly unsympathetic gentile members of the new govern-
ment this conjecture may serve as an added explanation for
what the federal appointees on their arrival considered undue
haste in the formation of the new government

B D harris territorial secretary flatly refused to recognize
the legislature as a legal body the secretary s obstinacy and
some unwise and tactless remarks by judge brocchus concerning

US congress senate territorial papers 178918731789 1873 utah december 13
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the virtue of the ladies in the territory touched off a contro-
versy that was to give the mormonscormons a first taste of the difficul-
ties with federal officials that were to plague them for forty
years if this explosion was ultimately to bring the twin relic
into national prominence the immediate cause for the conflict
had nevertheless primarily been the theocratic nature of the
new government this controversy was to take on larger pro-
portions in the not too distant future for the time being how-
ever more serious difficulties were avoided by the rapid de-
parture of the foreign officials from the territory 33

president buchanan s ill starred utah expedition of 1857581857 58
was to a large degree a reaction of the northern democrats to
the republican twin relics platform of 1856 34 this crusade
against polygamy however threatened the political kingdom
quite as much since the two seemed inseparably connected
when the first news of the approaching army reached salt lake
city brigham young seriously considered secession from the
union in a speech on august 2 1857 he declared

the time must come when there will be a separation be-
tween this kingdom and the kingdoms of this world even in
every point of view the time must come when this kingdom
must be free and independent of all other kingdoms

are you prepared to have the thread cut today I1
shall take it as a witness that god desires to cut the thread
between us and the world when an army undertakes to make
their appearance in this territory to chastise me or to destroy
my life from the earth we will wait a little while to see
but I1 shall take a hostile move by our enemies as an evidence
that it is time for the thread to be cut 35

but the superior strength of colonel johnston s troops and
brigham young s good sense opened a wide interpretation to
the term hostile move the mediating efforts of colonel kane
and the moderation and tact of governor cumming further con-
vinced president young that the lord apparently did not want
the thread cut at this particular time and the conflict found a
peaceful solution

young s speech however had made it clear that irrespective

US president 1850531850551850 5553 fillmore message from the president of the
united states transmitting information in reference to the condition of affairs
in the territory of utah 34th cong ist sess executive doc no 25
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of historical exigencies the political kingdom of god was
bound to achieve independence but if the lord would indicate
to the saints when the propitious moment for cutting the thread
with the world had come they must be prepared they must
watch themselves for the time when the political kingdom of
god could send its accredited ambassadors abroad

the outbreak of the civil war seemed to portend the speedy
consummation of these hopes joseph smith himself had pre-
dicted that war beginning in south carolina would envelop
the earth and lead to the full end of all nations 36 the de-
structionst to be poured out over the united states was to be a
punishment for her failure to redress the wrongs committed
against the saints such failure predicted the prophet joseph
would result in the utter destruction of the government not
so much as a potsherd would be left 37 remembering these
prophecies the church leaders predicted the inevitability of con-
flict even before the outbreak of hostilities anti mormon writ-
ers charged the mormonscormons with desiring a confederate victory
what the saints really seem to have hoped for at least during
the beginning of the war was a mutual destruction of both
sides such expectations find expression in the diary of charles
walker who in 1861 wrote

the virginians are preparing to seize the capital at washing-
ton and where it will end they know not but the saints
know and understand it all bro brigham spoke of the
things inin the east said he hoped they would both gain the
victory said he had as much sympathy for them as the gods
and angels had for the devils in hell 38

but whatever the rhetorical expressions of the mormonscormons and
their leaders no openly hostile actions towards the government
occurred the saints assumed a waiting attitude if the lord
saw fit to permit the destruction of the united states they would
be ready to take over declared heber C kimball we shall
never secede from the constitution of the united states we
shall not stop on the way of progress but we shall make prepa
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rations for future events god will make the people free as
fast as we are able to bear it

in keeping with this idea of preparedness the council of
fifty held itself inin readiness to take over when other earthly
governments would have crumbled after it had failed to obtain
statehood for its revived state of deseret inin 1862 the council
nevertheless continued the state organization inin the enigmatic
meetings of the so called ghost legislature of deseret which
convened the day after the close of the sessionsession of the territorial
legislature during the 1860 s A private message given to this

legislature by brigham young inin 1863 reveals its nature and
its purpose

many may not be able to tell why we are inin this capacity
I1 do not think that you see this thing as it isis our organiza
tion will be kept up we may not do much at present in this
capacity yet what we have done or shall do will have its
effect this body of men will give laws to the nations
of the earth we meet here inin our second annual legislature
and I1 do not care whether you pass any laws this session or
not but I1 do not wish you to lose one inch of ground you
have gained inin your organization but hold fast to it for this
is the kingdom of god we are called the state legisla
ture but when the time comes we shall be called the kingdom
of god our government is going to pieces and it will be like
water that isis spilt upon the ground that cannot be gath-
ered I1 do not care whether you sit one day or not but
I1 do not want you to lose any part of this government which
you have organized for the time will come when we will give
laws to the nations of the earth joseph smith organized this
government before inin nauvoo and he said if we did our
duty we should prevail over all our enemies we should get
all things ready and when the time comes we should let the
water on the wheel and start the machine inin motion 40

but with the victorious emergence of the union from the civil
war the council of fifty would have to find other ways of
establishing the kingdom and the meetings of the ghost legis-
lature were finally abandoned there seemed to be no need for
keeping the wheel inin working order when water apparently was
nowhere inin sight

mormonism itself nevertheless seemed viable enough even

deseret news IX may 1 1861 65 note kimball s careful wording
we shall never secede from the constitution
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to its enemies that it apparently would not suddenly fall apart
like oliver wendell holmes celebrated one hoss shay if
vigorous measures seemed indicated to bring it to its doom
the cessation of polygamy alone which became the avowed
primary cause for persecution would not automatically stop
anti mormon attacks the suspected activities of the political
kingdom of god to some gentiles served as quite as impor-
tant a cause to renew the crusade for the eradication of mor-
monism john hyde for instance a mormon apostate declared

As a religion mormonism cannot be meddled with as a civil
polity it may 41 from its very inception maintained another
enemy of the church mormonism has been essentially a
politico religious organization and as such has clashed with
the governmental institutions of every state and territory in
which it has acquired habitat 42

this clash was to intensify with the increased influx of
gentiles into the territory after the advent of the railroad in
1869 the economic activities of these outsiders threatened the
identity of the political kingdom by drawing it into the eco-
nomic pattern of the surrounding areas largely dominated by
eastern capital As a result the council of fifty had to tighten
its muscles to protect the kingdom of god A program of de-
fensive economic action stressing self sufficiency through home
manufacture and boycott of gentile merchants was according
to the evidence available decided upon by the council of fifty
its implementation the council placed in the hands of the
school of the prophets under the leadership of the schools
almost every mormon community in the territory saw the estab-
lishmentlishment of a cooperative store 43

it is understandable then that waning profits would bolster
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the anti mormon sentiments of gentile merchants and lead to
their support of such proposed anti mormon legislation as the
cullom bill of 1870 aimed at wresting political control from
the saints through increased federal controls

during the 70 s and 80 s a veritable flood of printer s ink
inundated the presses and carried a wave of anti mormon senti-
ment across the country this sentiment to be sure was pri-
marily directed against polygamy and in retrospect has some-
what drowned out the voices of those who saw the political
kingdom of god as mormonism s greatest threat to america
these latter voicesvoices however were often raised inin such a shrill
tone that they could be heard even through the din of the anti-
polygamy crusade beadle for instance author of the notorious
life in utah insisted that it was the unionunion of church and state
or rather the absolute subservience of the state to the church
the latter merely using the outside organization to carry into
effect decrees already concluded inm secret council that makes
mormonism our enemy 44 the following excerpt from one of
the numerous anti mormon pamphlets of the period further
illustrates this position

had deseret been admitted as a state of the union the states
would been sic confronted not only by polygamy a foul
blot upon civilization but by a state dominated by an auto-
cratic hierarchy whose cardinal principle it is that the so
called kingdom of god on earth iee the mormon church
state sic isis the only legitimate government on earth and
that allailali other states and nations must eventually acknowledge
its sway the expurgation of this incubus upon the nation
would undoubtedly have involved a civil war 45

another pamphlet entitled the mormon conspiracy to estab-
lish an independent empire to be called the kingdom of god
on earth the conspiracy exposed by the writings sermons
and legislative acts of the prophets and apostles of the
church published inin salt lake city by the tribune company
assessed the role of polygamy inin the fight against the kingdom
of god

congress after congress has been importunedimportuner by the saints for
the privilege of coming inin to the union but the request has
been denied each time wholly on account of the polygamous
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practices of utah s people which they could not give up how
strange it is that a matter of comparatively small consequence
to the nation as polygamy is should have served as the sole
means of many years to hold in check this diabolical con-
spiracy
1

racy for the founding of a theocratic empire in the veryeaheartrtofbofof the greatest and freest republic the world has ever
knownknown464616

however much mormon ambitions were exaggerated and dis-
torted these articles in places nevertheless come close to the
truth the saints were certainly not engaged in any evil and
insidious conspiracies but as demonstrated through the activi-
ties of the council of fifty the kingdom of god was definitely
more than merely an ecclesiastical concept

the death of brigham young in 1877 apparently terminated
the activities of the council of fifty until shortly before the re-
organization of the first presidency of the church under john
taylor in the spring of 1880 george Q cannon prominent
member of the council of fifty and congressional representa-
tive of the territory in washington forwarded the records of
the council of fifty which he held in custody to the leaders of
the church 47 on april 10 the reorganization of the council
took place at the council house in salt lake city 48

this reorganization takes on special significance in the light
of the political circumstances of utah in 1880 and the follow-
ing years in 1879 the U S supreme court had sustained the
conviction of george reynolds for polygamy this conviction
portended an intensified anti mormon onslaught the available
evidence suggests that the council of fifty may have become a
central committee to direct the defense of the kingdom A
somewhat cryptic letter by L john nuttall a recent member of
the council to bishop william D johnson of kanabcanab seems to
indicate that the council of fifty either expanded its organiza-
tion or else created subsidiaries to meet with the new emer-
gency 49 but with the passing of the edmunds law in 1882 and
the edmunds tucker law in 1887 even a council of fifty
proved powerless to protect polygamy and the political king-
dom of god from destruction in 1890 the leaders of the
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church decided to submit to the demands of the government
with the proclamation of the manifesto not only polygamy

ceased to be an issue in utah politics but the political kingdom
of god likewise gradually lost its controversial nature A new
era in utah politics obviously had no room for the activities of
a council of fifty thus with the main causes for persecution
removed mormonism in the eyes of the world became gradu-
ally acceptable finally respectable A new era had dawned
during this second period of mormon history the saints looked
upon the restoration of the gospel primarily as a preparation for
the kingdom of heaven A carefully worked out plan of salva-
tion as revealed by joseph smith still required many spiritual
and temporal duties of the faithful but dreams of a political
kingdom of god had faded away into a dim and almost for-
gotten past



reply to professor madsen s critique
STERLING M MCMURRIN

it was generous of professor truman G madsen to write
his thoughtful critique of my essay on mormon metaphysics
he has raised several interesting issues I1 agree with what he
says about mormonism s being open ended incomplete and in
its development unsystematic and I1 agree with him also in his
suggestion that its inmost meaning and vitality are more
available to the participating prophet than to the detached
philosopher he realizes I1 am sure that I1 have no desire to
close any ends or do any completing or systematizing certainly
I1 would not want to distort mormon thought by subjecting it
to pigeonholingpigeon holing and I1 m quite sure that this has not been done
my paper is simply an attempt to describe a few commonplace
mormon ideas by viewing them in terms of equally common-
place issues in metaphysics As for prophets it seems obvious
to me that the vocation of prophets is religion and morality
not philosophy the monograph which was originally a public
address is concerned primarily with philosophy not theology or
religion I1 have written a sequel on mormon theology soon to
be published which deals with a number of matters that pro-
fessor madsen mentions such as the doctrines relating to the
fall sin grace atonement and salvation and this will be fol-
lowed by a piece on the mormon religion

but to return to the critique I1 am pleased that professor
madsen finds value in the type of thing that the monograph at-
tempts what the church needs is a continuing analysis and
evaluation of the philosophical ideas that constitute the intel-
lectual foundations of mormonism such an enterprise would
be of inestimable worth to the mormon people as well as to the
institution my paper is simply a preliminary identification and
description of a few of those ideas professor madsen seems to
think that a discussion of mormon philosophy must involve
distilling the philosophical theses from the theology and that
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this necessarily entails superimposition and speculation but
clearly there are many such theses available in the accepted liter-
ature that do not have to be distilled from anywhere

I1 think that I1 am less impressed than professor madsen by
what he regards as the opposing concepts employed by me in
describing mormon thought moreover in some cases I1 think he
sees opposition where there is none he refers for instance to
what I1 have called quantitative pluralism and qualitative mon-
ism as if these were in some kind of opposition but there is no
real opposition here because quantity cannot be compared with
quality or in his reference to my statement about the platonic
yet pragmatic facets of morality he overlooks the fact that I1

refer to platonic absolutism inin connection with mormon moral
philosophy and to pragmatism and instrumentalism in relation
to mormonismtomormonism in practice I1 do not mean to suggest that this
is consistent but inconsistency between ideas and practice rarely
disturbs a living institution another example is his comparison
of the necessity or self derivation of all existent things with
genuine human freedom and novelty I1 did not and would

not say that mormonism teaches that all existent things have
necessary being but rather that being uncreated the primary
elements that are the basic constitutents of the world are neces-
sary I1 fail to see where there is anything about such an idea
that opposes the notions of freedom and novelty but grantirgrantingrg
the syncretic character of mormonism and in this I1 certainly
agree with professor madsen I1 fail to see in this much that is
of philosophical importance although it may tell a great deal
about the intellectual history of the church and testify to its
youth its intellectual needs and its potential for growth

professor madsen offers several examples of what he calls
my riding the wrong philosophical steed apparently if I1 under-
stand him correctly as a result of my being duped by words
the first is the matter of realism versus nominalism I1 did not
say that mormon metaphysics is realistic or that it is nominalis-
tic because although the ontological status of universals is one
of the most important and persistent issues in metaphysics and
is one of basic importance to theology and religion there ap-
pears to be no explicit mormon position on this issueissue my point
was simply that an anlysisantysis of every day mormon ideas and atti
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tudesaudes reveals both realistic and nominalisticnominal isticcistic tendencies now
I1 would like to make it clear that in my monograph I1 am not
presuming to describe the priesthood but rather am simply
raising the question of what mormonscormons typically mean when they
use the word priesthood as when they say for instance that
someone holds the priesthood if professor madsen is correct
in his particularistic interpretation they mean that every indi-
vidual person holds a separate individual priesthood there
are as many separate priesthoodspriesthoods as there are priests and the
expression the priesthood is just a collective term employed
to designate these individual instances or pieces of priesthood
when they are taken inin the aggregate no doubt professor mad-
sen would not like this idea but I1 think he is stuck with it he
even compares the meaning of priesthood with the mormon
meaning of the word spirit and spirit in mormon ter-
minologyminology refers to something that is highly individualized
there is no the spirit held by individual persons each has or
is his own spirit I1 am sure that professor madsen would not
favor the strictly nominalistic position here which would recog-
nize priesthood as a universal term but would holdboldhoidboid it to be
simply a word that does not designate anything beyond certain
similarities that obtain among priests as that they are all per-
formers of the sacraments

if my interpretation is correct the term priesthood is in-
tended to designate some kind of unified entity that has some
genuine status in reality and the expression the priesthood
is not a collective term but refers rather to something whose
unity is not destroyed by the fact that many persons hold it
this is not to say necessarily that priesthood designates some-
thing that has reality in the sense of platonic universals over
and above and separate from its individual representations for
although referring to the early donatist controversy I1 men-
tioned platonic realism it must be remembered that there are
other theories that give ontological status to universals for the
most part since the thirteenth century and certainly at present
the dominant theory of universals entertained in catholic philos-
ophy for instance has been the moderate aristotelian type that
holds that universals are in some sense real but are always resireslresi
dent in particulars such an approach to the problem of the
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nature of priesthood would mean that the priesthood has no
reality independently of its being held by someone yet it is a
unity and its reality is not exhausted by a description of its
individual instances I1 think that most mormon writers and
mormon people generally may mean something like this

before professor madsen completely settles for his idea that
priesthood in mormon literature is much more clearly a par-

ticular than a universal I1 think he should take a long hard
look at the following from the doctrine and covenants
which priesthood is without beginning of days or end of

years 8417 or the following statement from joseph smith
the priesthood is an everlasting principle and existed with

god from eternity and will to eternity without beginning of
days or end of years history of the church period I1I1 vol
111illlillii p 386386.586

moreover I1 did not as professor madsen seems to suppose
identify the mormon and catholic theories of priesthood As
he indicates there are important differences but there are also
similarities and mormon writers would do well to take a better
look at catholicism the catholic church has worked long and
hard at its intellectual problems and has much to teach those
who face the same kinds of problems

but to get back to universals my own disposition on the
question of universals is to favor nominalism a prejudice which
is related to my preference for empirical rather than rationalistic
method and I1 have no desire to encourage the development of
realism or for that matter of anything else in mormon thought
in the first draft of my monograph I1 quoted the well known
11 amen to the priesthood of that man passage that lends sup-
port to the particularistic interpretation I1 am surprised that
professor madsen didndian t use that passage against me as it
would have strengthened his argument I1 abandoned it simply
because I1 decided to illustrate the particularistic tendency in
mormonism by the tritheismtri theism of the theology just for the sake
of variety

professor madsen objects to my reference to platonism in
describing mormon value theory now I1 do not think that there
is such a thing as an explicit mormon value theory my point is
simply that mormon value philosophy frequently exhibits a
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platonic character this seems to me to be entirely obvious
what is meant here is simply that the norms of value are abso-
lutes established in the structure of reality independently of
passing circumstances but as for platonism as such there could
not be a more interesting or extreme example than the passage
by orson pratt in the seer vol 1 no 2 p 24 where god
in the ultimate sense is defined as absolute impersonal
TRUTH all caps describing the lower case gods pratt says

persons are only tabernacles or temples and TRUTH is the
god that dwells in them one would have to be plato to be
much more platonic I1 am inclined to suspect however that
few mormonscormons would be willing to pray to either pratt s truth
or plato s good although pratt holds that when we worship
the father we do not merely worship his person but we wor-
ship the truth which dwells in his person

incidentally as an analogy to the priesthood problem orson
pratt says of his platonic god truth is not a plurality of
truths because it dwells in a plurality of persons but it is one
truth indivisible though it dwells in millions of persons

loc cit again I1 can t help but feel that something like this is
what most mormonscormons think about the priesthood call it a uni-
versal or not however I1 should not make too much of orson
pratt s views here because in 1860 the first presidency con-
demned certain passages relating to the discussion to which I1
have referred cf deseret news vol 10 jan 25 1860 ppap
1623.16231625162 3 interestingly enough the items that I1 have quoted were
not listed among the condemned though given the censorship
policy I1 think they should have been

professor madsen is concerned about my describing mor-
monism as a kind of naturalistic humanism within a general
theistic context I1 grant that this combination of words is not
common but I1 don t see anything here to get disturbed about
the word humanism has many uses and it has often been
used as compatible with theism and several mormon theolo-
gians of recent vintage have been anxious to exclude the term
supernatural and its cognates from the mormon vocabulary

I1 think professor madsen makes too much of the problem of
language one might easily argue against him that he shouldnshouldna t
use the word trinity with a capital T as he does because
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mormon theology being tritheistic rather than trinitarian is
opposed to the concept commonly designated by that word

I1 do not understand what it is that professor madsen is ob-
jecting to in his discussion of the divine knowledge problem
certainly I1 see no need for discussing such matters as calling
covenant and prophecy in a treatise on metaphysics nor do I1

find in mormonism anything particularly unique in the treat-
ment of this problem other than the fact that the very nature
of the problem is affected by the temporal conception of god
as I1 have indicated that mormonscormons commonly teach and believe
that god has foreknowledge seems to me to be entirely obvious
the term omniscience with respect to mormon theology is
professor madsen s not mine it is fashionable of course to
hold that foreknowledge and free will are contradictory but I1

did not advance this argument because I1 am not sure that this is
the case considering certain logical subtleties associated with
the meaning of free will and because my purposes in the
monograph were descriptive rather than critical certainly it is
the common belief among mormonscormons that they are not contra-
dictorydic tory

it seems to me that the most valuable part of professor
madsen s critique is his statement on the issue of necessity and
contingency where he objects to my failure to recognize what
he calls the contingency of potentiality in the mormon con-
ception of man I1 think this is an excellent point and I1 might
well have given considerable attention to it A somewhat ex-
tended discussion of this matter will appear in the essay on
theology where it seems to me it belongs but professor mad-
sen is quite wrong in supposing that I1 ignored this point and am
arguing that mormonism is required to affirm the second
sort of independence as an implication of the first he seems
to have overlooked on page 29 such expressions as whatever
the doctrine holds of man s dependence on god that
utter contingency is not the condition of his being for
he is not totally god s creature and though he is
finite I1 would insist however that for mormonscormons the doc-
trine that man ultimately is uncreated characteristically mod-
erates the sense of dependence contingency and creatureliness
how often for instance does professor madsen meet mormonscormons
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who have guilt feelings that are rooted not in their sins but
simply in their consciousness of being beings the typical mor-
mon considers himself to be on fairly good terms with himself
the world and the almighty he doesndoean t worry much about his
contingency even though he feels dependent upon god

professor madsen further refers to my failure to mention
the mormon thesis of the potential destiny of man which
11 shatters several traditional presuppositions I1 am not aware
of any mormon thesis that shatters anything but I1 presume that
he has in mind the same theory that I1 have inin my closing sen-
tence where I1 refer to the radically unorthodox concept of
salvation p 29 here again is a matter that I1 have preferred
to treat where I1 believe it belongs in the essay on theology

finally I1 must confess that I1 do not see mormon literature
as does professor madsen as a potential mine for distinctive
theories of knowledge ethics language history etc I1 do how-
ever believe that mormonism has far more of what might be
called intellectual strength than most of its advocates seem to
recognize or if they recognize than they seem willing to
publicize



book reviews
jacques barzun the house of intellect harper and brothers

new york new york 1959

in this latest effort to include thinking america in his class
room dr barzun constructs for us the metaphor of a house
where intelligence reigns surrounded by its offspring the al-
phabet linguistics systems of education communications
chains of reasoning and habits of discipline to name only a
few one quickly notes that the intellectual house that jacques
builds sees the democratic world through a patrician window
from a vantage similar to that of de tocquevilleTocqueville who is quoted
therein with approval his architecture is classical not utili-
tarian his materials are granite and marble not red brick re-
publican one cannot be sure whether he is sir christopher
wren or pierre C lenfant but he is not frank lloyd wright

his intent is to plumb the ignorance of the educated and
the anti intellectualism of the intellectual his criticisms are
useful and for the most part well deserved they solidly meet
many problems faced by a democratic culture seeking to lift
itself by its own bootstraps vague as to which way is up and
without effective systems for accomplishing what it does con-
ceive to be good equalitarianism dilutes standards of instruc-
tion art is vague and full of mystic yearning men of the mass
media obviously pander to prejudice and should know better
because they have been exposed to learning page by page we
agree certainly no travesty more inane was ever imposed upon
intellect than what it is compelled to endure in big town or
gopher prairie in the name of conviviality or even common

sense and every college professor will acknowledge as authen-
tic descriptions of scenes daily rehearsed in his own class room

despite similar indictments from other pens in recent years
dr barzun s sketches escape the commonplace for they are
rich with historical and literary allusions drawn ffromrom a wide
acquaintance with western culture they are done with such
finesse that they prevent us from dismissing the book as an
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accumulation of the author s personal frustrations and special
viewpoints perhaps more suitable as single installments from
the editor s chair unconfined by a common cover

and they are attractive in another way as well for dr bar-
zun is not simply an ordinary thinker lucid and profound he is
adroit and elusive subtly doubling back upon himself with
qualifications that undermine argument and with changing defi-
nitions that shift the ground of debate one regrets that the
margins of the book are too narrow for proper rebuttal for need
is frequenlyfrequently felt but as one makes wind for rejoinder he tacks
and makes sail on your breeze perhaps the resultant delightful
confusion is a deliberate reflection on the world but one is
disconcerted to find for instance that intellect is different
things throughout the book now intellect must be followed it
is quick and perceptive driving straight to the heart of the mat-
ter yet beware for we discover that it cannot formulate com-
promise and thus disaster lies in its rapid wake intellect is stiff
and angular not fit to guide life which pulses and throbs it
should be excluded from politics it was responsible for the
civil war its possessors in america of the 19501930 s naively fol-
lowed after the delusive phantoms of communistic idealism
similarly art being vague is now an enemy of intellect who is
precise but later true art is a complement here science di-
vides the house into narrowly specialized apartments and its
esoteric jargon makes the building a modern babel but else-
where the inductive and pragmatic approach to truth another
name for science has created communications educational
systems and patterns of government

all of this is delightful stuff for jousting but it does not
add up even to a quest much less to a blueprint for a brave new
structure perhaps as he suggests things were better for intel-
lect in the good old days of general illiteracy or in nineteenth
century england when the classics were studied and clerisy
governed the land but how does one go forward can a nation
which has followed the slogan the business of this country is

business readily orient itself to the affirmation that what is

good for intellect is good for the country dr barzun thinks
so but beyond suggesting the exercise of our flaccid intellectual
muscle he does not show the way
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at the risk of appearing complaisant may it not be asserted
that intellect has never had it so good bad as it is as in
america in mid twentieth century the evident confusion is of
our own making and choosing it is our accepted premise that
anarchy which is to say maximized individualism gradually
collected into political economic religious or intellectual con-
sensus by democratic processes is to be preferred to the fre-
quently misdirectedmis directed strength of the strong

we concur with the fathers of our political faith that
neither monarchy nor aristocracy during a graecogracco christian
milleniummilleniurnmillennium demonstrated a better way modern totalitarianism
which furnishes a chateau for its kept intellect and a grave for
dissenters who will not be intimidated our sympathies to mr
pasternak hardly offers an acceptable alternative

democratic standards of value frequently need to be reset
it is a proper calling for a patrician and dr barzun does his
bit for our present need we shall help to restore the house of
intellect and urge the fidelity of its praetorian guard in the
hope that it may become a showplace and a tradition though
not a dynasty meantime we will not vacate our tower or expect
even intellectual miracles to transform the wilderness into a

promised land

R kent fielding
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handcartsHand carts to zion the story of a unique western migration
185618601856 1860 with contemporary journals accounts reports and
rosters of members of the ten handcart companies by leroy
R hafen professor of history brigham young university and
his wife ann W hafen published by the arthur H clarkdarkoark
company glendale california 1960 inin two editions the

pioneers edition at 4954954.95 and as volume 14 of the historical
series the far vestwestweyr and the rockies 182018751820 1875 all volumes
of which are under the joint editorship of the hafensHachafensfens at 9509.50950
328 ppap

the authors are eminently qualified to write on the subject
of the handcart migration A lifetime of research in western
history has provided them with the general background for this
account and as descendants of utah pioneers and of one who
crossed the plains in a handcart campany the ability to write
history and edit historical documents is enhanced by personal
interest dr hafen first treated this subject in a master s thesis
completed at the university of utah in 1919 he and mrs
hafen have been adding to their store of knowledge concerning
the journeys by handcart since that time

many scholarly volumes have been produced by the hagens
all widely acclaimed by fellow historians and those with a more
general interest in western history but this reviewer anticipates
that handcartsHand carts to zion will add many new readers to the previ-
ous list particularly from mormon households the extensive
use of source materials and the thoroughness of the research
with the resulting wealth of information available inin this study
make it apparent that the work will be basic to any study of the
westward movement of the mormon pioneers that may be un-
dertakendertaken in the future

ten handcart companies made the journey of over a thou-
sand miles overland to salt lake valley between 1856 and 1860

of the almost 3000 members of these companies about 250
died en route it had been predicted that those walking pulling
and pushing the handcartshandcarts bearing all their earthly possessions
could travel with greater speed than the wagon trains hampered
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by slow moving ox teams the first three companies tended to
bear out the prediction the fourth and fifth and now famous
willie and martin companies resulted in stark tragedy only the
prompt action of brigham young and his associates inin sending
out rescue parties kept the number who died as low as it was

although the church leaders reported that the 1856 trage-
dies did not discourage them and a group of missionaries were
sent east by handcart from utah to demonstrate how practical
this mode of travel was only five more companies made the
trek during the years from 1857 to 1860 when the tenth and
last group with their two wheeled vehicles arrived in utah

today the handcart experiment isis one of the many curiosities
in the annals of western history with the pony express the
trail drives the rush for gold trapping for beaver vigilantes
indian massacres and other phenomena the story of the hand-
cart migrations with the accompanying heartaches tragedy
faith and devotion adds color to the many threaded tapestry
which is early western history

appropriate illustrations and a map of the handcart route
add interest and enhance the good workmanship that has come
to be expected in the publications of the arthur H clarkdarkoark com-
pany professional historians western history enthusiasts those
interested in mormon church history and other lay readers will
find interesting information available to them in this useful
study

S LYMAN TYLER
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